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Abstract 

This work investigates new approaches to the container loading problem which 
address the issue of how to load three-dimensional, rectangular items ( e.g. boxes) 
into the container in such a way that maximum utilisation is made of the container 
space. This problem occurs in several industry sectors where the loading 
approach places cargo effectively into aeroplanes, ships, trailers or trucks in order 
to save considerable cost. 

approach to the two-dimensional bin packing problem, which has lower 
complexity than container loading in the aspects of constraints and geometry. A 
novel approach, including the heuristic strategies and handling method for 
remaining areas, is developed that can produce good results when testing with 
benchmark and real world data. 

Based on the research for two-dimensional bin packing, a novel heuristic 
approach is developed to deal with the container loading problem with some 
practical constraints. The heuristic approach to container loading also includes 
heuristic strategies and the handling of remaining spaces. The heuristic strategies 
construct effective loading arrangements where combinations of identical or 
different box types are loaded in blocks. The handling method for remaining 
spaces further improves the loading arrangements through the representation, 
partitioning and merging of remaining spaces. The heuristic approach obtains 
better volume utilisation and the highest stability compared with other published 
heuristic approaches. However, it does not achieve as high a volume utilisation as 
metaheuristic approaches, e.g. genetic algorithms and tabu search. 

I 

In carrying out this work, the investigation starts by developing a new heuristic 



loading problem is further developed based on the tabu search technique which 

tabu search approach. 

with one hundred per cent support from below. 

To improve volume utilisation, a new hybrid heuristic approach to the container 

covers the encoding, evaluation criterion and configuration of neighbourhood and 
candidate solutions. The heuristic strategies as well as the handling method for 

remaining spaces developed in the heuristic approach are used in this new hybrid 
It is shown that the hybrid approach has better volume 

utilisation than the published approaches under the condition that all loaded boxes 

In addition, the experimental 
results show that both the heuristic and hybrid tabu search approaches can also be 

applied to the multiple container loading problem. 
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Wcur The width of current packing area Acur 

( or the width of current space Seu, )  

Wre The width of remaining area Ae 

( or the width of remaining space Sres) 

The width of waste area Aw 

The permit weight of the container 

The weight ratio of the container for solution 0 

The weight distribution of the container for solution 0 

Number x to be rounded down 

WCG(0) 

xcur 
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Ycur 

yii Thecy-coordinate of the bottom-left vertex of item rii 

(or thecy-coordinate of the front-bottom-left vertex of box bii ) 

The y-coordinate of the bottom-left vertex of current area Are 

( or thecy-coordinate of the front-bottom-left vertex of current 
space scur ) 

Yre 

space Sr.c) 

Thecy-coordinate of the bottom-left vertex of remaining area Are 

(or the y-coordinate of the front-bottom-left vertex ofremaining 

Yw Thecy-coordinate of the bottom-left vertex of waste area /4.e 

( or the y-coordinate of the front-bottom-left vertex of waste space Sw ) 

zii The z-coordinate of the front-bottom-left vertex of box bii 

zcur The z-coordinate of the front-bottom-left vertex of current space Scur 

The z-coordinate of the front-bottom-left vertex of remaining space Sre 

z The z-coordinate of the front-bottom-left vertex of waste space Sw 

zre 

w 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The container industry is a key sector in global transportation. It is also a critical 

part of the logistics industry and enables various goods to be transferred quickly 

all over the world. The container industry is therefore often referred to as "the 

treasure house of reducing cost" or "the third source of profit", along with the 

labour market and natural resources, by economists and entrepreneurs. The 

container industry has played an increasingly important role in global economic 

development. For example, the need for logistics has bloomed due to the 

increasing trade export from China. In 2001 ,  about US$266 billion worth of 

goods was exported from China (Yeung and Tang 2005). Being a leading 

transportation hub in southern China, the importance of logistics in Hong Kong is 

greatly elevated. Following China's entry into the World Trade Organization 

(WTO), the exports increased from $348 billion in 1 999 to $600 billion in 2005 . 

The layout optimisation of container loading is a key issue to reducing cost and 

enhancing the efficiency of transportation in logistics. To meet current customer 

preferences and requirements, mass customisation and a short response time are 

essential. This creates the need for innovative container loading approaches. 
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1 . 1  Three-dimensional packing problems 

Container loading lies in the family of three-dimensional packing which is an area 

of cutting and packing. The term 'packing' means that a set of small items ( e.g. 

boxes) is packed into large objects (e.g. containers) . Packing problems belong to 

the field of 

are 

geometric combinatorics (Dyckhoff 1990). In general, their 

objectives to find an optimal volume utilisation. However, different 

applications have different objectives and constraints. According to the 

objectives in different applications, three-dimensional packing is characterised by 

the following applications

provides no lateral support to the items. Small items are loaded onto the pallet, 

and a given loading height limit must not be exceeded while maximising the space 

: 

Pallet loading. There is a given set of small items and a rectangular pallet which 

utilisation (Dowsland 1987; Scheithauer and Terna 1996; Morabito and Morales 

1998). 

Container loading. There is a given set of small items and a container which 

provides lateral support to the items. The small items are loaded into the 

container with the objective to maximise the volume utilisation within the 

container (George and Robinson 1980; Liu et al. 2005) .  

Knapsack problem. A given set of small items has an associated profit. The 

problem is to choose a subset of small items which are packed into a knapsack so 

that the maximum profit is obtained (Gehring et al. 1990; Pisinger 2002). If the 

associated profit with the items is volume utilisation, the problem can be regarded 

as container loading. 

Strip packing. One dimension ( e.g. depth) of a rectangular container can be 
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considered 

Chapter 1 

as a variable. The problem is to pack all given small items into the 

container that has 

Multiple container (pallet) loading. 

a fixed width and height but infinite depth. The objective is to 

minimise the depth of the container (Bischoff and Marriott 1 990) . 

An unlimited number of containers (pallets) 

may have identical or different dimensions . All given small items are to be 

loaded into the containers (pallets). The objective is to minimise the number of 

used containers (pallets) (Bischoff and Ratcliff 1 995b; Terna et al. 2000; Eley 

2003) .  

• Stability 

• 

• 

Orientation 

Connectivity 

• Weight limit 

• Weight distribution 

• Load bearing strength 

1 .2 Research on Container Loading 

A container is a closed space with one open side. The loading process requires 

that all small items must be loaded opposite the open side of the container and the 

container provides lateral support to loaded items. Thus container loading is to 

Bin packing. This problem is similar to multiple container loading, but all bins 

have identical dimensions. All given small items are to be packed into a 

minimum number of bins (Martello et al. 2000; Faroe et al. 2003). 

In addition to the basic constraints of the problems outlined above, the following 

practical constraints may be taken into consideration: 
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seek an optimal geometric combination of small items suitable for the loading 

process of the container. Container loading has been well known as a NP-hard 

problem (Garey and Johnson 1979), meaning it is impossible to find a polynomial 

time algorithm. This makes it difficult to solve by using a pure mathematical 

method. Hence, approximation approaches are used to explore solutions to the 

problem. The last decade has seen significant progress for tackling container 

loading. The research has made use of a wide variety of techniques, ranging 

from straightforward single-pass heuristics (George and Robinson 1980 ; Liu et al. 

2005) to genetic algorithms (He et al. 2001; Gehring and Bortfeldt 1997), tabu 

search (Bortfeldt et al. 2003), liner programming (Padberg 2000) and 

combinations of tree-search heuristics (Eley 2002) and dynamic programming 

(Martello et al. 2000). 

The most important advance perhaps lies in the fact that the published approaches 

have paid increasing attention to the various additional factors which may 

considerably complicate the task in practical applications. For example, the 

stability of goods has to be considered in transportation (Bischoff 2006). The 

weight distribution of cargos also has to be considered in freight transported by air 

(Lin et al. 2006) .  Any solution approach faces the issue of working within 

practical constraints, in addition to the primary problem of maximum volume 

utilisation, since these further complicate the problem and increase the difficulty 

of the solution approach. Despite the considerable efforts which have been made 

towards meeting the need for practical applications, more effective approaches are 

yet to be developed and exploited. 

Container loading is a typical problem in the family of three-dimensional packing 

because of the characteristics in common with other problems in this family. 

The other problems can be regarded as variants of container loading. Therefore, 
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the solution approach to container loading can be applied to the other 

three-dimensional packing problems. Moreover, the concept behind container 

loading can be also extended to other optimisation problems in cutting and 

packing, such as capital budgeting, vehicle routing and computer memory 

allocation. 

1 .3 Aim and Objectives 

This research deals with the container loading problem where a given set of small 

rectangular box-shaped items (which are called boxes) is loaded into a single 

rectangular box-shaped container. Considering the trade-off between volume 

utilisation and practical constraints, the aim for this research is to develop novel 

heuristic approaches to achieving the maximum volume utilisation of the 

container whilst taking account of the following practical constraints : 

• 

• 

• Connectivity 

• Weight limit 

• Weight distribution 

The heuristic approaches to be developed are able to deal with different sizes of 

problems with weakly and strongly heterogeneous boxes, and can be applied to 

the multiple container loading problem and other similar three-dimensional 

packing problems, e .g. strip packing and knapsack problems. 

Due to the simplicity and similarity between two-dimensional bin packing and 

three-dimensional container loading, the research commences with bin packing in 

Stability 

Orientation 
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order to provide a good basis for container loading. 

The objectives of this research are to: 

(1) Develop new heuristic strategies in order to improve the performance of 

existing heuristic strategies. 

(2) Design an effective handling method for three-dimensional remaining spaces, 

including the representation, partitioning and merging of the remaining spaces. 

(3) Develop a novel heuristic approach integrating the heuristic strategies and the 

handling method for remaining spaces while considering the requirement of 

practical constraints, i.e. loading orientation, connectivity and box stability. 

(4) Develop a hybrid tabu search approach in order to further improve the solution 

quality obtained by the heuristic approach while considering the requirement of 

weight limit and weight distribution except the constraints of loading orientation, 

connectivity and box stability. 

(5) Implement a prototype software system for testing heuristic and hybrid tabu 

search approaches by using benchmark and real world data sets to demonstrate the 

research. 

The research was partially supported through a funded project titled Development 

and Application of an Optimisation Algorithm for Container Loading, from the 

Education Department of Liaoning Province in China (No. 2004F043). The 

project supported the development of a new effective approach to container 

loading considering the needs of the basic practical application. 
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The overall structure of the thesis is as follows: 

1 .4 Overview of the Thesis 

and the existing issues. 

Chapter 3 describes in detail the development of a novel heuristic approach to 

two-dimensional bin packing which combines the heuristic strategies and 

handling method for remaining areas. The performance of the approach is 

compared with other published approaches by testing benchmark data and real 

world data. 

Chapter 4 describes the container loading problem and the definition of various 

spaces related to the problem. The new handling method for remaining spaces is 

presented, covering the representation and partitioning of remaining spaces as 

well as the principles of merging remaining spaces under different situations. 

Chapter 5 presents a new heuristic approach incorporating the handling method 

for remaining spaces into the heuristic strategies. New heuristic strategies are 

designed and implemented for loading blocks constructed by combining identical 

and different box types and for loading single boxes. 

Chapter 1 introduces the background and motivation of the investigation into 

container loading and the aim and objectives of the research. 

Chapter 2 reviews the published literature highlighting related work. The four 

important characteristics of cutting and packing problems are described. The 

solution approaches to two-dimensional bin packing and container loading are 

reviewed (specific details are presented in later chapters where appropriate). 

Conclusions are drawn to summarise how container loading has been addressed 
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Chapter 6 reports the experiments and evaluation of the heuristic approach 

described in Chapter 5 .  With respect to volume utilisation and stability, the 

approach is tested and compared with the published approaches for the problems 

obtained from a quantity of published benchmark data which includes weakly and 

strongly heterogeneous boxes. In addition, the approach is applied to multiple 

container loading and tested by using the benchmark and real world data sets. 

Chapter 7 is devoted to the hybrid tabu search approach to container loading. 

The hybrid approach employs both the heuristic strategies and the handling 

method for remaining spaces described in Chapters 4 and 5. Considering 

volume utilisation and stability, the comparison and evaluation of experimental 

results, obtained by using the same benchmark data sets as those in Chapter 6, are 

detailed. Furthermore, the experimental results with the constraints of weight 

limit and weight distribution are reported by testing with real world data. 

Chapter 8 finally summarises the work of this thesis. The discussion takes place 

on how the aim and objectives of the research have been achieved. Conclusions 

are drawn on the research. Recommendations of the ways in which this research 

can be extended are made. 

1 .5 Thesis Related Publications 

During the course of this PhD research programme, the following publications 

have been produced from the work presented within this thesis. These include 

Liu, J.M., Yue, Y. ,  Keech, M. , and Huang, Y.Q. An investigation of 3D packing 

problems, The 4th CIRP International Seminar on Intelligent Computation in 

Manufacturing Engineering, Italy, 3 0th June - 2nd July 2004, pp 337-342 . 

(This work was drawn from Chapter 2 of this thesis) 
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Technology, 28(4), 2006, pp 449-453. 
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Liu, J.M. ,  Yue, Y. , Ma, G.K. , Keech, M., and Huang, Y.Q. An efficient 

heuristic approach to two-dimensional bin packing problem, INFORMS 

international, Hong Kong, 25-28th June 2006. 
(This work was drawn from Chapter 3 of this thesis) 

Ma, G.K., Liu, J.M., Huang, Y.Q. , Yue, Y . ,  and Keech, M. An algorithm for the 

constrained rectangular packing problem, Journal of Shenyang University of 

(This work was drawn from Chapter 3 of this thesis) 

Liu, J.M., Yue, Y. , 

10th Chinese Automation 

and Keech, M. A combinatorial approach to 3D container 

loading, The & 

England, 18 September 2004, pp 271-276. 

(This work was drawn from Chapters 4, 5 and 6 of this thesis) 

Computing Society Conference, 

Liu, J.M. ,  Ma, G.K. , and Huang, Y.Q. Research of heuristic algorithm for 3D 

container loading based on combination, Journal of Engineering Graphics, 59(1), 

2005,  pp 22-25. 

(This work was drawn from Chapters 4,  5 and 6 of this thesis) 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2 .1 .  Introduction 

Packing problems are an area of cutting and packing which belongs to the field of 

geometric combinatorial computation, and the complexity of geometric properties 

of items influences the magnitude of the problem and the solution approach. 

From the vast range of the published literature on packing problems, although 

some 

This chapter reviews the solution approaches to two-dimensional bin packing, 

related to this research, and three-dimensional container loading. 

exact approaches which enumerate only promising solutions efficiently are 

adopted, it is impossible to find a polynomial time algorithm for the large size of 

the practical problems. Therefore, most research pays an increasing attention to 

exploring approximation approaches which obtain a near optimal solution in a 

reasonable time, e .g. heuristics (Bischoff and Ratcliff 1995a; Bischoff 2006) and 

metaheuristics (Bortfeldt and Gehring 200 1 ;  Faina 2002) .  

2.2 Cutting and Packing Problems 

Cutting and packing (abbreviated by C&P) problems are considered as a special 

kind of resource optimisation. Their objectives are to find an effective approach 

to obtain the utilisation of raw materials (area/space) by an optimum layout. The 
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variety of problems has been reflected on their application areas including 

disciplines such as management science (Yeung and Tang 2005), engineering 

(Morabito and Gareia 1998), mathematics (Valerio de Carvalho 2002), computer 

science (Li et al. 2003) and operational research (Pisinger 2002) with different 

industries incorporating different constraints and objectives. Metal, wood and 

textile industries require optimum cutting of materials from stock sheets (Arenales 

and Morabito 1995 ; Liu et al. 2000). Other industries, however, have to deal 

with the opposite case by packing a number of items into containers such as 

transportation and inventory management (Morabito et al. 2000). 

During the past decade, C&P problems have attracted an increasing attention. 

Although similar problems appear under different names in the published 

literature due to the diversity of the real-world applications, these problems all 

have the same basic logical structure, that is, 1 )  a set of large objects (input) and a 

set of small items ( output), and 2) the C&P process concerns the patterns being 

geometric combinations of small items assigned to large objects. The residual 

objects, which occur in the patterns and do not belong to small items, are called 

trim loss. The objective of most C&P problems is to minimise the trim loss 

(Dyckhoff 1990). 

As an area of C&P problems, packing problems have the strong relationship with 

cutting problems by Dyckhoff (1990) . In this sense, cutting stock problems can 

be seen as packing the space occupied by the small items into the large objects. 

Vice versa, packing problems can be seen as cutting the large objects into small 

items. 

In order to facilitate the information exchange across different disciplines, 

research and applications of the solution approaches, Dyckhoff ( 1990) proposed a 
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typology of C&P which identified common characteristics and systematically 

classified C&P problems. Based on . the typology which was further developed 

by Wascher et al. (2004) ,  C&P problems can be described by the following four 

important characteristics :  

Dimensionality. The most important characteristic is the minimum number of 

dimensions necessary to describe the geometry of the patterns. The problem can 

be one-dimensional (1D), two-dimensional (2D), three-dimensional (3D) and 

N-dimensional (ND) with N>3 . 

The problems are classified into two kinds of assignment,Kind of Assignment. 

i.e. output (value) maximisation and input (value) minimisation. Output 

maximisation (B) is that a set of small items has to be assigned to a given set of 

large objects. The set of large objects is not sufficient to accommodate all the 

small items. All large objects are to be used and a subset of small items is to be 

assigned with the maximum "value". Input minimisation (V) is that a given set 

of small items is to be assigned to a set of large objects . The set of large objects 

is sufficient to accommodate all the small items. All small items are to be 

assigned to a selection (a subset) of the large object(s) with the minimum "value" . 

Here "value" of obj ects ( or items) may be represented by costs, utilisation of the 

object, or material quantities. 

Assortment of small items. The assortment consists of identical small items(C), 

i.e. all items are of the same shape and size; weakly heterogeneous assortment 

(R), i . e. many items of relatively few different shapes, and strongly 

heterogeneous assortment (M, F), i.e. many items of many different shapes (M), 

or few items of different shapes (F) .  In general, different sized items with the 

same shape are considered as the items of different shape (Wascher et al. 2004 ). 
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Assortment of large objects. This describes the different cases of large obj ects . 

One large object (0) means that a set of large obj ects consists of a single element. 

The large obj ect may have all dimensions fixed, one or more variable dimensions . 

Several large objects (all dimensions fixed) include identical large objects (I), 

weakly heterogeneous and strongly heterogeneous different large objects (D) . 

All practical problems can be described by a combination 

important characteristics .  The following two examples present the 

categorisations for two-dimensional bin packing and container loading. 

of the above four 

Two-dimensional bin packing 

Two-dimensional (2D) I input minimisation (V) I identical large object (I) I weakly 

or strongly heterogeneous items (R or M), i .e .  2DN /UR or 2DN /UM 

I one large object (0) I weakly 

Three-dimensional container loading 

Three-dimensional (3D) I output maximisation (B) 

or strongly heterogeneous items (R or M), i .e .  3D/B/O/R or 3D/B/O/M 

2.3 Two-dimensional (2D) Bin Packing 

2.3.1 Applications of 2D packing problems 

2D packing problems occur in various application areas involving different 

constraints and objectives. The complexity of the packing problems is strongly 

related to the geometric shape of small items to be packed. Concerning the 

geometry, two types of shapes can be distinguished: regular shapes ( e .g. 

rectangles and circles) which are described by a few parameters (Babu and Rabu 

200 1 )  and irregular shapes including asymmetry and concavity (Dowsland and 

1 3  



the type of large objects. Strip packing is to find the minimum height of a 

rectangular object with an infinite height and finite width in which a set of small 

items is packed (Hopper and Turton 1 999; Liu and Teng. 1 999 ;  Martello et al. 

2003 ; Yeung and Tang 2003). 
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Dowsland 1 995 ;  Liu et al. 2000 ; Gomes and Oliveira 2002). In the cases where 

the rectangular items are packed into a rectangular object, the orthogonal packing 

patterns can be required, namely, the edges of the items must be parallel to the 

edges of the obj ect; otherwise, the items are packed in a non-orthogonally way. 

Packing problems are classified into strip packing and bin packing according to 

For example, in the paper and textile industries, 

the packing process aims at minimising the height of layout in the object (Figure 

2. l (a)). Bin packing is to find a set of rectangular objects (normally called bins) 

to pack all small items of the order list where a minimum number of obj ects are 

used (Berkey and Wang 1 987; Lodi et al. 2002c) (Figure 2. 1 (b) ). Bin packing 

are widely involved in many real-world applications: cutting of standardised stock 

units in wood, metal or glass industries, and paging of articles and advertisements 

· in newspapers. 

D o  

I I D 
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(a) Strip packing (b) Bin packing 

Figure 2.1 Two kinds of 2D packing problems (Hopper and Turton 200 1 ) 

With respect to 2D bin packing, several variants can arise in specific applications, 

but in most cases the following two additional requirements are necessary: ( 1 )  
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Orientation . The items may either have a fixed orientation or be rotated (by 90°) .  

For example, rotation is not allowed in newspaper paging or when the items to be 

cut are decorated or corrugated (Gomes and Oliveira 2002), whereas orientation is 

free in the cas� of plain materials and in most packing contexts (Liu et al. 2000). 

(2) Guillotine cut. It may be imposed that the items are obtained through a 

sequence of edge-to-edge cuts parallel to the edges of the items (Figure 2.2(a)) . 

The guillotine constraint is frequently presented in cutting problems, due to 

technological constraints of automated cutting machines (Ma et al. 2006) whereas 

it is generally not imposed in packing applications. 

restricted by this rule, the items can be packed in any available 

As non-guillotine cut are not 

area within the 

object where results in a non-overlapping layout (Beasley 2004) (Figure 2 .2(b)) . 

(a) Guillotine cut (b) Non-guillotine cut 

Figure 2.2 Guillotine and non-guillotine cut layouts 

2.3.2 Solution approaches 

Much effort has been devoted to 2D packing problems since Gilmore and Gomory 

( 1 96 1  and 1 965) proposed the first model for 2D packing problems by extending 

their column generation approach to the one-dimensional packing problem ( lDP) 

(Gilmore and Gomory 1 963). 2D packing problems are a natural generalisation 

of the classical 1 D  problem, and is a NP-hard (non-deterministic polynomial hard) 

problem in a strong sense and they cannot be solved with a polynomial time 

algorithm (Garey and Johnson 1 979). In other words, to achieve an exact 
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solution requires searching all solutions exhaustively in the solution space. If 

various constraints are imposed on a packing problem depending on the practical 

application, the problem will become complicated. Therefore, the objective for 

solving 2D packing is to obtain a good or near optimum solution quality in the 

acceptable time (Reeves 1 993). 

Using Dyckhoff's ( 1 990) classification, the 2D bin packing problem can be 

classified into 2DN/VR or 2D/V/I/M. Based on recent reviews and surveys of 

2D packing problems (Hopper and Turton 2001 i; Lodi et al. 2002b), most research 

focuses on heuristic approaches to 2D bin packing. A heuristic is a technique 

which seeks a good (i.e. near optimal) solution at a reasonable computational cost 

close to optimality a particular feasible solution i s  (Reeves 1 993). There are two 

fundamentally different types of algorithms for 2D bin packing. One is  off-line 

algorithms, that is, all items are given at the same time for the algorithm to 

compute an answer, for the complete set of items. The other is on-line algorithms 

with which the items come in one-by-one, not all at the same time. The 

algorithms should put each item directly into a bin (possibly after some 

calculation) before handling the next item that comes in. 

In the off-line algorithms, an exact algorithm can easily get an optimum solution 

by performing an exhaustive search . Unfortunately, the method requires an 

exponential time. With respect to heuristic research, most off-line algorithms 

from the published literature are ofgreedy type, that is, the values are assigned for 

all of the decision variables one by one and at every step the best available 

decision is made (Michalewicz and Fogel 2000). These off-line algorithms can 

be classified into two groups, that is, level and non-level algorithms based on the 

representation of remaining areas. 
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Level algorithms pack the items, from left to right, in rows forming horizontal 

levels. The remaining area in the bin is partitioned into several levels. The 

objective of the level algorithms is to transfer the 2D packing problem into the 1D 

one. Three classical strategies for the level packing, that is, Next-Fit Decreasing 

Height (NFDH), First-Fit Decreasing Height (FFDH) and Best-Fit Decreasing 

Height (BFDH), have been derived from the famous NFDH, FFDH and BFDH 

algorithms for the one-dimensional case (Lodi et al. 2002b ) .  In  each case, the 

items are initially sorted by decreasing height and packed in the corresponding 

sequence. 

A two-phase level algorithm for the finite bin packing problem, called a Hybrid 

First-Fit (HFF),  was proposed by Chung et al. (1982). In the first phase, a strip 

packing is obtained through the FFDH strategy. The bin packing solution is then 

obtained by heuristically solving one-dimensional bin packing through the FFDH 

algorithm. The algorithm has been proved that both phases can be implemented 

in O(nlogn) time. 

Berkey and Wang (1987) proposed a two-phase level algorithm, i.e .  Finite 

Best-strip (FBS), which is a variation of HFF. The first-phase is performed by 

using the BFDH strategy. In the second phase, the one-dimensional bin packing 

is solved through the BFDH algorithm. The algorithm can also be implemented 

in O(nlogn) time. 

Lodi et al. (1999) presented an approach (Floor-Ceiling, FC) which extends the 

way in which items are packed on the levels. The advantage of the FC approach 

is to occupy more remaining areas from opposite direction of each level in order 

to achieve a high area utilisation. The horizontal line is defined by the top (vs. 

bottom) edge of the tallest item packed on a level as the ceiling (vs. floor) of the 
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level. The previous algorithms pack the items, from left to right, with their 

bottom edge on the level floor. The FC algorithm may, in addition, pack them, 

from right to left, with their top edge on the level ceiling. The first item packed 

on a ceiling can only be one which cannot be packed on the floor below. In the 

first phase, the current item is packed, in the order of preferences : (i) on a ceiling 

(provided that the requirement above is satisfied), according to a best-fit strategy; 

(ii) on a floor, according to a best-fit strategy; (iii) on the floor of a new level. In 

the second phase, the levels are packed into finite bins, either through the BFDH 

algorithm or by using an exact algorithm for the one-dimensional 

Although a high quality 

bin packing 

problem, halted after a prefixed number of iterations. 

solution was obtained by the approach, the computational time (i.e .  O(n3)) is 

potentially longer than other level algorithms because this approach packs items 

in two packing directions in each level. 

The two-phase level algorithms transfer 2D packing into I D  packing in order to 

simplify the representation of remaining areas and the solution of the problem 

which can be implemented by using the three basic heuristic strategies. However, 

level algorithms result in a number of remaining areas in levels which are not 

reutilised. Considering the disadvantage of level algorithms, non-level 

algorithms, in the other group of off-line algorithms, have been developed. The 

non-level algorithms in the published literature represent the remaining area based 

on the outline of packed items and the remaining area to be generated becomes a 

jagged shape. Thus the non-level algorithms have to present the feasible 

heuristic strategy to meet such a representation. 

The main non-level strategy, known as Bottom-Left (BL), packs the current item 

into the lowest possible position with the left justified. Berkey and Wang ( 1 987) 

proposed the BL approach for the finite bin case. Their Finite Bottom-Left (FBL) 
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algorithm initially sorts the items by decreasing order of their width. The current 

item is then packed in the lowest position of the chosen bin, left justified; if no bin 

can allocate it, a new one is chosen. 

Proposed by Lodi et al. ( 1999), a different non-level approach, called alternate 

directions (AD), initialises L bins (L being a lower bound on the optimum solution 

value) by packing on their bottoms a subset of the items, following a BFDH 

BL and AD algorithms pack items along the geometric outline of the remaining 

and break the limitation of levels. Therefore, they can achieve better 

solutions than level algorithms. 

area 

However, these two algorithms do not consider 

checking whether the chosen items can be fit in the position along the outline of 

disadvantage 

a number of holes are generated during the packing process. 

above approaches, another non-level approach, 

Touching Perimeter (TP), was also presented by Lodi et al. (1999). 

approach can be seen as a variant of the BL approach in nature. 

the remaining area. They only pack the items using a ranking rule. As a result, 

To overcome the 

of the called 

The TP 

The approach 

starts by sorting the items in decreasing order of their areas. A lower bound L 

for the optimal solution value is then computed, and L empty bins are initialised. 

The approach packs one item at a time either in an existing bin or an initialised 

one. The first item packed in the bottom-left corner of a bin. Eachnew 

subsequent item is packed in the position that its bottom edge touches either the 

bottom of the bin or the top edge of another item, and its left edge touches either 

the left edge of the bin or the right edge of another item. The choice of the bin 

strategy. The remaining items are packed, one bin at a time, into bands, 

alternatively from left to right and from right to left. As soon as no item can be 

packed in either direction in the current bin, the next initialised bin or a new 

empty bin becomes the current one. 
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and of the item position is done by evaluating a score which is defined as the 

percentage of the item perimeter that touches the bin and other items already 

packed. Compared with the AD approach, this approach favours patterns where 

the packed items do not "trap" small areas, which may be hard to use for further 

packing. For each candidate packing position, the score is evaluated twice for 

the two item orientations, and the higher value is selected. Compared with their 

previous two approaches, the TP approach can obtain a better solution in the same 

time because the items are packed along the outline of packed items within the 

bins by evaluating their scores and a number of remaining areas may be filled by 

the chosen items. 

Metaheuristic techniques as a high-level heuristics are nowadays frequently used 

for the approximate solution of hard combinatorial optimisation problems. Most 

research has contributed to 2D strip packing problems with one large object (Liu 

and Teng 1 999 ;  Hopper and Turton 2000; Onwunolu and Mutingi 2003 ; Yeung 

and Tang 2003). For the 2D bin packing problem with several large objects, 

however, less research applies metaheuristics to the problem. Lodi et al. (2002c) 

developed a tabu search algorithm for 2D bin packing. The main characteristic 

of the unified framework in this literature is the adoption of a search scheme and a 

neighbourhood that is independent of the specific packing problem to be solved. 

For the initial solution, the number of used bins is set to the number of items, that 

is, each bin packs one item. The items are packed based on the bottom-left 

strategy. The neighbourhood is searched through moves which consist of the 

solutions generated by changing packing of a subset of items, in an attempt to 

empty a specific target bin . The experiments have shown that the algorithm 

obtains better results than the AD and TP, and their work has proved to be 

particularly effective for the two-dimensional bin packing problem among the 

different metaheuristic techniques .  
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Conversely, some literature proposed exact models 

The computational 

the bound quality and the number 

by usmg a mathematical 

method. They present a lower bound theoretically to obtain the number of used 

bins . Martello and Vigo ( 1 998) and Dell 'Amico et al. (2002) presented lower 

bound algorithms for the non-oriented bin packing. The lower bound on a 

corresponding solution value i s  proved theoretically, and the effectiveness of the 

lower bound is tested by the branch-and-bound algorithm. 

experiments have shown the lower bound and branch-and-bound algorithms have 

: 

of solved instances are indeed quite insensitive to bin and item characteristics . 

Gendreau et al. (2004) developed six heuristics and two lower bounding 

procedures for the bin packing problem with conflicts to ensure that the total 

weight of all items assigned to a bin does not exceed the capacity of the bin where 

no conflicting items are packed. The heuristics which modify the First-Fit 

Decreasing strategy are developed based on graph colouring and clique 

computation, and two lower bounds are presented. The six heuristics and two 

lower bounds were verified by computational experiments. The solution 

obtained by using the heuristic based on clique computation is superior to that by 

the other five heuristics. 

Caprara et al. (2005) presented an asymptotic fully polynomial time 

approximation scheme for 2D generalisation of bin packing. The approximation 

scheme is based on the classical algorithm for one-dimensional bin packing, and 

asymptotic optimality of the lower bound provided by the natural linear 

programming relaxation of the problem, having one variable for each bin pattern, 

which can be  solved effectively by column generation techniques .  This 

approximation scheme is unusually structured, being subdivided into several steps, 

and proved theoretically. The techniques used in single steps are analogous to 
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those in other approximation schemes in the literature. The authors thought the 

approximation scheme could be extended into 2D strip packing and 3D bin 

packing. 

As mentioned above, the heuristics based on different representations of 

remaining areas are still considered as a key technique in the existing approaches 

to 2D bin packing. The non-level algorithms have improved the solution quality. 

However, the jagged remaining area is generated during the packing process. 

Hence, the heuristic strategies of packing items one by one are exploited in those 

algorithms in order to pack items into the jagged remaining area. However, the 

performance of the heuristic strategies presented is lower than that by the 

metaheuristics and exact algorithms. Therefore, the effective handling of 

remaining areas and improvement of heuristic strategies able to achieve a near 

optimum solution remains a challenge. 

2.4 Overview of Container Loading 

Three-dimensional (3D) packing problems have become increasingly important in 

transportation where cargos are effectively loaded into aeroplanes, trailers, ships 

or trucks. In these applications, there are two forms of large objects, that is, 

pallet and container. The pallet does not provider lateral support whereas the 

container does .  According to the form of large objects, 3D packing problems 

can be classified into two kinds, that is , Pallet loading (Figure 2 .3(a)) and 

Container loading (Figures 2 .3(b) and 2.3(c)). Container loading is widely 

encountered than pallet loading in practical applications. 

In general, container loading addresses the issue of rectangular or non-rectangular 

box-shaped small items and containers. Most applications involve in rectangular 

shaped items and containers (Figure 2 . 3 (b)), for example, truck and rail 
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transportation (Morabito et al. 2000 ; Lim et al. 2003) . At the same time, 

container loading with non-rectangular shaped items also arises in some industrial 

applications (Figure 2 .3(c)), e.g. the vessel of satellite loading (Teng et al. 2001) 

and pipes loaded in the ship (George 1 996) .  

(a) pallet loading (b) Box-shaped container 
(Pisinger 2002) 

.( 

--

X1 

;,,.. 
X/ 

( c) Cylinder container 
(Teng et al. 2001 )  

Figure 2 . 3  Application example of  3D packing 

3D packing is a natural generalisation of the classical ID and 2D packing 

problems, and is also NP-hard in a strong sense. Surveys and reviews 

(Dowsland and Dowsland 1992; Dyckhoff and Finke 1 992; Sweeney and 

Patemostrer 1992; Bischoff and Wascher 1995; Liu et al. 2004) have been 

presented 

Sommerweip 1998 ; Scheihauer and Temo 1 996; Bhattacharya et al. 1 998 ; Chan et 

al. 2006) and container loading (Bischoff and Ratcliff 1995a; Eley 2002) . The 

majority of them devotes to the problems with rectangular items and container. 

So far a few papers based on heuristic approaches deal with the problems with 

non-rectangular items or containers (George et al. 1 995 and George 1996 ; Teng et 

al. 2001i; Wang et al. 2002). In addition, less research attempted to formulate a 

on the modelling and solution approaches of pallet loading and 

container loading. In the recent years, most of the research published attempt to 

explore various approximation approaches (typically based on heuristic 

approaches) to find an optimal solution for pallet loading (Scheihauer and 

mathematical model (Tsai et al. 1993i; Chen et al. 1 995), which can hardly be 

applied in the practical application. 
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Dyckhoff's typology, 

General container loading is classified into the maximum problems according to 

i.e. single container loading and knapsack, and the 

minimum problems, which belong to 3D/B/O/R or 3D/B/O/M, i.e. multiple 

container loading, 3D bin packing and 3D strip packing, which belong to 

3D/V/O/R or 3D/V/D/M or 3D/V/I/M or 3DN/I/R. A recent survey (Liu et al. 

2004) has been presented for general container loading since Dowsland and 

Dowsland (1992) . 

Table 2.1 provides an overview of the recent key approaches to general container 

loading. The problem types in Table 2.1 are considered as the combination of 

the assortment of small items and the assignment of the problem according to 

Dyckhoff's important characteristics mentioned in Section 2.2, that is, the 

maximum and minimum problems. 

Table 2 . 1 :  An overview of solution approaches to container loading 

Shapee of items 
and objeects 
Problem typees 

Problems 

S olution 
approaches 

Arbitrary shaped items and Rectangular shap ed items and containers 
containers 

Output maximisation Input minimisation Output maximisation 

C ontainer l oading B in packing, Strip packing 
Container loading 

knapsack Multiple container loading 

Heuri sties Heuristics Heuristi cs 
(B ischoff et a/. 1 9 95; Liu et (George and Robison 1 980 ;  (George 1 996 ; 
al. 20  0 5) Bischoff and Marriott 1 9  90) Teng et a/. 200 1 ;  

Wangetal .  2002 ;  
Hybrid  heuristics Hybrid heuristi c B irgin e t  al . 20 05; 
(Eley 2002; Lim et al. 2 0 05) (Eley 2003) Lewis et al. 2005) 

Genetic al gori thms Guide local search 
(B ortfeldt and Gehring 1e997 (Faroe et al. 2 003) 
and 20 0 1) 

Genetic alegorithm 
Tabu s earch (Yeung and Tang 20 05) 
(B ortfeldt etal. 2003) 

Tabu search 
(Lodi eta/. 200e2) 

Simulated annealing 
(Faina 20 02) 

Exact algorithms 
(Chen et al. 1 995 ;  
Padberg 20 0 0) 

----·- -··---- ·----- · -- -�--- -------�-· -- --- -- .. -· -�-- -···-------- ---· -�-··-·•-· "' ------··-··-- ·-"·------ -, -·-· -- -·---�-��-
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The next two sections in this chapter review the solution approaches to the general 

container loading according to the assortment of the large objects, that is, one 

container (0) including container loading, knapsack and 3D strip packing, and 

multiple containers (I) including multiple container loading and 3D bin packing. 

The review focuses on these problems with rectangular shaped small items and 

containers because the problems with non-rectangular items are beyond the scope 

of this research. 

2.5 Solution Approaches to Single Container Loading 

procedure are effective, the main efforts have been dominated by the use of 

Since the advantage of heuristics is that the description and control of the loading 

A container is a closed space with one open side and its space utilisation is further 

restricted. The small items, called boxes, can only be loaded within the 

container opposite the one open side of the container. Hence, the description of 

the loading process along one direction must be accessed and feasible for the 

operators and machines. During the loading process, all boxes are orthogonally 

loaded into containers, that is, the faces of boxes are either parallel or orthogonal 

to the faces of containers. Boxes may be rotated in some cases. When boxes 

are loaded into the container, the non-rectangular remaining space is usually 

produced. Due to the increased spatial complexity and complicated 

representation of the remaining space, the level of difficulty to tackle the problem 

increases dramatically. Therefore, the key efforts tend toward decreasing spatial 

complexity and the development of the method for the efficient search strategy. 

heuristic approaches so far. Different representations of remaining spaces are 

designed based on the knowledge of human being. The heuristics behind the 

concept of representing remaining spaces have been proposed, e.g. wall ( or layer), 

block and column loading. The four common heuristic approaches are proposed. 
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They are ( I )  Wall 
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(or layer)-building approach, introduced by George and 

Robinson ( 1 980), that fills the container in a number of wall (or layers) across one 

dimension of the container; (2) Stack (or block)-building approach, proposed by 

Gilmore and Gomory ( 1 965), that packs the boxes into suitable stacks which then 

are arranged at the floor of the container by solving a two-dimensional packing 

problem; (3) Guillotine-cutting approach, 

representation of the 

presented by Jiang et al. (2000), that is 

based on a slicing tree packing, each slicing tree 

corresponding to a guillotine partitioning of the container into smaller parts, 

where the leaf nodes correspond to the boxes; and (4) Cuboid-arrangement 

approaches) are discussed below. 

2.5.1 Heuristics based on the wall (layer)-building 

To simplify the representation of complicated remaining spaces, the majority of 

the existing approaches to container loading are based on the philosophy of 

'wall-building' which can reflect intuitively the loading process of human or 

machines. The container is divided into several walls (or layers) parallel to the 

walls (or floor) of the container. The same box types are loaded into a layer in 

order to produce a flat wall (or layer) . Thus, the handling of remaining spaces 

becomes simply and the 3D problem can be tackled in a 2D manner. 

construct a wall (or layer), different heuristic strategies are proposed in the 

published literature. 

To 

approach, presented by Bortfeldt and Gehring ( 1998), that recursively fills the 

container with cuboid arrangements (arrangement of similar boxes), which is 

similar to stack building in a certain sense. 

With the popularisation of metaheuristics on 2D cutting and packing, some papers 

have exploited metaheuristics. Only a few papers proposed exact approaches. 

The key papers in each of categories (i.e. heuristic, metaheuristic and exact 
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George and Robinson (1980) addressed the container loading problem with 

weakly heterogeneous boxes, and first presented a wall-building algorithm, i.e. the 

boxes were loaded in the way of layer, which had a great effect on later research. 

To retain a flat section of the container across its full width and height in each 

layer, the algorithm first considers a number of identical boxes to be loaded into 

the section of container. If any boxes cannot fill in a section, a space (flexible 

width) is generated and combined with a new layer. The depth of a layer is 

determined by the side of boxes that are chosen according to two priority rules. 

heterogeneous boxes within a container. The approach ranks boxes in decreasing 

volume and packs boxes in the way of layer. The depth of a layer is determined 

by the first box chosen called the layer determining box (LDB). The boxes are 

packed across the container floor first to form a strip and then upwards. By 

The criterion decides the depth of a layer; however, is of crucial importance. 

The first wall-building heuristic does not consider exan1ining each of the three 

sides of a box in tum as a potential depth of a layer, and does not allow for 

'spikes ' or 'overhanging' from the layers into any of the empty spaces. 

Gehring et al. ( 1 990) also presented a wall-building heuristic for strongly 

choosing a different box as the LDB, the alternative packing plans are generated 

and then a suitable plan is selected. New remaining spaces are obtained after a 

box is placed. The remaining spaces are treated as isolated spaces which are not 

merged with adjacent spaces. The difference from George and Robinson's ( 1 980) 

is that strongly heterogeneous boxes are packed in six orientations. Moreover, 

no box is permitted to straddle adjacent layers in order to ensure a proper weight 

distribution. Since the heuristics considers loading two or three box types into a 

layer, it will clearly lead to a reduced volume utilisation in some cases where the 

number of identical boxes is not enough to be filled up a layer. 
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With respect to the container loading with identical boxes, George ( 1 992) gave a 

heuristic structure and presented a set of upper bounds on the optimal fit. The 

algorithm explores the similar principle of packing by layers although the layer is 

constructed as a whole rather than by using empty spaces sequentially as for 

multiple box types. An important variation of this algorithm is to permit a 

reorientation of the container and a building of the layers against the sidewall or 

on the floor rather than the normal orientation of building against the end wall. 

The author compared a particular application of the algorithmic structure with the 

George and Robinson's ( 1 980) multiple-box type heuristic. As he expected that 

the algorithm obtained better results. 

During the wall-building process, the boxes are loaded according to a ranking rule, 

e.g. in decreasing order of boxes ' volumes or base areas. To evaluate the effect 

of different ranking rules for boxes, Bischoff and Marriott ( 1 990) enumerated 14  

heuristic procedures consisting of  six ranking rules based on the previous research 

on the principle of filling the container by building layers across its width. 

However, there are two main differences to George and Robinson's procedure. 

Firstly, each layer is constructed only from a single type of box; and secondly, the 

arrangement of boxes within a layer is determined through a two-dimensional 

packing procedure . Each of the three sides of a box is examined in turn as a 

potential depth for a layer. The experiment has shown that the performance of 

such heuristics depends on the number of different boxes in a load. This 

situation is different from merely determining a feasible arrangement for loading 

all boxes .  The 1 4  heuristics imply that any heuristic with one raking rule cannot 

by George and Robinson ( 1 980), and evaluated the performance of these 14  

heuristics . The study uses an idealised problem formulation in which box weight 

and other factors are not considered and the objective is defined as minimising the 

length of the container, i .e .  a strip packing problem. This approach is also based 
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be suitable for various sizes of problems, and the problem with respect to different 

types and numbers of boxes can make use of different heuristic approaches. 

As mentioned above, the search strategies developed in these heuristics select the 

boxes based on a defined ranking rule and create a layer by a selected box. Then, 

boxes are loaded into each layer in the way of one by one. For the knapsack 

problem, presented by Pisinger (2002), a wall-building heuristic explored the 

backtracking procedure in order to improve the search strategies. The approach 

decomposes the container into a number of layers which in turn are split into a 

number of  strips .  The packing of  a strip may be formulated and optimally solved 

as 

container. To obtain a better performance to avoid local optimum choices which 

however may lead to a poor final solution, several ranking rules for selection of 

the most promising layer depth and strip width are proposed by considering three 

frequency functions . The depth of a layer as well as the thickness of each strip is 

a knapsack problem with a capacity equal to the width or height of the 

decided through a branch-and-bound approach, where at each node only a subset 

of branches is explored. The performance of the corresponding algorithm has 

been tested on homogeneous and heterogeneous instances. The best ranking rule 

is then used in a comprehensive computational study involving large-size 

instances .  However, the support of  boxes i s  not taken into consideration in this 

approach, and some boxes are of overhanging in the arrangement patterns .  

As the wall-building heuristics reflect directly the practical loading process and 

describe easily the remaining spaces, the same idea of wall-building is also 

applied in the other literature (Xue and Lai 1 997; Chien and Wu 1 999; Chien and 

Deng 2004) .  However, the space utilisation achieved by wall-building heuristics 

depends on the quantity of each box type to a great extent. If the quantity is 

large enough, the flat walls are easily produced to obtain a high space utilisation. 
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Therefore, the wall-building heuristics are more suitable for the problems with 

weakly heterogeneous box types. 

2.5.2 Heuristics based on the spatial representation 

Apart from the philosophy of wall-building in the heuristics, another characteristic 

in the published literature is based on the spatial representation that the remaining 

spaces are divided into three sections after loading the boxes. Unlike the 

wall-building heuristics, the heuristics based on the spatial representation partition 

one large remaining space into several small remaining spaces after loading. As 

a result, the remaining spaces become small and fragmented. Therefore the 

handling of remaining spaces needs to be further considered, e.g. partitioning and 

merging of remaining spaces. The heuristics behind the concept of spatial 

classified into stock-building (or cuboid-arrangement) andrepresentation are 

guillotine-cutting heuristics which are implemented by using graph or tree theory. 

These heuristics loaded boxes into the divided remaining spaces one by one or in 

a block. 

Dowsland ( 1 987) presented an exact tree search algorithm that basically finds the 

maximum stable set of a particular finite graph where the nodes represented 

possible box positions on the pallet. It is based on the observation that there is  

one-to-one correspondence between the maximum stable set and the optimal 

layout. The algorithm performs well over problems where the number of boxes 

is small (less than 50). However, this graph approach, in general, is too large to 

be computationally treated because of the size of the practical problems. 

A guillotine-cutting approach was proposed by Jiang et al. (2000), in which a 

tri-tree structure was used to express the packing space decomposition for 

container loading. Through the sequential decomposition of the packing space, 
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the packing schemes of various sized boxes can be generated in tum according to 

three loading orders, that is, (1) the decreasing order of the area of the box's 

bottom face, (2) the decreasing order of the length of the box's largest side, and (3) 

the decreasing order of the box's volume. The chosen boxes are located on the 

back-left-bottom vertex of the current space one by one. Then, the current space 

is divided into three remaining spaces. 

considered, the number of fragmented remaining spaces generated is not used to 

notSince merging remaining spaces is 

load any box. Therefore, the volume utilisation is not high although the 

computational time is fast. However, the work has laid a foundation for the later 

research (He et al. 2001) in the representation of the remaining space. 

Fan et al. (2002) also developed a guillotine-cutting heuristic approach where 

boxes were loaded one by one according to a loading sequence. Since the type 

of boxes can be different and the number of boxes for each type is unlimited, the 

Lim et al. (2005) devoted to the 3D container packing problem based on 

guillotine-cutting heuristic. The problem is divided into box selection, space 

selection, box orientation and new space generation sub-problems. As a first 

step, a basic heuristic is devised. Dependent on this heuristic, problems are 

categorised as homogeneous and heterogeneous. Two augmenting heuristics 

based on the tree search strategy are formulated to deal with these categories. 

They are complementary in their capabilities in a range of practical applications, 

loading sequence is to load the boxes according to the largest side of the box 

among the length, width and height. The key issue for the approach is that a 

handling method of remaining spaces is put forward that meets the description of 

loading process and ensure the boxes to be stable. Nevertheless, this approach 

still has room for improvement in volume utilisation, such as the heuristic 

strategy. 
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and in terms of computational consumption. Compared with the results by 

Bischoff's heuristic ( 1 995), the results obtained by the algorithm exceed the 

benchmark by 4.5% on average. However, the algorithm does not consider the 

stability of the boxes because the partitioning of remaining spaces resulted in 

overhanging of the boxes. 

2.5.3 Heuristics with the consideration of practical constraints 

Most of the above 

Apart 

approaches emphasise the maximum volume utilisation of the 

container. from volume utilisation for practical applications, other 

practical constraints, such as box stability, loading orientation and weight 

distribution, have to be considered. Heuristic approaches based on different 

representations of remaining spaces are used according to the requirements of 

practical constraints . The wall-building heuristic is mostly used to ensure the 

constraint of weight distribution by exchanging different walls . The 

stock-building and guillotine-cutting heuristics could improve the box stability. 

Moreover, the consideration of the constraints requires more effective handling of 

the remaining spaces. 

The inherent stability of loading arrangements assumes a much greater degree of 

importance for the pallet problem because pallets provide no lateral support for 

boxes .  Bischoff et al. (1 995) proposed a horizontal layer-building heuristic 

method for pallet loading where the stability objective often takes on a crucial 

degree of importance because of the absence of lateral support. The loading 

pattern on the pallet is constructed from the bottom upwards using a single layer 

of up to two different box types at a time. Each box type forms a block in the 

same orientation in a layer. Moreover, a three-level tie-breaker rule considers the 

unused part of the edge along which the two blocks are placed. The approach is 

tested using benchmark data sets generated randomly by them and obtained the 
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approach is follows the idea of Gehring et al. ( 1 990) and extended so that a 

number of walls are used to form a block. Within a block consisting of a fixed 

number of walls, boxes are allowed to straddle adjacent walls but not permitted to 

be part of two separate blocks. The depth of the wall is defined merely through 
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highest stability among the published approaches. The simple handling of 

remaining spaces is first presented in their heuristic, that is, the remaining spaces 

used to tackle a few box types considering the need of box stability. At the same 

time, this approach was extended to container loading. A vertical wall-building 

heuristic was developed (Bischoff and Ratcliff 1995a) .  The later heuristic loads 

boxes in the same process of the former one. The experimental results show the 

later heuristic obtains higher volume utilisation but lower stability than the former 

one. This approach was also applied to multiple pallet loading based in the 

sequential loading strategy (Bischoff and Ratcliff 1 995b ) .  

Although some previous wall-building approaches are only considered to obtain a 

high maximum volume utilisation, they have provided the feasible basis for other 

approaches further solving weight distribution of boxes later. To achieve high 

box stability and even weight distribution, Davies and Bischoff ( 1999) applied the 

heuristic with the stock-building and wall-building. The heuristic first combines 

identical boxes into a block or columns. Then, the approach loaded these blocks 

by building a non-straddling wall across the width of the container. The 

the position into which it happens to be placed, which is decided by LDB (Layer 

Determining Box) with the maximal column volume of a box. Numerical 

experiments verify that interchanging and turning the walls through 1 80° can 

obtain an even weight distribution along the container length. The results 

obtained by exchanging different walls are acceptable when the weight 

with the same height, of the same length or width, are merged, whilst maintaining 

the stability of the boxes simultaneously. However, the approach can only be 
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distribution is considered. Compared with guillotine-cutting heuristics, the 

block-building heuristics generate the large remaining space in order to decrease 

the fragmented remaining spaces to obtain a higher volume utilisation. 

Based on the work by Davies and Bischoff (1999), Eley (2002) proposed a hybrid 

stock-building heuristic in which identical boxes form a number of blocks. 

Considering the advantages of the homogenous block, e.g. easy and quick to load, 

the stability within a block, each block is comprised of identical boxes orientated 

in the same direction. This hybrid heuristic generates the desired block 

arrangement and then improves the obtained solution by a metaheuristic method, 

called pilot method, i.e. a tree search method. Whilst this approach considers the 

simple handling of remaining spaces in which empty spaces above identical boxes 

are merged. The approach is tested using a number of benchmark data for 

volume utilisation, running time, stability and weight distribution. Compared 

with the approaches mentioned above, the performance of the approach is better 

because of the combination of the heuristic strategy which generates blocks of the 

same box type and a metaheuristic search technique, but the percentage of boxes 

with insufficient lateral support is lower than that obtained by Bischoff et al. 

(1995). In addition, with respect to weight distribution, the approach adopted the 

basic concept of Davies and Bischoff (1999). It is shown that an even weight 

distribution within the container is also obtained along the container length. The 

drawback of this approach, as the author mentioned, is that the computational cost 

is rather high when the number of different box types is large due to the use of the 

metaheuristic. 

To solve a large class of the three-dimensional packing problem, a fast and 

efficient wall-building heuristic algorithm is presented by Brunetta and Gregoire 

(2005). The algorithm is a tree-search algorithm that implicitly explores the 
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solution space based on the fact that, in practice, ( 1 )  the number of different types 

of objects to be packed is limited and known in advance, and (2) the number of 

occurrences of those 

at least partially, the problem. 

objects is sufficiently high to permit use of a pattern 

approach to solve, Since the algorithm is 

developed according to the requirement of a biscuit factory, 

Therefore, the 

the objective of the 

algorithm is to obtain a high volume utilisation in a reasonable CPU time for a 

large number of boxes instead of the stability and orientation. 

loading process is completed in three steps implemented by the extension of some 

previous work (Morabito and Morales 1 998 ;  Pisinger 2002). Through testing a 

new large library of instances derived from real world applications, the results 

have indicated that the approach is not only fast, but also produces the solutions of 

a quality (filling ratio) that are satisfactory for the industrial application. 

Although effort has been made towardsc.meeting the needs of practitioners, there 

are still a number of problem scenarios of considerable practical importance to be 

considered, for 

arrangement. 

example, load bearing strength and the complexity of the loading 

Bischoff (2006) put forward a new heuristic for tackling problems 

where the load bearing strength of the cargo is a key factor to avoid cargo fragility. 

The author mentioned the approach had improved the early work (Ratcliff 1 995) 

presented first regarding the load bearing strength. For determining suitable 

setting of the weighting factors involved, the scoring idea is used in the evaluation 

of the placement options .  The arrangement of boxes is built in a layer from the 

container floor upward, which is formed by up to two single-tier rectangular 

blocks with identical box type and orientation. The type of boxes and where and 

how it will be positioned in the container is determined by analysing all possible 

combinations of usable spaces and unpacked boxes in their various permissible 

orientations . By testing with benchmark data, it has been demonstrated that the 

approach outperforms Ratcliff's approach for tackling such a problem. 
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These solutions are then verified by a 

Since metaheuristic techniques as high-level heuristic methods can escape a local 

optimisation to improve the solution quality, they have been popular not only for 

solving 2D packing problems but also 3D packing problems currently. Unlike 

heuristics which determine an optimal solution at a time, metaheuristics produce 
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2.5.4 Metaheuristics 

randomly many solutions at a time. 

loading method implemented based on the heuristic technique. Therefore, 

metaheuristics basically integrate a loading method based on the heuristic work, 

which includes the loading heuristic and the handling of remaining spaces, into a 

metaheuristic search method for generating a loading scheme. So far the 

common search methods cover genetic algorithm (GA), simulated annealing (SA) 

and tabu search (TS). 

He et al. (200 1 )  developed a GA for solving complex container loading problems. 

The loading method is implemented using Jiang's work (2000). A loading 

arrangement is generated by a GA which handles an optimisation objective with 

multiple targets, such as volume utilisation, maximum total weight of cargo and 

lowest centre of gravity of cargo for stability. Numerical experiments show that 

the GA achieves better results than the heuristic algorithm proposed by Jiang et al. 

(2000), at the cost of a longer computation time. Likewise, Ding et al. (2004) 

presents a similar genetic algorithm based on the same loading method as He's 

(200 1 ) .  Experimental results outperform those obtained by their heuristics. 

Gehring and Bortfeldt ( 1 997) presented a hybrid GA composed of a basic loading 

heuristic and the genetic algorithm. The cubiod-arrangement heuristic loads the 

boxes in a tower structure in which large boxes are chosen as a tower base. The 

small boxes are loaded on the boxes of the tower base so that loaded boxes are 

stable and non-overhanging. Then, the GA generates the best arrangement of all 
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truncation of a global optimisation algorithm. 
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boxes of the tower base. 

They changed the arrangement 

Bortfeldt and Gehring (200 1 )  improved the hybrid GA. 

The packingof boxes in towers into layers . 

arrangements include several vertical layers which contain a number of boxes. 

To generate offspring, specific genetic operators are used based on an integrated 

greedy heuristic. The algorithm takes several practical constraints into account, 

e .g. non-overhanging, orientation and stability. Extensive test calculations 

including procedures from other authors vouch for the good performance of the 

GA under the stability of boxes. 

Faina (2002) exploited a global optimal solution for the packing problem that is to 

find a minimum height of a container with fixed-side length and width, unlimited 

height. A geometric model is proposed by extending a finite enumeration 

scheme from two-dimensional to three-dimensional to reduce enumeration effort 

in global optimisation. The geometric model algorithm is based on the idea of 

the simulated annealing (SA) .  

SA used in this algorithm has been converted into an approximate algorithm, 

which derives from a This 

approximation is better than a mere heuristic procedure from all points of view. 

Experiments show that the best quality of solution is obtained for up to 32 boxes, 

but it will take too much computation time for more than 64 boxes. 

practical constraints are not taken into account in this context because 

Moreover, 

the author 

pointed out adding more constraints could possible result in the algorithm giving 

worse result. 

A parallel tabu search algorithm was proposed by Bortfeldt et al. (2003). The 

emphasis is on the case of a weakly and strongly heterogeneous load in this 

algorithm. The basic loading heuristic is developed, which constructs a local 

arrangement with one or two blocks. To evaluate the local arrangements 
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generated by six different partitions of remaining spaces, two criteria are 

presented. The parallel searches are carried out by differently configured 

instances of a tabu search algorithm cooperated by the exchange of the (best) 

solution at the end of the defined search phase. The computational experiments 

by testing the benchmark data have shown that the tabu search algorithm is 

superior to the approaches published in the literature including their GA (Gehring 

and Bortfeldt 1997; Bortfeldt and Gehring 2001), but the boxes are allowed to be 

loaded with 50% support from below. 

Pimpawat and Chaiyarayana (2004) proposed a procedure for solving the 

container loading problem. The procedure involves the use of a heuristic rule 

and a co-evolutionary genetic algorithm (CCGA). The heuristic rule covers a 

scheme which involves a classification of packages into three distinct groups: 

large-sized, medium-sized, and small-sized package groups. Consequentially the 

heuristic rule results in the partitioning of the entire loading sequence into three 

sub-sequences where each subsequence consists of the loading orders of packages 

from the same group. With the use of this sequence partitioning scheme, a 

than that of a standard genetic algorithm. 

For 3D strip packing, Yeung and Tang (2005) presented a hybrid genetic 

algorithm. The optimum placement sequence of the boxes is produced by using 

an order-based genetic algorithm. A novel heuristic approach is developed to 

place boxes into a container, with guarantee that all boxes are stable. The 

search for the best combination of three sub-sequences is performed by utilising a 

cooperative co-evolutionary genetic algorithm (CCGA). The search population 

in this case is composed of three subpopulations where an individual in each 

subpopulation represents a loading sequence of packages from the same group. 

The simulation results indicate that the search performance of the CCGA is higher 
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container space 

constraint are 

horizontal layers. 

The procedure of clipping a layer, constructing a foundation 

1s divided into a few The unique 

representation of the layer is designed. Each layer is created by the box with the 

smallest height. 

polygon, trimming overlapping rectangles and checking 

implemented .  The procedure guarantees the stability of the boxes. The 

computational experiments by using randomly generated data have shown the 

result is reasonably good while the additional stability criterion is imposed. 

2.5.5 Exact approaches 

Exact approaches intend to establish an analytical model systematically and 

uniformly for 3D container loading. Chen et al. ( 1 995) gave a mathematical 

model that guarantees an optimum solution for 3D container loading. The model 

is a 0 - 1  mixed integer linear programming model for the general problem. Their 

study involves packing a set of different-type boxes into different-size containers. 

The model considers many requirements such as box orientation, multiple box 

types, multiple container sizes and weight balance,  which are expressed by a 

number of variables and constraints. Several special container loading problems 

such as selecting one container from several alternatives, weight balance, and 

variable container length are addressed. The modifications to the general model 

needed for these situations are also provided. Very small-scale example 

problems (with only 6 boxes) are illustrated to validate the model. However, as 

In general, the metaheuristics obtain better solution quality than the heuristics 

because the global search strategies are used. However, the high computational 

time is the cost. From the published literature, it has reported that the tabu 

search and genetic algorithms are more effective among metaheuristic approaches. 

The heuristics have an influence on improving the solution quality as an effective 

loading method during the loading process. 
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the authors themselves observe that their solution procedure is not efficient for 

large-scale container loading problems, since the number of variables and 

constraints involved becomes too large as the number of boxes increases. Since 

this work presents only an analytical model, it is impossible to solve practical 

application problems. 

Chen

variables 

's ( 1995) model contained too many 0-1 variables, which caused heavy 

computational time. Li et al. (2003) improved Chen's model with half the 0- 1 

to obtain the maximum volume utilisation of the container. A 

distributed computation method was presented by a set of personal computers via 

the Internet. Firstly, the traditional packing optimisation model is converted into 

an equivalent model containing many fewer 0-1 variables. Then the model is 

decomposed into several sub-problems by dividing the objective value into many 

intervals. Each of these sub-problems is a linearised logarithmic program 

expressed as a mixed 0-1 linear problem. The whole problem is solvable and 

reached a globally optimal solution. Finally, they can solve the decomposed 

sub-problems by the proposed distributed-computation algorithm and find the 

global optimum. The method proposed takes less time than Chen's method to 

solve the problem because of reducing the number of 0-1 variables and objective 

range. Moreover, the numerical examples have demonstrated that the distributed 

approach could obtain the global optimisation of a packing problem in the least 

time. 

Padberg (2000) extended a mixed-integer programming formulation presented by 

Fasano (1999) for container loading with weakly heterogeneous boxes and 

subjected it to polyhedral analysis. The result is a more general formulation 

whose linear programming relaxation is a tighter approximation of the convex 

hull of the mixed-integer solutions to the problem than the original model. Since 
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these approaches mentioned above obtain an optimum solution by using a 

theoretical model, their computational cost limits their applications suitable for 

problems with weakly heterogeneous boxes. 

2.6 Solution Approaches to Multiple Container Loading 

Unlike the single container loading problem, not much literature has presented the 

multiple container loading problem so far. At present, the two strategies of the 

sequential and simultaneous loading have been used. The sequential loading is 

that the single containers are filled one after another. Vice versa the 

simultaneous loading is that a given number of containers are filled at the same 

time. In fact, the solution approaches presented to the single container can be 

adapted to multiple container loading in a sequential strategy. The lower bound 

must be calculated first in the simultaneous strategy, and the approaches to the 

single container are then used. 

Using the sequential strategy, Ivancie et al. (1989) presented an integer 

programming based on a heuristic. Depending the definition of the 

formulation, the algorithm tries to generate all columns, called packing patterns, 

for any containers and then chooses the best packing patterns in tum for a single 

container. In the process, the combination of box types and current loading 

spaces are sorted according to the value of the ratio which divides the proportion 

of boxes to be loaded by the volume of the box plus any waste space (i.e. cannot 

be used) when the box is loaded into the corresponding current space. The 

combination with the largest value of the ratio is carried out in the current space. 

Therefore the box types having more boxes left, and with smaller volume, will 

have a be loaded before others. The 

computational results have shown that the average space utilisation attained by the 

algorithm is over 80% by using test sets generated randomly. 
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Lodi et al. (2002a) presented an approximation algorithm for 3D bin packing. In 

the algorithm boxes are loaded into each bin by layers. The floor of the first 

layer coincides with the base of a bin, and the boxes are then packed with their 

base on it. The floor of each subsequent layer in the bin is defined by the height 

of the tallest box packed into the layer below. To this end, the algorithm, called 

Height first Area second (HA) for which the previous exact algorithm (Martello et 

al. 2000) was proposed. The algorithm is implemented by two phases. In the 

first phase, the boxes are partitioned into clusters characterised by the order of 

decreasing height. A layer strip packing solution is determined. The first 

solution is then constructed by combining the obtained layer into finite bins 

through a one-dimensional bin packing ( lDBP) algorithm. In the second phase, 

the boxes are re-sorted in the order of decreasing area of their base and 

re-allocated to the current layers, possibly modifying the layer heights. The 

second solution is obtained through the lDBP algorithm. In addition, a tabu 

search (TS) approach is developed to improve the first solution obtained by the 

HA algorithm. Through standard experiments, the TS approach produces better 

results than their HA algorithm. 

To use the simultaneous strategy, the initial number 

If it is impossible to find a 

of containers considered has 

to be specified, i.e. a lower bound on the optimum solution. This is done by 

dividing the sum of the volumes of all available boxes by a single container and 

rounding up the result to the next integer value. 

solution for the initial number of containers, the number of containers is 

increased. 

better solution in a less computational time. 

With respect to the bin packing problem, an efficient lower bound can obtain 

Martello et al. (2000) discussed a 

new lower bound which was deducted from that of lD bin packing and proved 
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that the asymptotic worst-case performance ratio of the continuous lower bound 

was ½ through a constructive algorithm. The new lower bound having the 

complexity of O(n2) is suitable for the large size of problems. An exact 

algorithm for filling a single bin is developed, leading to the definition of an exact 

bin packing problem, which also 

incorporates original approximation algorithms. Extensive computational results, 

This approach has not considered the 

involving instances with up to 90 items, show that many instances can be solved 

to optimality within a reasonable time. 

practical constraints. Boschetti (2004) also proposed a new lower bound for the 

3D finite bin packing problem (3DBP). The exact algorithm developed based on 

the new lower bound has the complexity of O(n5) that dominates the ones 

proposed by Martello et al. (2000). The computational analysis on test problems 

from the literature shows the effectiveness of the new lower bounds once 

implemented into the same exact algorithm proposed by Martello et al. (2000). 

The exact method is able to solve problems unsolved by the original exact 

algorithm (Martello et al. 2000) and it requires on average less computing time. 

upper bound match a pre-computed lower bound. 

adding the solution feature and penalties. 

200 boxes have shown that the algorithm on average finds better solutions than 

heuristics from the literature published. 

Faroe 

guided local search (GLS). Starting with an upper bound on the number of bins 

obtained by a greedy heuristic, and then the presented algorithm iteratively 

decreases the number of bins , each time searching for a feasible packing of the 

boxes. The process terminates when a given time limit has been reached or 

The GLS is implemented by 

Computational experiments with up to 

et al. (2003) presented a heuristic algorithm for 3D bin packing based on a 

De Castro Silva et al. (2003) explored a greedy search heuristic for solving 3D bin 
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packing where the resulting packing of boxes into the bins must be physically 

stable in addition to the usual requirement of minimum amount of bins being used. 

The greedy heuristic packs boxes into a bin one by one according to the 

decreasing order of items ' volume. If no box can be packed into the current bin, 

alternative for the problem. 

According to Eley's (2002) research on single container loading, Eley (2003) 

further presented a bottleneck approach based on IP-formulation. Within the 

approach, a single container algorithm is used to produce alternative loading 

patterns which include 

A number of containers are considered at the same time. 

The approach is tested for 

container type, two and three container types. 

the container type and the number of loaded boxes of 

different types .  Each 

best loading pattern is chosen for each container. 

three cases :  only one The 

procedure was developed by Takahara and Miyamoto (2005). The genetic 

algorithm generates the loading sequence of package and a selection sequence of 

identical containers, and a branch heuristic procedure determines the loading 

position of  each package. Comparison with their simulated annealing and local 

search, the result obtained by the approach is superior to them. 

the next bin will be chosen. The physical conditions which generate static 

stability are derived from the well-known concepts of gravity centre, force and 

moment equilibria. Although the algorithm lays emphasis on the computation of 

the stability, the overall time complexity of the greedy is still complexity of O(n4) .  

The computational experiments just showed that the algorithm can be  a feasible 

experiential results have shown that the approach outperformed the benchmark 

algorithms from the literature. 

An evolutionary approach with the hybrid of genetic algorithm and heuristic 
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Lin et al. (2006) focused on multiple-container loading considering the constraints 

of stability, loading bearing and loading sequence, and proposed an approach 

capacity of the container, the dimensions of the boxes and the unloading sequence 

of boxes. These boxes in the same group will be loaded in the same container. 

A packing procedure performing single container packing for each cluster 

independently right after the grouping procedure. The authors generated 

randomly hundreds of testing cases with 3 or 4 box types and 4 types of the 

container, evaluated the performance and proved the applicability in real world. 

2.7 Summary 

This chapter has presented a review of 2D bin packing relevant to this research 

and an analysis of solution approaches to container loading. Although recent 

research on container loading focuses on rectangular shaped items, the solutions 

are much more complicated than those in 2D due to the increased dimensionality. 

The published approaches put forward the representations of remaining spaces 

based on wall and stock arrangement in order to simplify the complicated 

remaining spaces and implement the loading process. However, the remaining 

spaces become fragmented with the boxes loading. Less literature has paid an 

attention to the handling of remaining spaces for improving the solution quality 

(Bischoff and Ratcliff 1995a; Eley 2002;  Bortfeldt and Gehring 2001, Fan et al. 

2002). Although these approaches deal with the remaining spaces, they only 

consider a few simple situations. The research (Liu et al. 2005) has found that 

the handling of remaining spaces has considerable influence on achieving a high 

volume utilisation. 
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Exact algorithms design an exact model for solving the 2D bin packing and 

container loading mathematically. The exact models have been applied to 2D 

bin packing with a few constraints considered in the published literature. For 

container loading which has more constraints, the exact approaches are just 

theoretical models in general, and cannot reflect to the real world applications 

well. 

Practical constraints are increasingly considered as important factors in recent 

approaches. The literature has introduced a number of new ideas from heuristics 

or metaheuristics. The heuristics can optimise packing process efficiently based 

on the knowledge of human being. 

flexibility in taking into account problem-specific constraints, e.g. stability, 

weight distribution and load bearing strength. 

to improve the solution quality by exploiting different loading arrangements 

according to different representations of remaining spaces, e.g. wall-building, 

block-building, or one by one. The aim is to present effective heuristic strategies 

reflecting to these arrangements and ensure the practical constraints. However, 

the heuristic is a technique with a local optimum. In general, the solutions by 

heuristics are worse than those by metaheuristics. Therefore, the heuristic 

strategies still have a room for improvement. 

Since metaheuristics can escape a local optimum to improve the solution quality, 

they are becoming more popular currently. However, metaheuristics have a very 
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high computational cost with the increasing size of problems because a massive 

iterative procedure is implemented to obtain an optimum solution. There is a 

need for a good trade-off between solution quality and computational effort 

regarding the size of the problem. Moreover, metaheuristics depend on the 

heuristics to a great extent in order to produce effective arrangements of the boxes 
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whilst ensure the practical constraints . Therefore, it is necessary to integrate 

heuristics into metaheuristics .  

For the multiple container loading problem, both sequential and simultaneous 

loading strategies in the published literature are exploited, and they are mostly 

based on the research on the single contain loading problem. Therefore, an 

effective heuristic or metaheuristic approach to the single container loading can 

also be applied to solving the multiple container loading problem. 

practical constraints and exploiting metaheuristics. The handling of remaining 

spaces helps to improve the solution quality. Therefore, this research focuses on 

the development of new heuristic strategies and an effective handling method for 

remaining spaces in the proposed novel approaches to container loading. 

In conclusion, the heuristic can be considered as a crucial basis for ensuring 
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Chapter 3 

A Novel Heuristic Approach to 

Two-dimensional Bin Packing 

3.1 Introduction 

Based on the review of solution approaches to the packing problems in Chapter 2, 

heuristics are still effective solution approaches to container loading at a low 

computational cost, especially, to solving practical applications, such as stability 

and weight load bearing strength. However, the heuristic approach achieves a 

local optimal solution in general. To improve the quality of the solution, the key 

With respect to packing problems, there are similar ideas between 

two-dimensional bin packing and three-dimensional container loading in the 

design of heuristic strategies, the packing process and the handling of the areas (or 

spaces). To explore a feasible approach to container loading, this research will 

lay a good basis by commencing work on the two-dimensional bin packing 

issue to the heuristic approach is how to construct effective heuristic strategies 

and to design a handling method for remaining space. 

problem which has low complexity. 

Although some published approaches to the two-dimensional (2D) bin packing 

problem already exist, the development of approaches able to achieve a high 

quality solution remains a challenge. This chapter presents a novel heuristic 

approach to 2D bin packing which deals with weakly and strongly heterogeneous 
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rectangular items. The approach combines the heuristic strategies for an optimal 

arrangement of the items and a handling method for remaining areas. 

In order to evaluate the performance of this approach, it is tested using benchmark 

data sets of various types, and compared with the other approaches published in 

the literature. At the same time, the approach is tested further using the real 

world data set for a practical application. 

3.2. Description of Two-Dimensional (2D) Bin Packing 

There is a set of n types of rectangular items (i.e. items) I =  {1j , r2 ,  • . .  , r" } ·, where 

item type ri is defined by its length li, width wi, and its quantity is denoted by mi, 

i = 1 , 2, .. . , n r. An unlimited number of identical large rectangular objects (i.e. bins) 

B, is available, each having length L and width W 

It is assumed that a bin is situated in a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate 

system with x- and y-axes, as shown in Figure 3.1. Its bottom-left vertex is 

located at the origin 0(0,0), and a bin is notated by its length L and width W. Let 

(xu , Yu ) be the coordinates of the bottom-left vertex of the j-th item of type ri. 

Any item r;:i in a bin is described by its bottom-left vertex coordinate (xu , Yu ) 

length li and width wi, i.e. (xu , Yu , l; ,  w; ) (Figure 3.1) . 

I, 

W; rg 

(xg, yg) I I I 
0(0,0) 

Figure 3 . 1  Description of a bin, an item in a coordinate system 
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Thus, any item rij to be packed into a bin must satisfy: 

0 s:; xu < L ,  0 s; Yu < W and 

0 < + l; s; L andxii 

0 < yij + W; s; W ( i  = {1,2, . .. , n} , j = {1,2, ... , m; } )  

In this research, the following requirements are taken into account: 

1. Orientation. All items can be rotated by 90° . 

2. Position. Each item may be packed at any location inside a bin orthogonally, 

that is, the edges of the item are parallel to those of the bin. Any two items can 

touch each other without overlapping. 

3. Non-guillotine cut. The items need not be obtained through a sequence of 

edge-to-edge cuts parallel to the edges of the items. 

4. It is assumed, without the loss of generality, the dimensions of items and bins, 

and the coordinate values of the items in the bin are positive integers. Any 

clearance between the edges of two adjacent items can be neglected. 

Therefore, the objective of 2D bin packing is to minimise the number of used bins 

where a given set of items is packed completely without overlapping under the 

above requirements. 

Since all items can be rotated, two orientations for any item rij are allowed, i.e. the 

horizontal packing in which the long side of item rij is parallel to the x-axis 

(Figure 3.2(a)), and the vertical packing in which the long side of item rij is 

parallel to the y-axis (Figure 3.2(b)) .  In this context, the length and width of the 

item expressed in the formulas of the later sections may be obtained by rotating. 
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y 

(a) The horizontal packing 

Figure 3 .2 The two packing orientations of item riJ 

During the packing process, an item can be packed into any position in a bin with 

non-guillotine and without overlapping. This results in a loose arrangement of 

items with a poor area utilisation. Therefore, the published approaches explored 

different placement rules, such as bottom-left, left-right placement, four comers 

placement. In this research a bottom-left position rule is defined, that is, the first 

item chosen is packed in the bottom-left vertex of the current packing area in the 

bin, and then the other items touch the first item to the most left and bottom. 

3.3 Handling Method for Remaining Areas 

Definition 3.1 (Remaining Area): A remaining area is an area within the bin, 

which is not occupied by the items and considered for packing further items. 

The remaining area may be rectangular or non-rectangular. 

Definition 3.2 (Waste Area): A waste area is a rectangular remaining area 

where no item can be packed. Any waste area Aw in a bin is represented by the 

coordinate of its bottom-left vertex (xw , Yw ) ,  length Lw and width Ww, 1.e. 

5 1  

w 

A.v = (xw , Yw , Lw , Ww)r. During the packing process, a number of waste areas are 

generated. The waste areas may be sometimes reutilised when they are merged 

with the remaining areas. 
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The approaches published in the literature present the representation of the 

remaining areas in the way of a few rows (or levels) or the contour of the packed 

items. The drawback is that the remaining areas between the rows or in the 

middle of the contour are not dealt with resulting in a high level of waste area. 

This means that the handling of remaining areas influences the solution quality. 

Therefore, a suitable handling method for remaining areas needs to be developed 

in order to maximise the utilisation of remaining areas. 

3.3.1 Partitioning remaining areas 

Before any item is packed into a bin, the initial packing area is equal to that of the 

bin. After the first item is packed, the packing area is changed and a new 

remaining area is generated. This new remaining area is either rectangular 

(Figures 3.3 (a) and 3.3(b)) or non-rectangular (Figure 3.3(c)). Although it is 

possible to describe the non-rectangular remaining area in a mathematical 

representation, it is not easy to use it for iterative evaluations. Considering that 

the items and bins are rectangular and the items must be packed orthogonally into 

the bin, one non-rectangular remaining area can be partitioned into at least two 

0(0,0) 0(0,0) 

(a) A rectangular remaining area (b) A rectangular remaining area 

rectangular areas. Therefore, the aim for partitioning is to reproduce new 

rectangular remaining areas (Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b)) and divide non-rectangular 

remaining areas into new rectangular areas (Figure 3.3(d)). 

y L y L 

A,. 

w ru A,. 
w 

r!I 

X X 
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y 

-(._Q 0-,0-) ___L-_____ .._.... X 0(0,0) 

y L., 

Are1 A-,.,,2 

w 

rij Are1 

,. X 

(c) A non-rectangular remaining area ( d) three rectangular remaining areas 

Figure 3 .3 A new remaining area is generated after item rij is packed. Are is a 

remaining area in (a), (b) and (c) .  Arel ,  Are2 and Are3 are all remaining areas in (d). 

After partitioning, a non-rectangular remaining area can be split into several 

rectangular areas. All items will be packed into any rectangular remaining area. 

Assume that any rectangular remaining area Are in a bin is described by 

(xre, Yre, Lre , wre )i' where Xre andiyre are the coordinates of the bottom-left vertex of 

area A re, and Lre and Wre are the length and width of area Are, respectively. 

Therefore, remaining areas Are in a bin must satisfy: 

0 < xre + L,, s L ,  0 < Y,, + W,, s W 

Definition 3.3 (Current Packing Area) :  A number of rectangular remaining 

When a rectangularareas in a bin are created during the packing process. 

remaining area is currently chosen, where the chosen items will be packed, this 

remaining area is called the current packing area or current area, denoted by 

When a non-rectangular remaining area (Figure 3.3(c)) is partitioned, three new 

rectangular remaining areas may be generated as shown in Figure 3.3(d), i .e. Are 1, 

Are2 and Are3 •  Are2 can be merged with either Are l or Are3 to generate a larger 
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remaining area because it is adjacent to both Arel  and Are3 . To partition a 

non-rectangular remaining area into two new remaining areas of maximum area, 

two partitioning rules are defined, i .e. horizontal and vertical partitioning. 

In horizontal partitioning, if item ru are packed into current packing area 

Acur = (xcur , Ycur , Lcur ,w;,ur ) , as shown in Figure 3 .4(a), current area Acur is 

partitioned parallel to the x-axis according to the width of item ru, and become 

into area /4, = (xcur + l; ,Ycur ,Lcur -l; ,w;) and area Az = (xcur ,Y=c+W;,Lcur , Wcur -W;)c . 

Since the bottom-left position rule, mentioned in the previous section, ensures that 

the items will be  packed from the left to right and from the bottom to top of the 

bin, area A 1 is chosen as the new current packing area prior to area A2, whilst area 

A2 is stored as a remaining area. 

A, 

(a) A horizontal partitioning (b) A vertical partitioning 

Figure 3 .4 The two partitioning of the current packing area 

In vertical partitioning, if current area Acur is partitioned parallel to the y-axis 

according to the length of item ru, area 4..- =(xcw- ,Yao- ,Lcw ,Wcir) will be partitioned 

(Figure 3 .4(b)). Likewise, area A 1 is chosen as the new current packing area, 

whilst area A2 is stored as a remaining area. 
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3.3.2 Merging remaining areas 

During the packing process, there exist two kinds of areas after partitioning. 

One is regarded as the waste area which cannot be utilised to pack remaining 

items. The other is the remaining area which can pack items. The more the 

items are packed, the more the waste areas are produced. 

remammg areas get fragmented with partitioning. Although some 

Moreover, the 

remammg 

areas can be used, they are often not large enough to pack large items or a set of 

combined small items. Therefore, it is necessary to merge the waste areas with 

other remaining areas where possible in order to make the waste areas useful once 

again. 

Taking into account the computational time for merging these areas, two situations 

are considered: (1) Before any item is packed into the current packing area, the 

current packing area is merged with an adjacent waste area to its left. In a 

particular case, a given area is considered to merge with an adjacent remaining 

area to its right, and (2) During the packing, the current packing area is merged 

with the adjacent waste area to its left. 

Assuming that there is a waste area Aw and a current packing area Acur in a bin, 

notated by the form of (xw , Yw , Lw , Ww) and (xcur , Ycur , Lcu, , Wcu, ) s, where (xw , Yw) 

and (xcur , Ycur ) denote the coordinates of the bottom-left vertexes of the two areas 

Aw and Acur, respectively. Here Aw must be adjacent Acur• The method of 

merging the remaining areas is detailed below: 

Merging the areas with the same width 

If Acur and � satisfy: 
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then Ac r and Aw are merged completely, and the current packing area 1s 
cu 

changed into Aw +  Acur = (xw , Yw , Lw + Lcur , Wcur ) (Figure 3.5 (a)) . 

y y 

(a) (b) 

y y 

(c) (d) 

y y 

(e) (f) 

item �� waste area � current packing area 

Figure 3 .5  Merging the remaining areas 

Merging the areas with different widths 

Case 1 :  If areas Acur and Aw satisfy: 

Yw < Ycur • xw + Lw = xcur ,cand Yw + Ww = Ycurc+ Wcur 

then Acur and Aw are merged partially, and the current packing area is changed 
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whilst the original waste area is changed intointo (xw , Ycu, , L + Lcur , Wcu, )w 

Case 2 :  If areas Acur and Aw satisfy: 

then Acur and � may be merged partially only if area Aw can accommodate 

packed items shifted from area Acur to area � '  that is, Yw + WW � ycur + witem ' 

where denotes the total width of packed items shifted from area Acu, towitem 

is changed into two areas (xw wi,em )area Aw . Thus area Acur 

and (xcu,i LCUr • wcur - witem ) whilst waste areai � is changed into 

(xw Otherwise, area Acur is not merged with 

area � -

In the cases shown in Figures 3.5 (d) and 3.5(e), the method of merging is the 

same as that of Case 2 only if area Aw can accommodate packed items shifted 

from area Acur to area � , and areas Acur and � are changed after merging. 

In the case shown Figure 3.5(d), area Acur IS changed into two areas 

is changed into (xw , Yw , Lw , Ycur + Wuem - Yw) '  where wilem IS the width of packed 

items which cannot be shifted from area Acur to area Aw . In the case shown in 

Figure 3.5(e), area Acu, is changed into three areas (xcur ,Ycur,Lcur , 1411em) , 

, y cur , Lw + Lcur , 

Ycur + witemi, '

, Yw ,Lw ,iYcur - Yw ) (Figure 3 .5(c)). 
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W;iem is the width of packed items which cannot be shifted from area Acur to area 

is the height of packed items which can be shifted from area Acu, to 

area Aw . Even if there exists a part of waste area � to the left, it will be 

discarded in this case. 

Case 3: When there is not any remaining area, the waste areas are considered to 

be further merged. In this situation, a waste area is chosen as current packing 

area Acur . If area Acur and an adjacent waste area � on the right of Acur 

satisfy: 

then Acur and Aw are merged partially. The current packing area is changed 

into (xcur 'ycur ' Lw + Lcur ' Wcur ) whilst waste area Ai 1s changed intow 

and Acur 

L
w , Ycur - Ycur ) if Ycur > Yw (Figure 3 .5(f)). However, if Ycur = Yw , then 

Aw can be merged completely so that the current packing area is 

3 .4 Heuristic Strategies 

As identified in the literature review in Chapter 2, a major disadvantage of the 

level or non-level approaches is packed items in a heuristic strategy (Berkey and 

Wang 1987; Lodi et al. 1999), that is, the optimum decision for the position and 

orientation of the single item is chosen according to a given order of items at each 

step. Thus the best solution may be disregarded under the other conditions. 
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This is one of the main factors for which the heuristic approach still leaves a 
considerable room for improvement. Therefore, the heuristic approach in this 
research attempts to find a good heuristic strategy to cover the situations with a 
good solution at each step. 

3.4.1 Basic heuristic rules 

Sequential packing rule 

With respect to solving 2D bin packing, th
and simultaneous . 
after another. 

ere are two packing rules, i .e .  sequential 
The sequential packing means that the bins are packed one 

After the items are packed into the current bin, the remaining 
items are packed into the next bin until all items are packed completely. The 
minimum number of used bins is obtained by the maximum area utilisation of 
each bin. The simultaneous packing is that all items are packed at the same time. 
Although the simultaneous packing may obtain a better solution than the 
sequential packing, the area utilisation for each bin may not be maximal. In 2D 
applications, the key practical requirement is that the items are packed into each 
bin with the maximum area utilisation in order to reduce the cost of raw material. 
Packing items with the sequential rule can obtain the maximum utilisation in the 

However, the former bins, and results in a low utilisation in the last bin. 
remaining area in the last bin can be used again. Therefore, a sequential packing 
is more feasible for practical applications than simultaneous packing. 
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The difference of this approach from the level and non-level approaches 
mentioned above is that the heuristic strategies are applied to determining an 
optimum solution based on the combination of many items instead of the single 
item considering the different situations. These heuristic strategies include the 
basic heuristic rules and search strategies. They are implemented along with the 
handling method for remaining areas . 
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Sorting rule of items 

To avoid items to be searched randomly and decrease searching time, a sorting 

rule is defined. Firstly, all items are sorted to ensure that their lengths are greater 

than or equal to their widths. Secondly, the items are sorted in decreasing order 

of their lengths. The items with the same length are sorted again in decreasing 

order of their widths. Thus a set of n item types satisfies the following: 

i = {1,2, . . .  , n} and 

/I � /2 :?: /3 · · . .  � /n 

Since the items with 

generated are 

different lengths are packed based on the sorting rule, the 

remaining areas step shaped, in which the lengths of items 

previously packed are larger than those to be packed. The sorting makes it 

possible to effectively partition and merge the remaining areas using the handling 

method. 

Dividing rule of group 

The aim is to divide items into groups in such a way that allows the large items to 

be packed first. This reduces area waste because it is unlikely to pack large 

items into the remaining areas if small items are packed first. Here a set of n 

i tem types is divided into two groups Ii and h 

The items arc sorted first in decreasing order of their areas, and are then divided 

according to a given parameter /J(/J E [0, 1])e. Group 11 is composed of the item 

types whose areas arc greater than or equal to /3 x amax , where amax is the area of 

the item type with the largest area. Items in group 11 arc considered as large 

items. Those item types whose areas are smaller than /J x amnx consist of group 

heand arc considered as small items. 
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When /3 = 0 , all items are grouped in 11 and when /3 = 1 , all items are grouped in 

]z. The value of /3 should be taken into account appropriately because it 

influences the area utilisation. In addition, the items whose lengths or widths are 

greater than half length or width of the bin are also considered as large items, and 

classified into group 11s. 

3.4.2 Search strategies 

According to the sequential packing rule, the objective of 2D bin packing can be 

obtained by an arrangement with maximum area utilisation in each used bin. 
oThus the objective fr a bin is formulated below, 

max 'I,( x w; x k; (3.s1 ) 
i=l 

subject to 

'I_Z; x W; x k; � L x W  
i=l 

where 

k; is the quantity of packed item type r; in a bin, and O � k; ::::: m; 

( i = l, 2, . . . , n ); 

n is the quantity of item types. 

To obtain the objective, the full state of solutions consists of every permutation of 

the items packed in every feasible position and orientation. The computational 

cost is increased dramatically with the increasing size of the problem if the 

quantity of  combinations is explored exhaustively. 

To avoid all permutations of the items and decrease the computational time, the 

heuristic search strategics proposed construct the optimum combination of the 
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items in each current packing area of a bin in order to generate a solution with the 

maximum utilisation of the bin. 

For current packing area Acu, in a bin, i.e . Acur = (xcur > Ycu, , Lcu, , w;,u, ) c, the items 

are chosen and generated a number of feasible solutions in the current area Acur . 

Each feasible solution corresponds to a sequence for packing the items. These 

definitions . 

Strategy 1 .  Complete area packing strategy 

This strategy is to find one or more identical items which fill completely current 

packing area Acu, ,  and not produce any remaining area. The exact solution is 

evaluated by using the following the evaluation function. 

f (i) = I; X W; X k; (3.2) 

subj ect to 

feasible solutions are evaluated for the best positions and orientations of items by 

using the evaluation criteria of different search strategies in the following 

where 
Pi and qi are the quantities of item type ri packed along the x- andy- axes in 

Ii and wi are the length and width of item type ri; 

k; is the quantity of item type n packed into area Acu, ,  k; = P; x q; , and 

1n; is the quantity of unpacked item type r;. 
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Figure 3.7 Layout obtained by using complete strip packing strategy 

For the situation where the items have the same width, the items are combined 

along the x-axis of area Acur• Each combination is examined by the evaluation 

Chapter 3 A novel heuristic approach to two-dimensional bin packing 

If function /(i) satisfies the equation f(i) = Lcur X wcur ' then k; of item type ri 

can be packed completely into area Acur• As shown in Figure 3.6, four of item 

type r1 and six of item type r2 are packed completely into the red and blue areas, 

respectively. 

y 

Figure 3 .  6 An example for complete area packing strategy 

Strategy 2. Complete strip packing strategy 

This strategy is to combine identical and different items with the same dimension 

on one side to form a strip along the horizontal or vertical direction of current 

packing area Acur (Figure 3.7), and a new remaining area is generated. 

y y 

WJ 

-'+---�--�--��---+- x 

L..,,. 

(a) A horizontal strip (b) A vertical strip 
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function defined in the following form: 

J = I l; X P; (3.3) 
i=l 

i=l 

subject to 

It; X P;r::; Lcur 

where 

P; is the quantity of item type 1i packed along the x-axis of area Arnr , and 

w; is the width of item type r; ;  

t is the quantity of item types with the same width, and 1 ::; t ::;  n ; 

m; is the quantity of unpacked item type 1i . 

The items may be rotated to yield the same width. If the total length of the 

of areacombined items with the same width is equal to length Lcur Acur , i .e. 

f = Lcur o  then a complete packing of a horizontal strip is found (Figure 3.7(a)), 

and a new remaining area, (x , Ycur + W1 , Lcucur ,. , ui;,ur - wl ) ,  is generated (shadow area 

in Figure 3.7(a)) . 

In the same way, the items combined along the y-axis are examined by the 

following evaluation function. 

(3.4)f = Iw; x q; 
i=l 

subject to 
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LWi X qi � W cur 
i=l 

where 

qi is the quantity of item type r; packed along the y-axis of area Acur , and 

l; is the length of item type r; ; 

t is the quantity of the item types with the same length, and 1 � T � n ; 

m; is the quantity of unpacked item type ,; . 

If the sum of the width of the combined items with the same length is equal to 

width W,,ur of area Acur J = Wcur then a complete vertical strip is found 

generated (shadow area in Figure 3 .7(b)). 

In this strategy, the first item is chosen from group 11 of the large items. The 

other items combined with the first chosen item can be chosen from the whole set 

of unpacked items. If no item from group 11 can be chosen to produce a 

complete horizontal or vertical strip, this strategy is not used. 

Strategy 3. Partial strip packing strategy 

In many cases, it is impossible to fill a complete strip, and this strategy is used, 

where identical and different items are combined together and packed along the 

vertical direction of current packing area Acur• The items are packed to form a 

vertical strip, but not necessarily fully filling up the strip, as shown in Figure 

3.8(b). A non-rectangular remaining area is then produced (shadow area in 
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Figures 3.8(a) and 3.8(b)). The following two evaluation functions J; and /
2 

are used. 

t' 

= L Wi x k; J; 
i=l 

t' 

-LI; X W; X k; (3.5) 
i=l 

Lt' 

W; X k; � W.:ur 
i=l 

f2 == ll X wa 

subject to 

l; and w; are the length and width of item type r; ;  

/1 i s  the length of the first chosen item in area Acu, ; 

where 

t' is the quantity of item types which are able to be packed in area Acuri; 

k; is the quantity of packed item type r; in area Acu,i. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3 . 8  An example of the vertical strip packing strategy 

The items can be placed in their length or width orientation considering rotating. 

Possible combinations of the items are examined by using the two evaluation 

functions. If the max f.. is satisfied, then the combination is found as an 
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optimum solution (Figures 3.8(a) and 3.8(b)) . If the values of J; for different 

combinations are the same, then the combination with min..t; is regarded as an 

optimum solution. 

When the items are combined using Strategy 3 ,  the first item is chosen from group 

reduced. the items from group Ii are 

11 of large items. This is because the size of each strip is determined by the first 

item. Thus a good combination may be found in a large current packing area 

because many items can be chosen and fragmented remaining areas may be 

If there is not any item in group 11 , 

considered as the first chosen item. 

Once the chosen items are packed to form the step shaped remaining area, as 

shown in Figures 3 .S(a) and 3 .S(b), the vertical partitioning is used in current 

= (xcu , , Ycu ,i Thus a step shaped remaining area is 

partitioned into a number of new rectangular remaining areas (Figure 3.8(c)) . 

3.4.3 Combination of the items 

The combinations of different item types are considered in search strategies 2 and 

3. The combinations are implemented by a backtracking procedure described in a 

tree structure. Each combination (i.e. feasible solution) constructs a branch of 

the tree .  The tree consists of all possible combinations of the items. The 

combination of the items searches exhaustively in the set of unpacked items. 

This causes the computational time to increase in exponential time with increasing 

the number of combinations. Therefore, a bound condition is given to limit the 

combination of the items. 

When the items are combined, those items whose length is greater than the length 
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of the first chosen item are not considered as the candidates of the combined items. 

Thus the solution space is decreased because the number of the items is reduced. 

In addition, some branches are not necessarily backtracked because 

combination 

the 

combinations in the branches are worse than the previous 

( determined by evaluation function 3 .5) .  So these combinations are discarded in 

order to enhance the computational performance. 

Figure 3 .9 A tree of possible combinations 

To save the storage space, the combination of the items is stored into a stack data 

structure during backtracking. The procedure of backtracking is implemented by 

using first-depth search. A feasible solution consists of a sequence of the 

combined items as a branch of the tree (Figure 3.9) . An initial solution 

X = {1jc, r2 , • • •  , r d c, which constructs a branch of the tree by items 1j , r2 , • . •  , rk , is 

generated in a given area Acur using a first-fit heuristic by which items are packed 

in decreasing order of their lengths. The solution is then evaluated by evaluation 

functions of  Strategies 2 and 3 .  

Given an example for the combination of items by examining using Strategy 3 ,  if 

functions /i and /2 satisfy Ji =  Wcur and min /2 (Formula 3 . 5) ,  then the 
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optimum solution is obtained. Otherwise, the procedure backtracks to node rk-i , 

and solution {ljc, r2 , • • •  , rk_ic} is changed using the remaining items in set J . A 

then examined by using 

Wcur 

the evaluation functions J; and /2 • If the solution 

satisfies functions J; = and min/2 , then backtracking will be stopped. 

Otherwise the procedure continues to backtrack to node rk+i . If a branch of the 

are combined and no solution satisfies 

Ji = Wcur , then the solution which satisfies maxJ,. is considered as an optimum 

solution. If two solutions with the same values of maxJ,. are obtained, then the 

one with min /2 is chosen. In the case where the solution satisfies the 

evaluation functions J,. = �ur and /2 = 0 ,  these items form a vertical strip to 

generate an optimum arrangement in area cur • 

Likewise, the procedure is used to examine the combination of items by using 

Strategy 2 .  If function f of Strategy 2 satisfies f = r or  f = 

(Formula 3 .3 or 3 .4), then an optimum combination is found. 

3.5 The Procedure of Packing 

Before all items are packed, an initial process is executed, which includes sorting 

all items according to the sorting rule, dividing a set of items into two groups 
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tree produces the solution which is worse than the previous solution, the branch is 

discarded. The procedure continues backtracking in turn till an optimal solution is 

found (the red line denotes the route of backtracking in Figure 3 .9). If all items 

which can be packed into area Acur 
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using the dividing rule of group which are 

WList for storing remaining areas and 

stored into two lists largeList and 

waste areas respectively, and storing the initial remaining area, whose size is the 

same as that of the bin, into AListe. 

After initialisation, the first current packing area Ae is chosen from list AList ,cur 

i.e. Ae = (0, 0 , L, W)e, and all items are first examined by using Strategy 1 in the cur 

current packing area. If an exact solution is found, then the items are packed. 

Otherwise, the items from group /1 of large items are chosen in turn and combined 

with all items with the same dimension in one of the sides. If a horizontal or 

vertical strip is found by using Strategy 2, then the strip is packed and the current 

packing area is partitioned. Otherwise, the item with the largest side from the 

group of large items is first chosen. A feasible solution is then constructed 

according to the length of the chosen item, and examined by using search Strategy 

3. The solution is improved by iteratively combining the items. If an optimal 

solution is found, these items are packed using a sub-routine, called 

Partia!StripPacking. Otherwise, the current packing area is stored into WList as 

a waste area. Then a new remaining area is chosen from AList as the current 

packing area and the procedure is executed iteratively. When no item can be 

packed into the current bin, the next bin is chosen. The procedure terminates 

when all items are packed into the bins. The overall packing procedure is 

executed by a routine, called 2DBinPacking, and its pseudo-code is shown in 

Figure 3.10. 
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Algorithm 2DBinPacking 
Input: A given list of unpacked items l 

An infinite number of bins B = L x W 
Output: The number of used  bins and position data of all items ?List 

Initialisation: 
Sort I and divide l into two groups according to the s orting and dividing rules 
Remaining area list AList 
Waste area list WListi.,_ 0 
Position list PList <a- 0 
Let initial remaining area be  (0, 0, L, W) in the first bin, and AList � { (0, 0, L, W)} 

Packing procedure: 
while I ,#.  0 and AList ,#. 0 do 

Get a remaining area from AList as the current packing area 4.., 

if 4ar v WLi st then //according to the merging conditions 

A.-ur r A.-ar V WList 

end if 
if Find a solution by using Strategy 1 then 

Store p osition data of items in the s olution to p osition list ?List 
Update list I 
continue 

end if 

if Find a s olution by using Strategy 2 then 
Store p osition data of items in the solution to pos ition list ?List 
Update list I 
Partition current packing area 4o.,, and generate a new remaining area Ai 

ALis t iriA1 

Sort all remaining areas in AList in decreasing order of  their x-coordinate 
continue 

end if 

if Find a s olution by using Strategy 3 then 
Store p osition data of items in the so lution to position list PList by invoking 
Partial.StrtpPacking 
Update list I 
Sort all remaining areas in AList in decreasing order of their x-c oordinate 

else 
Area 4-.,, is regarded as a waste area, WListi-=- 4., 

end if 

if I ,#.  0 and AList = 0 then 
Choo se  next bin 
Let initial remaining are a be (0 , 0, L, W) in the next bin 

ALfst E- ((0, 0, L, W)} 

WList � 0 
end if 

end while 

Display:
Disp lay the layout and utilisation of each bin and the number of used bins 

Figure 3 . 1 0  The pseudo-code for routine 2DBinPacking 
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If the packed items are found 

When 

their bottom-left vertex are calculated in terms of the location of the current 

packing area and the quantity of the chosen item. 

by Strategy 2, only one new remaining area will be generated after packing. 

current packing area can be partitioned directly by the size of the strip. 

the items chosen by the search strategies are packed, the coordinates of 

The 

However, 

in most cases where the packed items are found by Strategy 3, the packing 

procedure incorporates merging and partitioning of the current packing area. 

Before each iteration of packing, the current packing area is checked for merging 

according to the conditions of merging and the items are packed into the current 

area in tum. The current packing area is partitioned simultaneously as the items 

are packed, and new remaining areas are then generated. The procedure is 

executed by sub-routine PartialStripPacking. The pseudo-code for 

PartialStripPacking is displayed in Figure 3. 1 1 . 

Algorithm P artialStripPacking 
Inputt A solution X = {ri ,r2 , . . . , r1c}: 

Remaining area list AList and waste area list WList 
Output: A placement lis t  ?List·. 

Proceduret: 
J - 1 

Get ite m  r.1 from X 

while j .:S: k do 
if .A,,., v WL!st then 

.A,,., -s- WList v A,ur 
end if 
P ack item ri 

Store position information of item ri into list ?List 

Partition area A,ur in the vertical partition 
Generate two new remaining areas Ai. -s- {(x.,.,, y,., + wi, li, W.ur - wj 

)} and 

A;i - { (;,;:.,., + li, Ycur,tLcor - lj, U';•r)}  

A,.., -s- A1 

AList -s- �  

Ycur - Ye..- + Wj 
j - j + l 
Get ite m  ri fro m X 

end while 

Figure 3 . 1 1  The pseudo-code for sub-routine PartialStripPacking 
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For the evaluation of this approach, 

tested by using benchmark and the real world data sets. 
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3.6 Computational Experiments 

The approach is implemented by using Borland C++ on a PC with an Intel 

Pentium M 1 .5 GHz CPU and 5 12 RAM. 

the approach is 

Considering the dividable group rule, the experiments indicate that good solutions 

can be obtained when /3 is set to [ 1 /4, 3/4] according to the size of the problems. 

3.6.1 Comparison with the published approaches 

The six classes are 

described as follows: 

Class I :  I ;  and w1 uniformly random in [ 1 , 10] , L = W = 10 ; 

Class II : I; and W; uniformly random in [ 1 ,10] ,  L = W = 30 ;  

Class III : I; and W; uniformly random in [ 1 ,35] ,  L = W = 40 ;  

Class IV: I; and W1 uniformly random in [ 1 ,35] ,  L = W = slO0s; 

Class V: I; and w1 uniformly random in [ 1 ,100], L = W =100s; 

Test data set from Berkey and Wang 

The first benchmark data set with six classified instances is proposed by Berkey 

and Wang ( 1 s987) for randomly generated problems. 

Class VI: I; uniformly random in [1 , 100] ,  L = W = 300s; W1 

where I; and W; denote the length and width of item type r;s, and L and W 

denote the length and width of the bin, respectively. 

Each class is characterised by a different size of the bins and by the ranges in 

which the dimensions of the items are randomly generated. For each class and 

value of n (the quantity of item types n = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100), 10 instances have 
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been generated. The 300 instances in the six classes, as well as the generator 

code, are available at http://www.or.desi.unibo.it/0rinstances/2BP/. Table 3.1 

reports the results obtained by the six approaches for the six classified instances. 

Table 3 . 1  Experimental results of six algorithms: (solution value/ lower bound) 

B erkey and Wang Lod i  et a l. T his  
Class n 2BP IR I... 2BP IR IF  approa c h  

2BP IR I F 

FF F FB S  F C  TP TS 

2 0  1 .  090 1 .0 6 0  1 . 060 1 . 050  1 .0 5 0  1 . 0 0 0  

4 0  1 . 1 00 1 . 0 80  1 . 080 1 . 060  1 .0 4 0  1 . 000  

I 
6 0  

80  

1 . 1 20 
1 . 1 00 

1 . 090  
1 . 090  

1 . 0 90 
1 . 0 90 

1 . 050  
1 . 060  

1 .0 4 0  
1 .0 6 0  

1 . 020  
1 . 0 1  0 

1 0 0 1 . 0 80 1 . 080  1 . 070 1 . 03 0  1 . 0 3 0  1 . 020  

Av e rage  1 . 098 1 . 0 80  1 . 078 1 . 05 0  1 .0 4 4  1 . 0 1 0 

2 0  1 . 0 00 1 . 000  1 . 0 00 1 . 00 0  1 .0 0 0  1 . 0 0 0  

4 0  1 . 1  00 1 . 1 00 1 . 1  00 1 . 1 00 1 .1 0 0 1 . 050  

I I  
6 0  

80  

1 . 1  00 

1 . 070 

1 . 1 0 0  
1 .070  

1 . 050 
1 . 030 

1 . 000  

1 . 070 

1 .0 0 0  
1 .030  

1 . 000  
1 . 000  

1 00  1 . 030 1 . 060  1 . 030 1 . 00 0  1 .0 0 0  1 .0 00  

Av e ra g e  1 . 060 1 . 066  1 . 042 1 . 034  1 . 0 2 6  1 . 0 1 0 

2 0  1 .200  1 . 200  1 . 1  80 1 . 20 0  1 .0 6 0  1 .1 00 

40 1 .  21 0 1 . 1 6 0 1 . 1 60 1 . 1 1  0 1 . 0 90 1 . 1 0 0 

I l l 
6 0  
80  

1 . 200 

1 . 200 

1 . 1 80 

1 . 1  50  

1 . 1 9 0 

1 . 1  50 

1 . 1 1  0 
1 . 1 0 0 

1 . 0 80 
1 .0 7 0  

1 . 070  
1 . 050  

1 0 0 1 . 1 60 1 . 1 40 1 . 1 30 1 . 08 0  1 .070  1 . 070 

Av e ra g e  1 . 1 94 1 . 1 66 1 . 1  62 1 . 09 2  1 .0 7 4  1 . 078 

20 1 . 0 00 1 . 0 0 0  1 . 0 00 1 . 00 0  1 .0 0 0  1 . 000  

4 0  1 . 1  00 1 . 1 0 0 1 . 000 1 . 00 0  1 .0 0 0  1 . 000  

6 0  1 . 1 00 1 . 1 00 1 . 1  00 1 . 1 0 0  1 . 1 0 0  1 . 080  
IV  

80  1 . 1 00 1 . 1 0 0  1 . 1  00 1 . 070  1 .0 7 0  1 . 060  

1 00  1 . 070 1 . 070  1 . 070 1 . 03 0  1 .0 3 0  1 . 020 

Av e ra g e  1 . 074 1 . 074 1 . 054 1 . 04 0  1 . 040  1 .032 

20 1 . 080 1 .080  1 . 080 1 . 060  1 . 0 4 0  1 . 0 00 

4 0  1 . 1 40 1 . 1 20 1 . 1 00  1 . 1 1  0 1 . 0 70 1 . 080  

V 
6 0  
80  

1 . 1 3 0 

1 . 1 30 

1 . 1 1 0  
1 . 1 00  

1 . 1 1 0 

1 . 1 1 0 

1 . 080  
1 . 080  

1 . 0 60 

1 . 0 70 

1 . 1 00  

1 . 080  

1 0 0  1 . 1 30 1 . 1 00 1 . 1 00 1 . 08 0  1 . 0 7 0  1 . 1 1 0 

Av era g e  1 . 1 22 1 . 1 02 1 . 1  00 1 . 082 1 . 0 6 2  1 . 074  

20  1 . 000  1 . 0 0 0  1 . 000 1 . 00 0  1 . 0 0 0  1 .000  

40  1 . 400 1 . 4 0 0  1 . 400 1 . 40 0  1 .4 0 0  1 . 260 

V I  
60 
80  

1 . 0 50 
1 . 0 00 

1 . 050  
1 . 0 00  

1 . 050 
1 . 000 

1 . 050  

1 . 000  

1 .0 5 0  
1 . 0 0 0  

1 . 040  
1 .000  

1 0 0  1 . 1  00 1 . 070  1 . 070 1 . 070  1 .0 7 0  1 . 090  

Av e ra g e  1 .1 1 0 1 .1 04 1 . 1 04 1 . 1 0 4 1 .1 0 4  1 . 078 
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Chapter 3 A novel heuristic approach to two-dimensional bin packing 

In Table 3 . 1 ,  the first and second columns give the class and the value of n, i.e. the 

quantity of item types for each instance. The next pair of columns refers to the 

approach by Berkey and Wang ( 1987), and gives the results for 2BPIRI *, 

respectively. The following three columns refer to the approaches (Lodi et al. 

1999 and 2002c ), and give the results for 2BPIRIF; respectively. Their 

approaches are Floor-Ceiling (FC), Touching Perimeter (TP) and Tahu Search 

(TS). The final column is about this research. Note that IRI denotes that items 

can be rotated by 90° , F denotes non-guillotine cutting, G denotes guillotine 

cutting and * denotes non-guillotine or guillotine. 

For each approach, the entries report the average ratio (solution value) / (lower 

bound) computed over the ten generated instances. The lower bound is used in 

the literature (Martello and Vigo 1 998). For each class, the final line gives the 

average overall values of n .  

Figure 3. 1 2  shows the performance chart of the six approaches for the six 

classified instances. The vertical axis is the ratio of solution and lower bound. 

The lower bound is a value below the optimal solution. The horizontal 

coordinate is the six classified instances. The closer to 1 the lines in Figure 3 . 12  

are, the better the solution is. 

1 .25 

0 
1 .2 -I------'-----"-�-------------..._....--; -+- B&W-FFF 

-lil-B&W-FBS 111 1 . 1 5  
et: Lodi-FC
� 1 . 1  +...:...--.s:c--,....._;-..,......,,.,p;...-----'---""':,,..--..,.,�,,....r· Lodi-TPill ..A'-:,,,...-c;:.----t 

->'-Lodi-TS� 1 .05 -t-,---,=--
<tl -+-This approach 1 .\.-_:;.:,!:::=:=:::=:!:::..:;..i.;..-----_:,_-__,... ___ __,;_ __ � �--� 

0.95 -1----........... ----.---..------,------,-----, 

Class I Class II Class Ill Class IV Class V Class VI 

Class instances 

Figure 3 . 1 2  Comparison of six approaches for class instances I to VI 
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increasing number of the item types and the size of the bin. 

Chapter 3 A novel heuristic approach to two-dimensional bin packing 

Through comparisons, the experiment has shown that the approach proposed in 

this research outperforms, in general, the other five approaches published in the 

literature. Based on the observation of the statistics in Figure 3 .12 and in Table 

3.1, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

(1) The approach obtains the best results for classes I, II, IV and VI among all 

approaches. 

(2) The results of classes III and V obtained by the approach are slightly worse 

than tabu search (Lodi et al. Since the heuristic strategies are unlikely to 2002c). 

search globally, they may be worse than tabu search in the individual cases where 

there are 80 percent of items whose width is greater than the half width of the bin, 

or sometimes only two or three items are packed into a bin. Another reason is 

that these cases lead to a number of wasted areas simply because there are no 

small items to fit into them. Even if so, the results for classes III and V by the 

approach are still better than those by the other heuristic approaches. 

(3) The results obtained by all the six approaches become worse with the 

Figure 3.13 displays the interface of the demonstration program and the data of 

the bin and items for the solution layout for an instance of class IV when n = 40. 
2i' ,, �L ... ..J ,s I 

" I,a 12 1 

,. 
3'J 

13 

21 

(a) An interface (b) A layout 

Figure 3 . 1 3  An interface of the program and a layout of items of class IV 
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Test data set from J akobs 

The test data set with two instances Jl and J2 is provided by Jakobs ( 1 996) for the 

single bin packing problem with the minimum height. The instance can also be 

tested as the single bin packing. Table 3 .2 details the dimensions of the bin and 

items in the data set. Since the approach in this research is to maximise the 

utilisation of the single bin in order to obtain the minimum number of used bins, 

the approach can be straight applied to the single bin packing problem. 

Table 3 .2 The dimensions of the bin and items for the data set from Jakobs 

Data 
n ame 

J 1  

Quantity 
of item s 

25 

Bi n size 40 x 1 5  

n o  l e n gth widt l1 

1 1 2 6 
2 4 7 
3 6 7 
4 1 0 2 
5 2 5 

J2 

50 

40 x 1 5  

n o  len gth wi dth n o  len gth width 

1 5 6 26 2 5 
2 7 6 27 2 4 
3 4 3 28 3 6 
4 4 4 29 5 2 
5 6 4 30 5 4 

6 6 4 6 6 3 3 3 
7 4 2 7 4 2 32 5 3 
8 4 6 8 6 2 33 2 3 
9 7 9 9 3 4 34 4 3 

4 2 33 41 0  5 1 0  
1 1  

I tem 1 2  
s izes 1 3  

1 4  
1 5 
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  

6 
4 
6 
4 
2 
8 
8 
8 

4 
6 
3 
5 
4 
4 
6 
3 

1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5 
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  

2 
4 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 

5 
2 
3 
6 
3 
6 
3 
3 

36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
4 1  
42 
43 

4 3 
2 2 
2 4 
3 4 
3 4 
2 4 
3 2 
3 2 
2 24 21 9  6 3 1 9  

4 3 220 2 6 20 4 
2 1  8 2 2 1  4 2 46 2 2 
2 2  3 5 22 4 3 3 3 
23 2 5 23 3 4 48 2 3 
24 3 4 24 3 4 3 4 
25 2 4 25 2 5 50 2 4 

The optimum solutions are displayed in Figures 3 . 1 4(a) and 3 . 1 4(c) for two 

instances JI and J2. With respect to instance Jlc, this approach packs all items 

into a bin of  40 x 1 5  and generates the optimum solution, i .e .  all items are 

packed into only one bin with an utilisation of 1 00% (Figure 3 . 14(b)) . However, 

the algorithms (Jakobs 1 996; Liu and Teng 1 999) could not pack all items into one 
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Chapter 3 A novel heuristic approach to two-dimensional bin packing 

bin. For instance J2, the result of 2 used bins is obtained by the approach. In 

the first used bin, this approach obtains an utilisation of 98% (Figure 3. 14(d)), and 

3 items are left to be packed into the second bin. In this instance, a limitation of 

this approach is that all items cannot be packed into one bin like the other 

approaches (Jakobs 1 996; Liu and Teng 1999) . 

1 36 
I ?  

1 9
2 s 

1 3  
1 0  H 22 2� 

9 
1 7  

1 1  1 '  2 4I 2J 

(a) The optimum solution from data set Jl of Jakobs 

1 8  13  
1 0  22 23 5 I1 4 

4 I 219 

I1 6  2 1 1  8 25 1 5  
1 1 7 

1 3 6 1 2  1 9  201 7 

(b) The layout with 1 00% utilisation obtained by this approach for data set Jl 

n ·,t ___ :� --� 
I

22 :• '1 4;, 4� 

28 
30 4'I "11 4  1 t; 

2:/ 

(c) The optimum solution from data set J2 of Jakobs 

I1 128 I 49 47 45 
1 
1 2

-

29 351 8  1 520 50 

34 9 - 1 3  3327 

1 6 

1 6  4 730 38 22 40 39 

-

2 I 25 1 9  
1 4  3 36 1 026 21I 

(d) The layout with 98% utilisation obtained by this approach for data set J2 

Figure 3 . 1 4  Results for the two instances of Jakobs 
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Chapter 3 A novel heuristic approach to two-dimensional bin packing 

3.6.2 Experiments for a real world data set 

The approach is tested further for a practical application by using the real world 

data set provided by a Chinese company. All items are packed into identical bins 

whose size is listed in Table 3 .3 ,  which also lists the quantity of item types, the 

total quantity of items and the dimensions of all items. 

Table 3 .3 The dimensions of the bin and items (Unit mm) 

D im e ns ions  of the b in  

N umb er  of Tota l  n u m b e r  Le n gt h  Wi dth D epth 
ite m typ es of item s  

3658 1 220 40  55 3329 

Dimens ions  of  the ite ms 

I tem n o  N um b e r Length Widt h Ite m n o  N u mb er Le ng th Width 

1 250 80 60 31  25 1 45 1 20 
2 250 80 6 0  32 25 280 70 
3 250  80 6 0  33 50 280 70 
4 250 80 60 34 25 80 80 
5 225 1 00 60  35 25 1 050 1 65 
6 225  1 00 60 36 25 1 050 1 65 
7 200 600 90 37 25 1 60 1 20 
8 1 300 1 4 0  38 25 1 60 1 20 
9 44  300 1 4 0  

1 0  1 80 300 1 40 40 
25 1 80 1 30 
25 1 80 1 30 

1 1  1 300 1 40 41 25 400 1 50 
1 2  

1 4  

300 1 40 42 25 240 1 20 
1 80 300 1 40 43 25 240 1 20 
25 80 60 44 25 1 45  50 

250 80 70 
4 350 1 45 46 

25 1 45 50 
25 450 1 1 01 6  

1 350 1 45 47 25 1 80 1 1 0  
4 350 1 45 48 25 245 701 8  

1 9  20 350 1 45 49 25 245 · 70 
20 25 70 50 50 25 370 1 23 
2 1  25  70 50 51  25 390 1 30 
22 25 80 50 52 25 400 1 20 
23 25 80 50 53 25 380 1 20 

1 60 
;jtjU
300 

25 
25 

b4 LO 

55 251 020 1 60 25  
26 25  255 60 
27 25 255 60 
28 25 4 1 0  1 85  
29 25 90 70 
30 25 1 45 120 

According to the company request, the practical problem is to obtain 

simultaneously both the maximum utilisation in each bin and the minimum 
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number of bins in the short time. The sizes of items vary from 4,800 mm2 to 

1 73 ,250 mm2 
• The quantity of the items in the real world data set is substantially 

more than those in benchmark data. 

The published literature has not reported the test result for the problem with the 

strongly heterogeneous items and a great amount of items so far. Although the 

approach cannot compare with other published approached using this data set, the 

figures shown in Figure 3 . 1 5  have indicated that this approach obtains the good 

result in about 40 seconds which meets the company's requirements. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  1 1  1 2  1 3  1 4  1 5  1 6  1 7  1 8  

No . of bin. 

(a) Area utilisation in each bin 

800 .,... .... ,----��-...,,.�·-·--�-.._..-.,..,.....--,..,.....,,,,,, .... __,_.,.........._ • ..,.._...,_.. . ..,...,...,_ ____ ...., 
700 4--'---------,..,......_.;:----i---------------------------11---' 

j 600 -l--,-l--...,,,..,.;......:""'4..,.;;..,,..;_......:.,._.;:1----------------1---------11---.:i 
;:: 500 +-----1--1-------------------11HW1H 
� 400 +--....... .....,..--...,...,._�_.,,,.,..,... __ .,..--.--...,-_._....,....�---r""1111M 
1 300 

200 -+------------------------------tllll-!Hz 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1 1  1 2  13  1 4  15  16  17 18  

No. of bin. 

(b) Quantity of packed items in each bin 

Figure 3 . 1 5  Experimental results obtained by the approach for the real world data 

As can be seen, 1 8  bins are utilised to pack all items. The area utilisation of each 

bin is achieved over 98%, but last one (Figure 3 . 1 5 (a)) . Although the approach 
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obtains the utilisation of 57 .97% in the last bin, the remaining area in the last bin 

wil l  be utilised again once in the next packing. The figures also show that the 

large items are packed into the former bins because there are less packed items in 

the former bins than those in the latter ones, whilst a great number of small items 

are packed into the last two bins (Figure 3 . 1 5(b)) . 

3.7 Summary 

This chapter has described a novel heuristic approach to 2D bin packing, which 

can obtain the good quality of solution by the heuristic strategies developed along 

with the handling of remaining areas. To ensure a maximum area utilisation, a 

flexible handling method for remaining areas has been developed. Through tests 

with a number of benchmark instances, it has been shown that the performance of 

the approach is superior to that of other approaches published. 

Since the approach is designed based on the sequential packing, the maximum 

area utilisation is achieved for each bin. The point has been proved by testing 

the approach in terms of the real world data set. The experimental results have 

also shown that the approach caters for the requirement of the practical 

application. It is feasible to extend the approach to other 2D packing problems. 

The research on 2D bin packing has laid a basis on the aspects of the heuristic 

strategies and the handling method for remaining areas for exploring the heuristic 

approach to container loading. However, container loading has more constraints 

and deals with more complicated dimensionality than 2D bin packing. To solve 

container loading, more efforts will be made in the following chapters on the basis 

of the research on 2D bin packing. 

8 1  



literature review, the published approaches deal with the remaining spaces in 

layers, blocks and a tri-tree structure in order to cater for the specific constraints 

of container loading. Thus various heuristics are proposed according to the 

handling methods for remaining spaces, e .g. wall building, guillotine-cutting and 

Chapteri4 The container loading problem and handling of remaining spaces 

Chapter 4 

The Container Loading Problem and 

Handling of Rem.aining Spaces 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter investigates the container 

The heuristic approach proposed in the 

loading problem 

of small, three-dimensional, 

in order to seek an 

optimum arrangement for loading a given set 

rectangular items (e.g. boxes) into a container in such a way that the maximum 

use is made of the container volume. 

previous chapter obtained the good performance for 2D bin packing, and has 

provided the basis for the solution approach to container loading and the handling 

of 3D remaining spaces .  Compared with 2D bin packing presented in Chapter 3 ,  

the handling of  3D remaining spaces and the constraints of  practical application 

are more complicated although this research still concerns rectangular box-shaped 

items. This results in an intricate handling of remaining spaces and additional 

constraints to those in 2D bin packing. 

Considering the specific constraints in 3D container loading, e.g. loading 

orientation, box stability, connectivity and weight distribution, as mentioned in the 
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block arrangement heuristics. 

The handling of remaining spaces is a crucial issue for solving container loading. 

This chapter presents the container loading problem and mainly describes a novel 

handling method, covering the representation, partitioning and merging of 

remaining spaces, based on the research for two-dimensional bin packing 

described in Chapter 3. 

4.2 The Container Loading Problem 

4.2.1 Description 

There is a given set of n types of small, three-dimensional, rectangular-shaped 

items, called boxes, B = {bi , b2 , • • •  , bJi, of which each box type is characterised by 

its length l;, width w;, height h; and quantity m;, i = {1, 2, . . .  , n}i. The boxes are 

loaded into a rectangular container with length L, width W and height H. 

In general , a side face of the container is opened in order to load boxes. Suppose 

that the right-hand face of the container is opened and the floor of the container is 

the largest face .  The right-hand face is called the door of the container, i.e. light 

grey area shown in Figure 4 . 1 .  Let a container be located in the first octant of a 

three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system with the front-bottom-left vertex in 

the coordinate origin, i.e. 0(0,0,0), and the length, width and height of the 

container are oriented in accordance with the directions of the x-, y- and z-axes 

respectively, as shown in Figure 4. 1 .  

In this research, each box must be loaded orthogonally into the container, that is, 

the faces of the loaded box are parallel to the walls of the container. A box b1i, 
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(i . e . the j-th box of type b; where i = {1,2, . . . ,n} and j = {�2, . . .  171;} ), is represented 

by its front-bottom-left vertex coordinate (xii , yii , zi ) ,  length !;, width wi and 

height h; aligned with the x-, y- and z-axes respectively. 

0(0,0,0) 

Figure 4 . 1 A box and the container in the three-dimensional coordinate system 

The dimensions of all boxes and the container and the position values of the 

loaded boxes are positive integers. The basic constraint of container loading is 

that the boxes can be loaded into the container loading without overlapping, that 

IS,  

and O < + I ;  s L0 s xiJ < L xii 

0 s Yi < W and O < + w; s Wu y!i 

0 s z ii < H and O < z iJ + h
1 

s H 

i = {1,2, . . . , n} and j = {1,2, . . . ,m; } 

Apart from this the basic constraints, the boxes to be loaded need to meet the 

·following constraints : 

1 .  Orientation. Boxes may be loaded in one or more of the six orientations 

through rotating . Some boxes cannot be rotated in a certain orientation, and 

some boxes can be rotated in all six orientations. 
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2. Stability. The bottom face of every loaded box must touch either the top faces 

of other boxes or the floor of the container underneath. The centre of gravity of 

the loaded box must be projected within the convex-hull of their support surface. 

At the same time at least one side of the box is also required to touch the walls of 

the container or sides of other boxes. 

3. Connectivity. Identical boxes are loaded together where possible. 

4. Weight limit. The total weight of loaded boxes cannot exceed the maximum 

weight limit of the container. 

5. Weight distribution. The centre of gravity (COG) lies close to the geometrical 

midpoint of the container floor. 

Therefore, the objective of container loading is that the boxes are loaded into the 

single container in order to obtain the maximum volume utilisation under the 

above constraints. The objective is formulated as 

m ax  L k i x v i (4. 1 )  
i = l  

� k; X Vi � L X w X H 

where 

vi is the volume of box type bi; 

ki is the quantity of loaded box type b;. 

4.2.2. Orientations of the boxes 

In  general, each box can be loaded in one of the six orientations, a s  shown in 

Figure 4.2. The basic loading strategy is that the boxes are loaded in the 
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orientation of the largest face parallel to the floor of the container in order to 

provide a maximum support. The initial orientation of the boxes is in such a way 

that the two faces of the largest dimensions (i .e. length and width) are parallel to 

the floor of the container. Other orientations can be obtained by rotating. 

z 
z 

h; 

be 
h; 

W; 
X X 

li Wj 

(a) orie = 0 (b) orie = 1 

z 

y 

br 
W; 

X X 

l; h; 

(c) orie = 2 (d) orie == 3 

z 

(e) orie = 4 (f) orie = 5 

Figure 4.2 Six loading orientations of a box 

Let orie denote the loading orientation of the box. The initial orientation of the 

box is that orie = 0 . Each loading orientation of the box can be defined as 

follows: 

y 

h1 
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orie = 

0 

1 

5 

if orientation = (length, width, height) 

if orientation = (width, length, height) 
if orientation = (length, height, width) 

if orientation = (height, length, width) 
if orientation = (width, height, length) 

if orientation = (height, width, length) 

where orientation = (length, width, height) means that the box length, width and 

height are parallel to the x- , y- and z-axes, respectively. 

However, in some positions, the boxes cannot b e  rotated in certain orientations for 

cannot be parallel to the z-axis, 

need to discard leaving 

loading. For example, if the length of box bu 

then the orientations orie= 4 and orie= S of box bu 

only four orientations to be considered for loading bu. 

4.3 Representation of Remaining Spaces 

De finition 4.1 (Remaining Space) : A remaining space is a space that is not 

occupied by loaded boxes and which can be considered for loading further boxes. 

The remaining space may be a rectangular or non-rectangular shape. 

entire space of the container. The remaining space then becomes 

non-rectangular shape when a box is loaded. The more the boxes are loaded, the 

more complicated the geometry of remaining space becomes. The volume of the 

remaining space V,., in the container can be fonnulatcd as v,,. = L x W x H -L-v, . 
/col 

When the b oxes arc loaded, they are examined for all possible positions in the 

container. To load the boxes, the remaining space to be used is first determined. 

Before any box is loaded into the container, the initial remaining space is the 
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Although the volume of the remaining space can be described by this 

mathematical formula, the abstract formula cannot be used to determine the 

position and orientation of the boxes to be loaded. Therefore, it is necessary to 

seek a suitable geometric representation of the remaining space in order to 

proceed the loading effectively. 

Since the container and all boxes are of rectangular shape and the faces of the 

loaded boxes must be parallel to the walls or floor of the container, the 

non-rectangular remaining space can be split into several rectangular remaining 

spaces each of which can be represented by its position and its length, width and 

height. Thus the mathematic formula is converted into a describable geometric 

form. 

A rectangular remaining space Sre in the container is represented exactly with the 

value of its front-bottom-left vertex (xre •Yre , zre ) ,  and its length Lre, width Wre and 

height Hre, notated Sre = (xre , Y,.e , zre , Lre , Wre ,HrJ .  The remaining spaces must 

satisfy: 

0 < x,e + L,e :-s; L , and 

s W ,  and 

Definition 4.2 

the boxes are loaded. 

(Waste Space) : Once a rectangular remaining space cannot load 

any box, it is called a waste space. A number of waste spaces are generated as 

Sometimes, the waste spaces may be utilised when they 

are merged with the remaining space. A waste space Sw can be notated by 
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Definition 4.3 (Current Loading Space): When a rectangular remaining space 

is chosen to load boxes, it is called a current loading space, or current space. 

current space is the entire container. 

rule. 

The position rule is that the first box must be loaded into the current space with its 

back-bottorn-lcft vertex located at the reference point of the current space. Then, 

other boxes touch the first loaded boxes to most left and back without overlapping. 

Definition 4.4 (Reference Point) : To observe visually the loading process, the 

back-bottom-left vertex of Srn,. is considered as the reference point of the current 

loading space, denoted by Preli shown in Figure 4.3 . This is the initial point 

which is used to determine the position of the box to be loaded in the cunent 

space, so that the loading process into current space Scur commences at reference 

point P,.�r of Scur-

Pn:f of 
current 
space S,u:-

y 

Figure 4.3 Box bii is loaded into current space Scur 

To ensure the boxes to be loaded from the open side of the container and utilise 

effectively the space of the container, the boxes arc loaded according to a position 
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Thus, the boxes are loaded in a sequence, that is, from the back to front, from the 

bottom to top and from the left to right of the container. 

4.4 Partitioning of Remaining Spaces 

The mm for partitioning 1s  to split non-rectangular remammg spaces into 

rectangular ones.  After a box is loaded into the current space, the current space 

can be partitioned to generate three new rectangular remaining spaces, e .g .  the 

right space to the right of the loaded box, the upper space above the loaded box 

and thefi'ont space in front of the loaded box. 

There arc 

always generated although their layouts 

directly the loading results . 

s ix possibilities for partitioning the remaining space, as shown in Figure 

4 .4. Three remaining spaces, i .e .  right space, upper space and front space, are 

are different. This layout influences 

Considering box stability, the pttblished approaches exploit the 

The partitioning rules 3-6 shown in Figure 4.4 may 

different 

cause partitioning rules. 

loaded boxes to overhanging, resulting in instability. 

(b) Rule2 
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(c) Rule3 (d) Rule4 

(e) Rule5 (f) Rule6 

Figure 4 .4 Six partitioning rules in a space for a remaining space 

S ince the box stabi l ity is considered as a crucial factor in some publ ished 

approaches by Bischoff and Ratcl iff (1 995a) ,  Davies and Bischoff ( 1 999), Eley 

(2002), Gehring and Bortfeldt ( 1 997), Bortfeldt and Gehring (200 1 )  and Liu et al. 

(2004 and 2005), two partitioning rules Rule I and Rule2, shown in F igures 4 .4(a) 

and 4.4(b ), are used. Conversely, the approach by Lim et al. (2005) uses 

partitioning rule Rule5 shown in Figure 4.4(e) without considering stabil ity. The 

approach by Bortfeldt et al. (2003) uses all the six partitioning rules so there can 

be some loaded boxes without full support from below. The other approaches 

(Jiang et al. 2000; He et al. 200 1 ;  Fan et al. 2002; Ding et al. 2004) make use of a 

tri-tree space structure, i .e .  partitioning rule Rule l shown in Figure 4.4(a), to load 

the boxes one by one. This research uses the two partitioning rules Rule I and 

Rule2 shown in Figures 4.4(a) and 4 .4(6) due to the stabil ity constraint. 

To load the boxes effectively, some approaches load the boxes in a layer instead 

of one by one. The concept of a layer is applied in order to manage the 
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increasing amount of the remaining spaces effectively and ensure the loading 

process from the left to right of the container as the boxes are loaded (see Figure 

4 .5) .  The layer in the published literature can be classified as either the 

horizontal (Bi schoff et al. 1 995) or vertical layer (George and Robinson 1 980; 

Bortfeldt and Gehring 200 1 ; Pi singer 2002) . The horizontal layer i s  parallel to 

the x-y plane of the coordinate system, and the vertical layer to the y-z plane. 

Wall-building heuristics behind the layer partitioning are proposed in most 

published l iterature. Like the publi shed approaches, the vertical layer is applied 

in this research and a layer partitioning is designed. 

Definition 4.5 (Layer): There exists one remaining space (xre ,Yre ,zre ,L,.,,VV,..,Hre ) ,  

= W and Hre = H where W and H are the width and height of the container. 

erIf this remaining space is partitioned by a perpendicular plane, called a lay 

plane, paral lel to the y-z plane of the coordinate system, then the space located on 

the left of the layer plane is called a vertical layer space, abbreviated to layer in 

this context (F igure 4 .5) .  This partitioning is  called layer partitioning. 

and W,e 

(a) 3D representation 

layer I layer, 

(b) 2D representation (front view) 

Figure 4.5 The layers in the container 

During the loading process, the container can be split into many layers from left to 

right along the x-axis to ensure the position rule. All layers are paral lel to the 
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door of the container. One layer is notated by (xL , 0, 0, dL ,W, H)i, where dL 

denotes the length of the l ayer along the x-axis, and xL is the x-coordinate value 

of the front-bottom-left vertex of the layer. 

For 

layer1 

example, as illustrated in Figure 4 .5 ,  there are two partitioned 

and d2 , respectively. 

layers, i .e .  

and layer2, in the container, and their lengths are d1 

After the boxes are loaded in the layers, the remaining spaces within each layer 

are further partitioned using Rule I and Rule2. 

4.5 Merging of Remaining Spaces 

The remaining spaces will become more fragmented as boxes of different 

dimensions are loaded and the remaining spaces are partitioned. As a result 

some remaining spaces cannot load any box at all . If they are discarded directly 

as waste spaces, a low volume util isation wi l l  result. On the other hand, even if 

some remaining spaces can load the boxes, they wi l l  become too small to 

accommodate more boxes. To obtain a high volume utilisation, a few 

approaches take into account the merging of remaining spaces . 

merging remaining spaces in these approaches is carried out under the situations 

However, 

where the remain ing spaces have the same length or width when their heights are 

the same. 

This research proposes an intricate method to merge the remaining spaces within a 

layer or between two layers . The objective of merging remaining spaces is to 1 )  

reuse waste spaces, 2 )  convert small remaining spaces into large ones, and 3) 

improve box stability. 
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During the loading process, a number of remaining spaces may be generated. A 

remaining space is chosen as the current space in the same manner as the position 

rule . The current space may be located in a position relative to its adjacent waste 

and remaining spaces (Figure 4.6). Wherever the current space is located, the 

current space is merged with its adjacent spaces along the directions of e ither the 

x- or y-axes .  If the current space is merged with its adjacent spaces along the 

x-axis, the width of the current space is used as the boundary condition, and its 

length is changed after merging. Conversely, the length of the current space is  

used as the boundary condition if the current space is merged along the y-axis, and 

its width is changed after merging. By analysing the position relationship 

between the current space and its adjacent spaces ,  a number of merging principles 

are defined under different conditions. 

y 

Current space 

)' 

� 

� 

back 

Current space 

front 

'--------------+ X L-------------. x 

(a) Merging along the x-axis (b) Merging along the y-axis 

Figure 4.6 Position relationship of the current space with its adj acent 

spaces (top view). Red lines denote the sequence of choosing the current 

space. 

4.5.1 Statically merging remaining spaces 

Before the boxes are loaded in the current spaces, the remaining spaces must be 

examined to determine whether they can be merged with their adjacent remaining 

spaces or waste spaces. The merging in this  situation is cal led static merging. 
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(a) The spaces with the same length 

7 Merg:ing the remaining spaces with the same length or width (top view) Figure 4. 

Chapter 4 The container loading problem and handling of remaining spaces 

Note that the remaining spaces to be merged must have the same z-coordinate 

value of their front-bottom-left vertex and height in the following cases .  

Remaining spaces with the same length or  width 

Before the current space is not chosen, all remaining spaces are considered for 

merging according to the following conditions. If there exist two adjacent 

remaining spaces S,e l 

cases, they wi l l  be merged. 

Case l :  Remaining spaces with the same length 

I f  remaining spaces s,. 1 and S,,2 satisfy: 

x - x  L = L• rcl - ,,.2 , re l re2 and Yrel + w,.1 = Yre2 

then remaining spaces s,. 1 and S,ez are merged to generate a large space 

y 
L",L •.. , 

1Vrt."1w"'' s,,, S,,2 

(x,,,,_1•,,,,z,.,) (Xrv2>Yrt2,z,.,,) 

(b) The spaces with the same width 
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Case 2 :  Remaining spaces with the same width 

If remaining spaces srel and s,e2 satisfy: 

Yrei = Yre2 ' wrel == wre2 and x,el + L,e\ = xre2 

then remaining spaces S,e i and S,ez are merged to generate a large space 

Remaining spaces with different lengths and widths 

following cases, they will be merged. 

y 

L,.,. 

w,, S,. Sro, Wc.ur w,. 

(XC"M Yc1m Zci ) 

(Xw,Y1,.,Zw) .....,.., 

y 

s ... Scur S,, S('i,rw;, 
w,., 

(Xi:11r, Jc11,, z llf}(Xcul'I Y,'11,, Z ·i,r} 

s� s,, 
XX 

(X11,Yw,Zw) <-;--> 
X 

(x..,y,,:,) ..,,... 
L,, 

(b) (c)(a) 

Figure 4 .8 Merging the two spaces with different widths (top view). 

Remaining space S,e in (b) and (c) cannot be merged with current space Scur• 

The grey areas indicate the spaces occupied by the loaded boxes. 

Case 1 :  Adj acent spaces with different widths 

and waste space SwIf current space S011, 
satisfy (see F igure 4.8): 
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then spaces Scur and Sw are merged, and current space Scur becomes 

In the meantime, under the following 

conditions, waste space Sw becomes, respectively 

(Figure 4.8(a)) ; 

4 . 8(c)). 

y 

(x,. y,. Zw) S,, 

s, ... 
(X.,., y""' ::,,,) 
t::::::::::::::::;::== == ::r ......._ __._-> X 

L,,,,. 

y y 

(b) (c) 

Figure 4.9 Merging two spaces with different lengths (top view). 

Remaining space S,e in (a) and (b) cannot be merged with current space Seu,• 

The grey areas indicate the spaces occupied by the loaded boxes. 

Case 2 :  Adjacent spaces with different lengths 

If current space Seu, and waste space Sw satisfy (see Figure 4.9) : 

xaur � xw , Ycur + Weu, = Yw and 
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In the 

Chapter 4 The container loading problem and handling of remaining spaces 

then spaces scur and SW are merged, and current space scur 
becomes 

meantime, under the following 

conditions, waste space Sw becomes, respectively 

(Figure 4.9(a)) ; 

In addition, if two waste spaces Sw1 and Sw2 are all adjacent to current space 

scur , current space scur are merged with waste spaces swl and sw2 

s imultaneously under the following cases . 

Case 3 :  If the three spaces satisfy (Figures 4. I 0(a) and 4 . l  0(b)) 

(i) (Figure 4 . l 0(a)) 

yw2 + Ww2 = Y wl , Yw2 = Y cur , Or 

(ii) (Figure 4 . 1  0(b )) 

Yw1 + wwl = Yw2 , Yw1 = Ycur 

then current space Seu, is merged with waste spaces S,..1 and Sw2 
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waste space sw l is left after merging if wwl + ww
2 

:::: W::ur , or part of space swl 

and/or is left after merging if wwl 
+ ww2 

> w
cur . However, the new wastesw2 

spaces generated will be discarded because they cannot be considered for further 

merging. 

y 

Ww2 Sw2 

, _ ,... �•lv\1'2,ZwJ) 
Se w w , ,,, 

(b) 

y
t 

W w 1 

-

W..,2 

Lw, 

Sw1x� 

Swi 

(Xw2>Yw2,=w:) ,.-,-, 

L,.ur 

J,Zw!) 

Sc11r 

(X,·un Yc-rm Zi•i ) 

w,·ur 

X 

a

y 

Lwt L;,, 

w: .J s•.,
II' ltx�t'I, Vw/, Zwr) 

s.,
(Xw2, V11,,], Zwz) 

Scur 

(Xcun Ycun Zcrll') 

W w .: 

Wcur 

y 

Lw2 

Swi 

L,,, 

S11 1 1.,] X,...;, Vw , Zw1). (Xwt, VwJ, Zw1) 

Sc11r 

(Xc1m J-'cu" Zc,t) 

' 

WI!', 

Wcur 

(c) 

XX 

Figure 4. 1 O Merging three adjacent spaces (top view). The grey areas 

indicate the spaces occupied by the loaded boxes. 

Case 4 :  If the three spaces satisfy (Figures 4. l 0(c) and 4 . I 0(d)) 

w w + Lw2 2:. LcurY 

(i) (Figure 4 . I O(c)) 
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(i i) (Figure 4.ala0(d)) 

then current space scur IS merged with waste spaces sw ] and sw2 

waste space is left after merging if Lwl + Lw2 == Lcur , and will be discarded. swl 

The rightmost part of space Sw1 or Sw2 
is also left after merging if 

Lw1 + Lw2 > Leu, .  The waste space to be left i s  l ikely to be further merged with 

other remaining spaces. Thus, waste space becomes 

case shown in Figure 4. 1 0( d) . 

4.5.2 Dynamically merging remaining spaces 

In some cases, the current space cannot be merged with its adjacent waste and 

remaining spaces under the above conditions. However, if a box in the current 

space can be shifted into an adjacent waste space during loading, or if the current 

space to be merged with its adj acent remaining space is decided by the conditions 

in the following cases, merging wil l be considered. Such merging is called 

dynamic merging. 

Merging spaces based on the shift of a box 

During the loading process, if box bii. , denoted by !1. , yii. , zu(xa , l; , w; , z; ) ,  being 

loaded into current space Sw, can be shifted into an adjacent waste space, part of 
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current space Scur i s  merged with waste space Sw under the following cases 

shown in Figure 4 . 1 1 .  

After merging, the partial current space becomes 

(i) (x
w , YiJ

, , zc,,, , Lw + Le
eu, , W; , H

c
,,,e) under the cases shown in Figures 4.e1 l (a), 4.e1 l (b) 

and 4.e1 l (c) ; 

(i i) (xu , Ycu,, ,ezcur , li , Wcur + Ww, Hcu, ) under the cases shown Figures 4. 1  l (d), 4 . 1  l (e) 

and 4.e1 l (f).  

y y 

X X�-----�------,. x 

(a) (b) (c) 

y y y 

w"' 

s. Iw.(xw,YW>Zw� w 

� 
S,ur 

(l:.,.,,y""'z"') 
S,,,. 

(XC'w,,y,..,.zt"1i)

�-::_-':::,';_':::..-=-.i-t----'-'---'-+ X 

Lew 

W
,... 

X 

(d) (e) (t) 

Figure 4. 1 1  Dynamic merging the spaces (top view). Remaining 

curspace s,. in (a) and (d) cannot be merged with current space S • The 

grey areas indicate the spaces occupied by the loaded boxes. 
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Case 2 :  zw < zcur and H w > Hcur 

S ince the spaces to be merged have different heights in this case, the box stability 

must be considered. If part of current space Scur and waste space Sw also 

satisfy the following conditions (Figure 4. 1 1  ): 

(i) (F igures 4 . 1 l (a) , 4 . 1 l (b) and 4. 1 l (c)) Lw � f;/ 4 ,  or 

( i i) (Figures 4 . 1 l (d), 4 . 1 l (e) and 4. 1 l (f)) Ww � w; !4 

then part of current space S , is merged with waste space S , and the merging eu1 w 

results are the same as those in Case 1 .  The other part of the current space is not 

changed in Case 1 and Case 2. 

In this case, the stabi l ity of shifted box bif must be considered. If the di stance 

which box bu can be shifted into the adjacent waste space Sw is greater than 

the half length (or width) of box bif1 , box bif is unstable. On the other hand, if 

the distance allowed is very small, merging waste space S is not considered. 
w 

Therefore, part of current space Scur is considered to merge with waste space 

Sw under the condition of Lw � ( / 4 ( or Ww � w; 14  ) .  

Merging spaces based on the bottom area of the new remaining space 

In these cases, current space Scur cannot be straight merged with its front 

adjacent remaining space S,e . The merging is dynamically decided by the 

bottom 

Scur 

area of the new current space to be generated. Suppose current space 

and remaining space s,. satisfy: 

zcur = zre , Y cur = Y,. + Wr. , and 
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Case 1 :  (Figure 4 . 12(a)) xcur = x,. and 

xcur + Leu, = x,e + L,, 

xcu, +rLeu, <rx,e + L,, , or 

Case 2 :  (Figure 4 . 1 2(c)) xcur > x,. and 

then current space Scur will be merged if the bottom area of the new current 

space 

(Lre1-Lcur1

(xcu1

Leu, x (Wcur + W,, ) is greater 

(x= -xr

than that of the new remaining space 

) xWr (Figure 4 . 1 2(b)) or "')x� (Figure 4 . 1 2(d)), and becomere 

, ,Y,e , zcu, , Lcu, ,W,.e + �r, ,Heu,) whi lst remaining space S,, will become..,1

(Figure 4.r1 2(d)) . Otherwise, the two spaces are not merged. 

Lr:111• 

l�ur 
S'r.: Wcu, 

Sew S'r1;1 w,.,, s,,.. ,- ,-
(X""" Yc11I'> Z"ur) 

S" w,,. 
s,, w,, 

(Xre, Y,•c, .Z,e} 

{Xt,m }'rc , Zn ,r) 

_____. I+--' 
X 

L,, 

(a) Case 1 without merging (b) Case 1 after merging 

yy 

La,, 

Sc11r Wtur 
(Xi:-11,.. Yew-. ZN.,.) 

Sn: w,. 

Sre w,,,
(Xr-c, y,.,, Zre} 

L,, 

(c) Case 2 without merging ( d) Case 2 after merging 

Figure 4. 1 2  Merging the spaces satisfying the condition (top view). 

Remaining space s;e in (a) and (b) cannot be merged with space Seu, .  

The grey areas indicate the spaces occupied by the loaded boxes. 
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Generally speaking, al l spaces are checked according to the above conditions for 

merging. If the spaces cannot satisfy any of these conditions, the spaces will not 

be merged. If the remaining space merged still cannot load any box, the space 

wil l be considered as a waste space. 

4.6 Summary 

This chapter has described the container loading problem, the constraints 

considered and the definitions of the remaining, waste and current spaces. 

A sophisticated handling method for remaining spaces has been developed, 

covering the representation, partitioning and merging of remaining spaces. The 

representation of remaining spaces enables the iteration of the loading process. 

The partitioning of remaining spaces divides non-rectangular remaining spaces 

into rectangular remaining spaces and ensures the box stabil ity . The merging of 

remaining spaces helps maximise utilisation of the container space and also 

enhances the box stabil ity. 

This handl ing method for remaining spaces will be applied in the heuristic and 

hybrid tabu search approaches to be presented in Chapters 5-7. The performance 

of the handling method will be evaluated in Chapter 6 (Table 6 . 1 0) . 
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Chapter 5 

A Novel Heuristic Approach to Container 

Loading 

5. 1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a novel heuristic approach to container loading. To achieve 

a h igh volume uti l isation of the container, the key issue is to construct effective 

heuristic search strategies to determine the optimum positions and orientations of 

the boxes in the container in order to avoid enumerating all possible positions and 

orientations. The heuristic approach deals with the practical constraints (i .e . 

orientation, stabi l ity and connectivity described in Section 4.2), and 

simultaneously obtains a high volume uti lisation. 

This chapter focuses on the new heuristic strategies based on the research of 2D 

bin packing. The idea of block and layer arrangements in the heuristic strategies 

is exploited. The block and wall (layer) building approaches have been proposed 

in l iterature, e .g .  Gehring ( 1 990), Bischoff et al. ( 1 995), Davies and Bischoff 

( 1 999), Eley (2002) and Pisinger (2002). These approaches construct a block of 

identical boxes with the same orientation and load up to two blocks in a layer, or 

load many box types in a layer created by a chosen box. The research by Liu et al. 

(2004 and 2005) presented a wall-building heuristic. The difference from the 

previously presented wall-building heuristics is that the layer is determined by the 

maximum face of the box with the largest volume and different box types with the 

same height are combined to form blocks within the layer. 

Based on the early research by Liu et al. (2004 and 2005), this chapter presents an 
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alternative approach which includes five heuristic strategies along with the 

handl ing method for remaining spaces presented in the previous chapter. These 

heuristic strategies are concerned with 1 )  generating homogeneous blocks by the 

combination of identical box types with the same loading orientation, 2) 

constructing layer blocks by combining the identical box type with the same or 

loaded into the same layer, and the boxes are allowed to straddle between layers. 

5.2 Data Pre-processing 

5.2 . 1  Basic data structures 

The choice of a data structure can influence the design of an efficient algorithm 

s ignificantly. To manage all data, the data structures of the database and class are 

des igned. The data include the container and boxes as well as the position of the 

loaded boxes in the container. Without loss of generality, the dimensions of 

container, boxes and position of loaded boxes are described by the positive integer 

data type .  These data are stored in the tables of the database. 

The following three data tables are used in this research. 

( 1 )  Table of the boxes (called boxTab). This table records the data of each box 

type with a given set of box types, including its identity, quantity, length, width 

and height. 

(2) Table of the container (cal led containerTab). This table records the data of 

the contained.El.identity, length, width and height as well as the quantity of the box 

types to be loaded into the container. 

(3) Table of the box position (called position Tab) . This table records the position 

different orientations, 3) combining rectangular heterogeneous blocks with 

different box types in different loading orientation, 4 ) combining non-rectangular 

heterogeneous blocks with different box types in different loading orientation and 

5) loading a single box one by one. In this approach, more than two blocks can be 
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data of the loaded boxes into a given container. The position data have a location 

point of the loaded box in the container coordinate system described in Section 

4.2, namely the front-bottom-left vertex of the box with the x-, y- and z-coordinate 

values, and the identity, length, width and height of the loaded box. 

In addition, temporary data of a set of rectangular spaces and the space of boxes 

occupied need to be held during the loading calculation. Since these data have the 

same data structure, they can be defined as a class data type. The class structure 

CSpace of a space is defined as i l lustrated in Figure 5 . l (a) . Each space used is an 

instance of class CSpace, such as the remaining space, waste space and current 

space . The class structure CBox of a box type is defined in Figure 5 . l (b) . The 

instances of class CBox are created for a number of box types .  

CBO)(CSpace 
-BoxlO ; ct,ar 

Spacex : int 
-BoxNum : il"lt

,.SpsceY : int 
-Boxlength : lnl

SpaceZl : i11t -BoxWidthl : int 
, SpaceLength : inl -Bo,;Heighl. : int 

SpaceWldth : lnt -BoxFlag : int 
Space Holghit : lnt 

+Box() 
CSpace( ) +operator =(inout : CBox)l : CBox 

+opeml.or ""(inout : CSpace) : CSpa,ce +GellO( } : char 
+G,:;itX(l : In! +GetNumO : in! 
-1-GetY( )  : lnt •Getlength{) : int
-1-GetZO : int +Gel:Wldth() : lnt 
l+Gs1Length0 : int +GetHeightO : inl 
+GatWidth() : int +GetFlag() : int 
+GetHelghtO : l nt •SetFleig(in ; lnt) ; void 
+SotX(m : lnt)l : void +SetlD(ln : char) : void 
+SetY(in : lnt) : void +SelNum(in : int)l : void 
<1-SetZ(in : illt) ; vo id ,..SetLength(in : int) : void 
+Sslleng1lh ( in : io1)l : void +Se,tWldth (ln : lnt)l : void 
l+SelWidth(in : inl) : void +SetHeight(in : lnt) : void 
r+SalHeighl( in : ln t)l : void +CalVolumeO : long 
l+Ca!Vofume ( ) l : long •SortSide() : void 

(a) A space class (b) A box class 

Figure 5 . 1  The structures of the two classes 

5.2.2 Pre-processing data 

Initial isation of remaining spaces 

Here two structures of list format are used to store the remaining and waste spaces. 
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One l ist is used to store the remaining spaces which are used to load the boxes, 

notated remainlist. The other is used to store the waste spaces which cannot load 
any boxes ,  but probably can be reused by merging them with the other remaining 

spaces, notated wastelist. 

Before any boxes are loaded, there is only one remain ing space in l ist remainList. 
The volume of the remaining space is equal to that of the container, that is, 

remaining space S,e = (0, 0, 0, L,W ,H) , where L, W and H are the length, width and 

height of the container, respectively. In the meantime, list wasteList is empty . A 

number of remaining spaces and waste spaces are generated as the boxes are 

loaded .  The remaining spaces and waste spaces are stored respectively into l ists 

in the form of (x,e , Y,e , z,. ,L,e , W,e , H,. ) andremainList and wasteList 

Initial isation of boxes 

All boxes are given the initial orientation, that is, orie = 0 . During loading, it i s  

obvious that large boxes need to occupy a large space resource, whereas small 

boxes are relatively eas ier to load into the spaces .  Therefore, large boxes are 
loaded first in order to achieve a high uti l isation. To avoid choosing the boxes 

randomly and save search time for the best-fit boxes to be loaded into the 
remaining spaces, the following rules are defined. 

Sorting rule of boxes . Given n types of boxes stored in table boxTab, i .e .  

B = {b1 , b2 , • • •  , bn } ,  they are sorted in decreasing order of their volumes, that is, 

V1 � V2 � V3 • · ·  � vn 

where v; = 11 
x W; x ho ( i  = 1,2, . . .  , n  ) .  1 

After sorting, the dimension of each box type i s  then re-arranged in decreasing 

order of its length, followed by width and then height, namely I; � w; � h; 

( i = 1, 2, ... , n ), where ( ,  w; and h; are the length, width and height of box type b; . 
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Dividing rule of group. To ensure large boxes to be loaded first, a set of boxes 
can be divided into several groups .  The experiments have shown that two 

dividing groups can obtain better results than one group (refer to Table 6. 1 2) . 

Hence, a set of boxes is classified into two groups. One group consi sts of the 

large boxes, cal led Groupl r, referred to as table largeBoxTab. The other consists 
of the small boxes, called Group2, referred to as table smal!BoxTab . The size of 
groups is determined by the value of a parameter ar, which is relative to the scale 

of the problem, i . e .  the number of box types in each set (or dataset) . 

Group 1 i s  composed of the box types whose volume is greater than or equal to 

a x vmax , where Vmix is the volume of the largest box among the box types whereas 

Group2 consists of the boxes whose volume is less than a x vmax . 

After pre-processing, the first remaining space is obtained from list remainList as 
the current space. The possibility of loading the boxes into the current space is 
calculated for various combinations of the loaded boxes according to the heuristic 
strategies presented in this chapter. The aim for combining boxes to construct a 

block is to obtain a larger top face of the block so that a large remaining space 

above the top face of the block can load more boxes, and have a high level of 
support from top face. 

Any boxes to be rotated in the heuristic strategies must satisfy the orientation 
constraint described in Section 4.2. In addition, al l boxes are loaded according to 

the position rule presented in Section 4.3 . The sequence for choosing a remaining 
space is also based on the loading sequence. Therefore, a remaining space with 

the minimum z-coordinate value is selected as the current space prior to other 
remaining spaces. If two or more remaining spaces have the same z-coordinate 

value , the one with the greatest y-coordinate value is chosen. This is to ensure a 
loading sequence and a stable and non-overhanging loading arrangement. 
Simultaneously, the spaces are tackled by using the handling method for 
remaining spaces described in Chapter 4. 
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5.3 Loading a Homogeneous Block with Identical Boxes 

A block is a 3D obj ect which is generated by combining boxes of identical or 
different types .  The top face of a block may be rectangular or non-rectangular. 

than loading a s ingle box one by one, but also offers the advantages for many 
practical appl ications, that is , 1 )  easily constructing a large top face to provide a 
high stability, 2) loading and unloading the block with identical boxes in a short 
time, and 3) enhancing the load bearing strength of boxes. 

Strategy 1 .  Generation of a homogenous block 

For current space Seu,n= (xcu, , Ycu, , zcu, , Lcur2' Wcur2' Hcur2) ,  the strategy is to find a box 

type b; for which a number of boxes can be loaded into Seu, to occupy a 

rectangular space, and at most one new remaining space is generated. The 

evaluation function is defined as 

(5 . 1 ) 

subject to one of the conditions of the fol lowing cases 

Case 1 :  

lNum; X I; = Lcur2' wNum; X W; = wcur and hNum; X h; = H,ur2' or 

lNum, X l; = Lcur2' wNum; X h; = wcur and hNum; X W; = Hcurn' or 

A homogeneous block means that the combined boxes are of the same type . 

Loading the homogeneous block does not only obtain a higher volume util isation 

lNum, X W; = L,n

!Num, X w, = Lcurn wNum, X h, = w,ur' 

and hNum, X h, = Hcur2, or 

and hNum; X z, = Hcur2, or 

and hNum; X W; = Hcur2, or !Num, X h, = Leu,n, wNum; X l; = wcur 

lNum, X h; = Lcur2' wNum, X W; = wcur 

Case 2 :  

wcur and hNum

wNum, X h; = wc u, and hNum; X W; < Hcur '  

lNum; X l, = Lcu, ,  wNum; X w, = 

lNum, X z, = Lcur2, 

; X h; < Hcur '  or 

or 
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and hNum; X h; < Hcur
!Num; X W; = Lcur ' wNum; X l; = wcur 

and hNum; X I or 

lNum; X h; 

or ' 

X W ' wNum; ; ; ,e X h=eLeu ; ;e< Hcur = wcur ' lNum

' 

< Hcur 

wNum
i 

X or 

wNum; X h, < wcur 

, = Lcur ' 

wNum; X W; < wcur 

= Lcur ' wNum; X I; = wcur 

!Numi ' wNumX h; = Lcur i X W; = wcur 

Case 3 :  

and hNum; X W; < Hcur 

and hNum; X I; 

or 

lNum; X l; :::: Lcur ' 

!Num; X l; = Lcur ' 

W; < we and hNum; X h; = Hcur cur ' 

and hNum; X W; :::: Hcur ' or 

!Num; X W; :;: Lcur ' wNum; X l; < wcur 
and hNum; X h, :;: Hcur ' or 

!Num; X w wNum; X h; < wcur 
and hNum; X l; = He

cu  re' or 

!Num; X h; = Lcur 
' wNum; X l; < wcur 

and hNum; X W; = Hcur ' or 

!Num; X h; = Lcur ' and hNum; X I; = Hcur 

where 

!Num;e, wNum1 and hNum1 are the quantities of loaded box type h; into current 

space Se
cur 

along the x-, y- and z-axes, respectively; 

If box type b1 with f (i) = o is found under one of the conditions of Case 1 ,  then 

k; of box type b1 are loaded into the entire current space S011, , 
and no remaining 

space wil l  be generated. If box type b1 with min /(i) and /(i) * 0 is found under 

one of the conditions of Case 2 or 3, then k; of box type b1 are loaded into current 

space Se
cur 

and a new remaining space is produced, that is, 

1 1 1  

k; i s  the total quantity of loaded box type b1 into current space Se
cur 

, and 

k; = lNum; x wNum1 x hNum1 • 

For this strategy, identical boxes are combined to generate a homogenous block in 

which the orientation of the boxes are the same. The function is defined for six 

orientations of boxes. If a box cannot be rotated in a specific orientation due to 

the orientation constraint, the box in that orientation is not calculated. Hence, 

there are at most six blocks to be generated for each box type. Each of six blocks 

is  examined using Strategy 1 .  



( i i , or 
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) (x,,,, ,Y
cur , zcur 

+hNum; xh; ,Lc
,.. ,W= ,H

ru
, -hNwn; xh; )  in Case 2 (F

(i i) (xcu, , Ycu, , z,-ur , Lcur •wcur - wNum; x W; ,Heu
, ) in Case 3 (Figure 5 .2(b)). 

gure 5 .2(a))

y 

(a) An upper remaining space (b) A front remaining space 

Figure 5 .2 Location of the generated remaining space 

If k; = I ,  then only one box can be loaded into current space S Thus the block 
eu
, . 

consists of one box. If no box types can be found by using this strategy, then th is 

strategy is not used. 

When the strategy is used, a box type in Group 1 i s  chosen to ensure that a large 

box type is loaded first. Subsequent boxes can then be selected from both Group I 

and Group2 to fill in the rest of the current space. 

However, two blocks generated in two loading orientations may satisfy 

s imultaneously one of the conditions of Cases 2 and 3 showed in Figure 5 .2 .  The 

two loading orientations will be evaluated further by selecting 

sub-routine, 

the minimum 

remaining volume. Strategy 1 is implemented in a called 

HomoBlockLoading, and its pseudo-code is displayed in Figure 5 .3 . 
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Algorithm HomoBlockLoading 
Input: A set of unloaded boxes boxTab = {b1 ,b:J , . . .  ,b.d 

Current space s.ur = (x.ur , Ycar •Zcur •eLcar >wcur •Hcur ) 
Output: The value of a variable flag 

H- 0 

flag � O 

Let first box type from box Tab be bi 

while boxTab � EOF do 
if bi s atisfies one of c onditions in Case !  then 

Calculate quantity k! of box bi to be loaded into current space S.ur 
Calculate position data of k( boxes of type bi 

Store these position data into positionTab 

Update the quantity of box type bi in box Tab using the value of k! 
jlag ,r_ 1 
break 

end if 
if bi satisfies one of conditions in both Case2 and Case3 then 

Evaluate two loading ways according to the criterion 
Choose  one loading way 
Calculate quantity k! of box type bi to be loaded into current space s.�r and j (i) 
flag� 2 

else 
if bi satisfies one of conditions in Case2 or Case3 then 

Calculate quantity k; of box type bi to be loaded into current space S.ar and f (i) 
flag<!;- 2 

end if 
end if 
i � i e+1 
Let next box type from boxTab be bi 

end while 
if flag = 2 then 

if find box type  b1 with min JU) then 

Calculate positi on data of ke boxes of type bi1 
Store these position data into positionTab 
Update the quantity ofb ox type b1 in boxTab using the value of k;. 
Generate a new remaining space Sre according to the handling method 
remainList .- Sr, 

end if 
end if 

return flag 

Figure 5 .3  The pseudo-code for sub-routine HomoBlockLoading 
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5.4 Constructing a Layer with a Homogeneous Block 

During the loading process, the entire container space is not considered at once, 

but instead is partitioned into several layers in tum from the left to right of the 

container for effective loading. The iteration of loading is implemented in each 

layer. When the first remaining space from list remainList is chosen as a current 

space ,  a box type is found to satisfy the criterion of Strategy 1 .  If no boxes can be 

found to satisfy Strategy l ,  then the current space is considered to construct a 

layer. 

5.4.1 Creating a layer 

To construct a layer, the length of the layer is determined first. The larger the 

layer is ,  the higher the volume util isation of the layer may be obtained. 

Some published approaches (George and Robinson 1 980; Gehring 1 990; Bortfeldt 

and Gehring 200 I ;  Pisinger 2002) have described evaluating criteria designed to 

get the best length of a layer. A box is chosen to create a layer, and other boxes 

are then loaded into the layer. Many layers may be created in the container in the 

same way. If a layer has optimum utilisation, the layer is determined by this 

chosen box. The length of the chosen box is considered as the current layed.El 

length. 

The length of a single box may be smal l, and this  leads to the creation of a narrow 

layer. In order to make a large layer, a homogeneous block could be used to 

create a layer. So the length of the layer is determined by the length of the block 

instead of that of a box. 

Suppose that current space Seu, ,  i .e . (xcu, , Ycu, , zcu, , Lcu, , Wcu, , Hcur ) ,  satisfies 

that is, (xc11
; , 0, 0, Lcur •W ,H) . This means that current space Seu, can be partitioned 

as a full-width, full-height layer. 

1 1 4 
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Generation of a layer block
This  strategy aims to find a type of boxes which are combined to create a
maximum homogeneous block. The boxes in this block are loaded
different orientations. The block is determined by using the following evaluation 
function.  

subject to 

where 

(5 .2) 

homogeneous blocks for box type b; are generated. If a homogeneous block with 

min /(i) is found, then the block is used to determine a layer. The blockffi.length 

is length d of the created layer, i .e. d = lL j x l; . 

( I ::;;  i s;  n' ) 

k;' is the quantity of box type b; to be loaded into current space Scur ; 

LxJ denotes number x to be rounded down; 

n' is the quantity of box types in Group 1 ;  

l, , w; and h; are the length, width and height of box type b; , respectively. 

The values of k;" are respectively calculated by the lengths, widths and heights of 

box type b; and current space Scur for four orientations of allowing rotation of 

box type b; , that i s, orie = 0 ,  I ,  2 and 3 (see Figure 4.2) . S imultaneously, four 

i;' 

The differences between Strategies l and 2 are as follows : 

1 )  Strategy 2 attempts to generate a block with a large top face . So the boxes are 

only rotated within four orientations; 
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2) The block generated by Strategy 2 may be boxes combined in the same or 
different orientations, that is, two loading orientations are allowed in a block 

(Figure 5 .4(b)) . 

y 

H 

(a) Identical orientation (b) Two different orientations 

Figure 5.4 Boxes in identical or different orientations in a homogeneous block 

As shown with the example in Figure 5 .4, there are two possible blocks generated 
by Strategy 2 .  In Figure 5 .4(a), the block for creating a layer consists of only 1 2  

of box type b1 in an identical loading orientation. In Figure 5 .4(b), the block for 

creating a layer consists of 22 of box type b1 in two different loading orientations. 

For the case shown in F igure 5 .4(b), firstly, there are 1 8  of box type bo to be
1 

loaded into space Scur according to the size of current spa�e Scur . These boxes 

are combined to form a block in an identical orientation in which their widths and 

heights are located along theoy- and z-axes of current space Scur . After the block 

is loaded into current space (xcur ,0,0, L

Lo
l; j 

cur , W, H)o, the remaining space in front of 

the loaded bi ock, i .e .  (x= , 0, o,l x 11 , W - l � jx w1 , H) , stil l  can load the 

remaining boxes of type br Secondly, the remaining boxes of type b
1 

can sti l l be 

combined in another orientation in which their heights and widths are located 

along theoy- and z-axes respectively. Th is orientation will maintain the length of 
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the 

Chapter 5 

new generated block to be the same as that of the previous block. There are 4 

of box type bj to be combined to generate another block in the front remaining 

space .  Hence, the two blocks are integrated into a large block which contains 22 

of box type b1 ,  as shown in Figure 5 .4(b) . The current space is partitioned by 

layer partition ing according to the length of the block. Hence, a new layer is 
created, and the length of new layer is  d = 2 x l i "  

To obtain a large layer, all box types in Group I are checked in turn for creating a 
block. If there are no boxes in Group 1 which can be used, then the boxes in 
Group2 are considered to create a block. The generation of a layer is 

implemented in a sub-routine, called CreatingLayer, and its procedure is 
described below: 

Step 1. If there exist box types in largeBoxTab which can be used, then get box 

type b; from largeBoxTab. Otherwise, go to Step 8. 

Step 2 .  If box type b; can be loaded into current space (xcu, , 0, 0, Lcu, ,W,H) when 

orie = O , then calculate 

Lt j x l: j x lz 
quantity ki l  of box type bi which can be loaded into 

current space S cur by l j . Produce a block blockl by combining 

ki l of box type b;r, and go to Step 3; Otherwise, if box type b; can be loaded into 

Seu, in one of the other three orientations, then go to Step 6. Otherwise, go to 

Step 1 .  

Step 3 .  Suppose block blockl i s  loaded into current space Scur . The front 

that is, (x,u, , o, o, l  
i

L;ur j x ( ,W - l: j x w; ,H) ,  is 
checked to see whether the remaining boxes of type b, can be sti l l  loaded in 

another different orientation, namely, the length direction of these boxes is not 
changed, and their height and width are located along the y- and z- axes. 

remaining space in front of blockle' 
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Step 4 .  If the remaining boxes of type b; can be loaded into the front remaining 

space, then quantity k;2 of box type b; is calculated by the size of the front 

remaining space. Thus another block block2 is produced by k;
2 

of box type b; , 

and the length of block2 must be equal to that of blockl (Figure 5 .4(b)). Hence, 

k;' = kn + k;
2 

• If the remaining boxes of type b; cannot be loaded in front 

remaining space (Figure 5 .4(a)) ,  then k;'= kn. . The front remaining space may load 

other box types later. 

Step 5 .  Calculate the evaluation function f(i) of the block of k;' boxes when 

orie = 0 a. 

Step 6. Repeat Steps 2)-5) and calculate quantity k;' of boxes when orie = 1 , 2 

and 3 if box type b; can be loaded into current space Scur in these three 

orientations allowed. Generate another three blocks in tum. Finally, choose the 

block with min f(i) among all 4 blocks. 

Step 

selected from all 

7. If there stil l  exists any box type in largeBoxTab, then get the next box 

type from largeBoxTab and go to Step 2; Otherwise, If a block with min f(i) is 

generated blocks, then determine a layer by the length of the 

block. Stop the sub-routine and return the value of true ; 

into current space 

Step 8. Get a box type from smallBoxTab. Repeat from Step 2 to Step 7, but the 

next box type wil l be chosen from smallBoxTab during the iteration instead of 

largeBoxTab. If no boxes in both largeBoxTab and smallBoxTab can be loaded 

Scur. , then stop the sub-routine and return a value of falsea. 

5.4.2 Partitioning remaining spaces in a layer 

Once the block for creating a layer is loaded into the current space, the current 
space is spl it into two spaces by layer partitioning, that is, a layer on the left of the 
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current space and a new remaining space on the right shown in Figure 5 . 5 . The 

new layer is now regarded as providing the new current space, and the new 

remaining space is stored into l i st remainList for util ising later. 

After the layer is partitioned, the current space is partitioned further using the size 

of the loaded block. If the loaded block consists of identical boxes with the same 

loading orientation (Figure 5 . 5 (a)) ,  then the current space is partitioned into two 

new remaining spaces, that is , the upper space and front space shown in Figure 

y y 

H H 

5 . 5(a) . If the loaded block consists of boxes in different orientations and the block 

sti ll has an even top face (Figure 5 . S(b)) , then the current space is still partitioned 

into one upper space and one front space shown in Figure 5 . 5 (b) . 

If identical boxes in different orientations are combined to generate a block 

without an even top face, the block can be considered as two different blocks 

which are adjacent along the y-axis, as shown in Figure 5 .6 .  In this s ituation, the 

current space is partitioned into three remaining spaces after the large block is 

(a) The boxes with identical orientation (b) The boxes with different orientations 

Figure 5 . 5  The layout of the new remaining spaces 

loaded. The three remaining spaces are a front remaining space and two upper 

remaining spaces, i .e .  Upperspace l and Upperspace2 shown in Figure 5 .6. 
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H 

Figure 5 .6 A block is generated by the same boxes with different heights 

y 

No matter which orientation is used to combine the boxes to generate a 

The procedure is terminated when no layer is generated in the container. 

5.5 Constructing Heterogeneous Blocks with Boxes of the Same 

Height 

After a layer is determined, the boxes will be loaded into the remaining spaces in 

this layer. The remaining space with the minimum z-coordinate is always chosen 

as the current space in each loading step. Before loading any boxes, the current 

space must be considered for merging with its adjacent spaces according to the 

merging principles described in Chapter 4. 

When fill ing up the remaining spaces in the layer, different box types may be 

chosen to generate a block, called heterogeneous block. In the heterogeneous 

block, the boxes have the same size in one dimension, which is considered as the 

homogeneous block, the length of the layer is equal to the length of the block. 

Once the block in the layer is loaded, the new remaining spaces wi ll be held in l ist 

remainList. If the remaining spaces in the layer cannot load any boxes, then the 

above procedure wil l  repeat in the right remaining space to create a new layer. 
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height of the boxes .  The objective of combining the boxes with the same height is 

to fill up on the container floor or the top face of the previously loaded boxes and 

form a large remaining space above the combined boxes .  The boxes with the 

same height are to be combined so that the height of the boxes can be neglected 

and the 3D problem is transferred into 2D packing. Since the boxes with the same 

height may have the same or different lengths/widths, the combined boxes may 

generate a rectangular or non-rectangular heterogeneous block (the area shown in 

the red outl ine in F igure 5 . 7) .  A heterogeneous block is generated using the 

method of 2D packing described in Chapter 3. However, considering the feature 

of the 3D problem, the criterion is different from that of the 2D problem when 

these boxes are evaluated. 

(b) A non-rectangular top face 

Figure 5 .7 Two kinds of heterogeneous blocks 

(a) A rectangular top face 

5.5.1 Generating rectangular heterogeneous blocks 

For the case where no identical boxes can 

into current 

satisfy Strategy 1 or 2,  the largest box 

b; which can be loaded space Scur i . e .  

s = (xcur , y z L , W , H ) , i s  selected from the set of unloaded boxes,cur cur , cur , cur cur cur 

whose length or width i s  equal to length Lcur of space Scur or is equal to an 

integer division of Lcur • Then other box types whose heights are equal to the 

height of the previously box type b; are selected. These boxes make up a subset 

of the boxes, i . e .  B, = {b1 , b2 , . . .  , b" }  and h1 = h2 = . . . = h° ' where c is the quantity of 
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block composed of these boxes is obtained. An illustration is shown in Figure 5 .8 .  

The block is composed of a layer of boxes, i .e .  the height of the block i s  equal to 

Chapter 5 A novel heuristic approach to container loading 

box types in B1 • The numbering of the box types in B1 is re-assigned according to 

the quantity of box types . 

Strategy 3 .  Generation of a rectangular heterogeneous block 

There exist some box types in B1 whose length is equal to length Leu, of space 

Seu, or is equal to an integer division of length Leu, of space Seu, . These boxes 

can be combined to form a rectangular block. The length of the rectangular block 

is equal to the length of the current space and the height i s  equal to the height of 

the box. The evaluation function is  defined as 

Num 

f = Lcur X wcur - LI; X w, X kt 
i=l 

subject to 

x I;n= Lcur and W; s wcur ( i = 1, 2, . . .  , Num ) !Num, 

where 

/1 and w; are the length and width of box type b; ; 

lNum; is the quantity of box type b; to be loaded along the direction of the x

axis ; 

k;' is the total quantity of loaded box type b1 in current space Scur ; 

Num is the quantity of box types whose length is equal to length Lcur of 

space Scur or is equal to an integer division of length Leu, of space Seu, 

(lns Num s c) .  

The strategy is to construct a maximum Jmertical? heterogeneous block along the 
y-axis. If the combined boxes have the minimum value of f , a heterogeneous 

the height of the boxes. The block can be considered a horizontal layer parallel to 
the floor of the container (the area enclosed in the red lines in Figure 5 . 8) . 
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y 

-=------''-------. X 
(Xcun Yc:m Zcur) 

(a) Top view 

z 

(Xcun Ycuri Zcu,) 

(b) Side view 

Figure 5 .8  A rectangular heterogeneous block 

There may be a number of boxes with different lengths in B1 , but their widths are 

the same. If these boxes can be still loaded into remaining space Srei , then those 

boxes with the same width are combined along the x-axis (Figure 5 .9) . In other 

words, these boxes are combined to generate a complete horizontal block (it can 

be also considered as a strip if the height of the boxes is neglected). Thus this 

horizontal block can be merged with the previous loaded vertical block to produce 

a large block. The combined boxes are evaluated by using the evaluation function, 

i.e. f = It; x P; defined in Formula 3 .3 of Chapter 3 .  
i=I 

An example is shown in Figure 5 .9 .  After two of box type b1 are loaded, no 

boxes are found in B, , whose lengths are equal to the length of box type b1 or 

equal to the integer division of the length of box type b1 • At the same time, the 

remaining space in front of the two of box type b1 can load other boxes in B1 • If 

one of box type b2 and two of box type b3 are combined and satisfy Formula 3 .3 ,  

then they form a horizontal block. Thus the horizontal block can be  merged with 

the two of box type b1 to form a large block that can fil l  up a horizontal layer in 

space S 
eu

, or occupy part of Scur 
(Figure 5 .9) . 
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z 

y 

(a) Top view (b) Side view 

Figure 5 .9  Loading boxes with different widths 

The procedure is repeated unti l no more boxes in B1 can be found to form the 

rectangular blocks whose lengths are equal to that of the previous block. 

Simultaneously current space Seu, is partitioned, and two new remaining spaces 

are then generated if the, rectangular heterogeneous block cannot fill up a 
horizontal l ayer in Scur2, i .  e .  front space s,, 1 and upper space s,.2 (Figures 5 . 8  and 

5 .9), or only one new upper space is generated if the block can fill up a horizontal 

layer in Scur . The new remaining spaces are all held in remainList. 

Strategy 3 is also applied to the situation where the boxes in B1 can be combined 

to generate a rectangular heterogeneous block (the areas enclosed in the red l ines 
in Figure 5 . 1 0), but the length of the block is smaller than the length of current 
space Scur . In this s ituation, the current space is partitioned into three new 

remaining spaces after the block is loaded, that is, front space S,ein, upper space 

s,.2 and right space S,e3 (Figure 5 . 1 0) if the block cannot fill up a horizontal layer 

in Scur along the y-axis; otherwise the current space is partitioned into two new 

remaining spaces, that is, upper space S,ez and right space S,e3 • These new 

remaining spaces are also held in remainList. 
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(Xc1m Ycur, Zcur) 

--'--"----_,_-+ x 

Figure 5 . 1 0  A rectangular block is not filled up the current space 
along the x-axis (top view) 

5.5.2. Generating non-rectangular heterogeneous blocks 

A non-rectangular heterogeneous block has a non-rectangular top face. The 

objective of generating a non-rectangular block is to obtain a large remaining 
space by loading the boxes with the same height together and merging with the 

previous loaded boxes .  

After the boxes with the same length or width are loaded, there may be sti l l  many 

boxes with different lengths and widths in B12• It is unlikely to combine them to 

generate a rectangular block due to the different lengths and widths of these boxes 

(If they had had the same height as the previously loaded boxes, they would have 

been loaded together with the previous boxes) . To load effectively these boxes, 
the following two key issues are taken into account. 

1 .  Loading direction 

If there exists a remaining space in front of the previously loaded rectangular 

heterogeneous block, the remaining space is chosen as the current space, i .e .  

Scur = (xcu, , Ycun2zcu, , Lcur ' Wc,,, , Hcur2) shown in Figure 5 . 1 1 .  The boxes with different 

lengths and widths in B, are 

b5 , b6 and b12• 

combined to produce a non-rectangular block in 

current space Scur , e .g. boxes b42, This block may be loaded along 
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the x- or y-axis . If the block is loaded along the y-axis (Figure 5 . 1  l (a)), a 

re latively small upper remaining space will be generated, because the remaining 

space above the non-rectangular block which is formed by boxes b4 , b5 , b6 and 

b7 cannot be merged with much of the remaining space above the previously 

loaded boxes, e .g. b1 , b2 and b3 • Conversely, if the block with boxes b4 , b5 , b6 

and b7 i s  loaded along the x-axis, some of the remaining space above these boxes 

has a better chance to be merged with most of the remaining space above boxes b1 , 

b2 and b3 (Figure 5 . 1 1 (b) ), and a relatively large upper remaining space is 

produced. Therefore, those boxes with different lengths and widths are loaded 

into the current space along the x-axis .  

Figure 5 . 1 1 Two loading directions for a non-rectangular block (top view) 

2 .  Partitioning of the space after a non-rectangular block is loaded 

Strategy 4. Generation of a non-rectangular heterogeneous block 

Boxes· with the same height, but different lengths and widths, are combined by 

using the partial strip packing method described in Chapter 3. However, the 

y y 

e----��---�-+ x 
(Xcur, Yc1m Zcur) 

( a) Loading along the y-axis (b) Loading along the x-axis 

evaluation function is slightly changed below 
Num' 

f.. = WI X Lcur - L l; X w, X lNum 
;�1 
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Num' 

f2 = l, X Lcur - LI; X W; X lNum; 
i=l 

subject to 
Num'

L l; X !Num; :$; Lcur and W; � w,ur 
i=I 

where 

/1 and w1 are the length of the first box in the combination; 

l; and w; are the length and width of box type b1 ; 

!Num; is the quantity of box type b; to be loaded along the x-axis ;  

Num' is the quantity of box types with different lengths and widths in B1 ; 

Lcur and Wcur are the length and width of current space scure. 

The combined boxes with min J; and min /2 are found respectively. 

min(min J; ,  min /2 ) is selected as an optimum combination of the boxes .  The 

combined boxes generate a non-rectangular heterogeneous block. 

y y 

(a) The combination based on 

the width of the first box 

Figure 5 . 1 2  The remaining space after loading a non-rectangular block (top view) 

(b) The combination based on 

the length of the first box 

An example is shown in Figure 5 . 1 2 . Box type b4 is chosen as the first box and 

combined with boxes b5, b6 and b1 by using Formula 5 .4 of Strategy 4. The 
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values of J; and /2 are calculated respectively according to the length and width 

of b4 (Figures 5 . 1 2(a) and 5 . 1 2(b)) . Final ly, min(min .fi , min /2 ) is obtained as an 

optimum combination with box types b4, b6 and b7 (Figure 5 . 1 2(a)). 

After the non-rectangular block is loaded, current space s,ur will be changed into 

bottom-left vertex of new current space s;ur ; width w;
u, of s;u, is width w1 of the 

first box if min Ji is obtained; otherwise width rV;'.u, of s;u, is length /1 of the first 

box. At the same time a new remaining space is generated, that is, 

s,el = (xcur , Ycur zcur , Lcur • wcur - w:u,

Once the non-rectangular block is loaded into space s:ur , space s;ur is partitioned 

into several new remaining spaces by the partitioning planes parallel to the y-z 

plane of the coordinate system, as shown in Figure 5 . 1 3 .  Then, the boxes with the 

same height as the previously loaded ones, e.g. boxes b6 , b7 and b8 , are loaded 

into these remaining spaces within space s;u, . Likewise, the new remaining 

spaces wil l  be partitioned once again into new remaining spaces (the shadow areas 

shown in Figure 5 . 1 3(b)) until no boxes can be loaded. 

y y 

(b) 

Figure 5 . 1 3  Partitioning of the non-rectangular block (top view). The 

shadow areas in (b) cannot load any box. 
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5.5.3 Implementation of heterogeneous blocks 

Based on the above, the procedure for loading heterogeneous blocks is 

implemented by a sub-routine, called HeteroB!ockLoading . Suppose that there is 

a l ist of boxes with the same height, i .e .  B, = {b
i , b2 , • • •  , bJi. All boxes in B, are 

sorted in decreasing order of their lengths. The current space is 

Scur = (xcu, , Ycu, , zcur • Lcur ' Wcur ' Hcu, ) . The loading process for sub-routine 

HeteroBlockLoading is described below: 

Step 1 .  Get the first box type b1 from B, . If !1 = Lcur or 11 x lNum1 = Lcur (see 

Formula 5 . 3 of Strategy 3), then combine the other boxes in B,i. 

Otherwise, get next box type b1 from B, and repeat Step l .  If no box types in B, 

can satisfy !
j = Lcur or l

j 
x lNum 1 = Lcur , then go to Step 8 .  

Step 2 .  Find the combined boxes with min f of Formula 5 .3 ,  and generate a 

f!ertical? rectangular heterogeneous block. Update the quantity of these boxes in 

B,i , and store position data of these boxes in this block into positionTab . Partition 

current space Scur into two new space S,ei and s,. (Figure 5 . 8), and store s,,
22 

into remainList. 

Step 3. Let space S,. 1 be current space Seu, . If there are boxes left in B, , then get 

the next box type b1 from B, and go to Step 4; Otherwise, stop this sub-routine 

and return the value of true 

Step 4. If b1 can be loaded into Scur and combined with other box types in B, to 

generate a !forizontal? block by Formula 3 . 3 ,  update the quantity of these boxes 

into two new space S,, 1 

in B1 , and store position data of these boxes in this block into positionTab. 

Partition current space Scur and the above remaining 

space of the !forizontal? block (Figure 5 .9) . Here the above remaining space of 

the �rizontal?  block is merged with the above remaining space of the previous 
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1:!ertical? block and stored into remainList as S
re2

• Let space S
re1 

be current 

space Scur . Go to Step 6 ;  Otherwise, if b1 can be loaded into scur but cannot 

combined with other boxes to generate a rforizontal? block, then go to Step 6 .  

Step 5. I f  b1 cannot be  loaded into Scur , get next box type b from B, and go to 1 

Step 4. If no box types can load into Scur , then stop this sub-routine and return 

the value of true . 

Step 6. Combine the boxes according to the length and width of the first chosen 

box. Find the combined boxes with min(min Ji ,min /2 ) of Formula 5 .4 (F igure 

5 . 1 2), then generate a horizontal non-rectangular block. Update the number of 

these boxes in B1 , and store position data of these boxes in this block into 

positionTab. 

Step 7.  Change space Seu, into s;u, after the non-rectangular block is loaded into 

space Scur , and generate a new remaining space s,. 1 (Figure 5 . 1 3) .  Then, 

partition space s:u, into several new remaining spaces along the x-axis. The 

boxes left in B, can be loaded into the new remaining spaces within s;u, until no 

boxes can be loaded. Those remaining spaces left within s;
u, are considered as 

waste spaces to be stored into wasteList. Stop and return a value of true . 

Step 8. If there is not any box in B, whose length is equal to length Lcur of space 

Scur or is equal to an integer division of length L

• 
eu, of space Seu, , then find the 

first box type in B, which can be loaded into current space ScuP Repeat Steps 2-7 .  

If no box in B, can be loaded into current space, then stop and return a value of 

falsei . 
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5.6 Loading Boxes with Different Heights 

5.6. 1 Loading boxes with different heights 

When it is not possible to form a horizontal layer, the boxes with different heights 
are loaded in a layer. In this case,  the boxes are loaded into the remaining space 

with the minimum z-coordinate of its front-bottom-left vertex in tum. As shown 

in Figure 5 . 1 4 ,  after two of box type b1 are loaded, no boxes, of the same height 

as box type b1 , are found in boxTab, which can be loaded into the rest of current 

is partitioned into front remaining space S,ei ,space Scur . Thus current space Scur 

= (xlw , Ycur , zcur • Lcur • wcur 

(xcur , Ycur +Wcur - 2w1 , Zcur + h., Lcur 

i .e .  s,e l - 2w1 , Hcur ) and upper remaining space s,e2 ' i . e .  

S,.2 =i , 2W1 ,Hcur - h. ) . S ince the z-coordinate value of 

s,ei is minimal, space s,. 1 is chosen as the current space, i .e .  starting with the 

front space. The strategies described in the previous section are then used to find 
boxes with the same height. These boxes are combined to obtain an optimum 

heterogeneous block. For example, an optimum block with boxes b2 is 

from box type b1 , 

obtained, where the heights of box types b2 and b3 are the same, but different 

i .e .  h., '1= h2 = h3 (Figure 5 . 1 4) . Once box types b2 and � are 

loaded, remaining space s,.1 is partitioned again in the same way described above.  

If the current space cannot load any box, it  is considered as a waste space to store 
into wasteList. 

z 

(a) Top view (b) Side view 

Figure 5 . 1 4  Loaded boxes with different heights 
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5.6.2 Loading a single box 

If a given current space is enough to load only a single box, or all boxes in the set 

loading takes place. 

Strategy 5. Loading a single box 

If current space scur 

then the box in the whole set of unloaded boxes is chosen according to the 
following rules : 

face . If no box can be found, then they are examined by the next rule . 

Rule 2 .  This rule i s  to  find a box with the maximum volume to  obtain a high 

util isation of current space Scur . The boxes in boxTab are sorted in decreasing 

order of their volumes. If a box can be loaded into the current space in one of the 
six orientations and has the maximum volume, then the box is chosen. 

If no box can satisfy any of the two rules of Strategy 5, the current space is stored 

as a waste space into the l ist wasteList. A new remaining space is obtained from 

current space Scur is partitioned into two or three new remaining spaces. If the 

of unloaded boxes (i.e. BoxTab) are of different sizes in their three dimensions 

although the current loading space can load a number of boxes, then single box 

Lcur • wcur 

Rule 1 .  This rule is to find a box with the maximum bottom face. The boxes in 

boxTab are sorted in decreasing order of their bottom faces. If a box can be 

loaded into current space Scur and has the maximum bottom face, the box is 

chosen. The box is only considered in two orientations with the maximum bottom 

l ist remainList as the current space. 

After the box chosen by using the above two rules are loaded into space Scur , 

two new remaining spaces are generated, they may be the upper space and right 
(or front) space (Figures 5 . 1 5(a) and 5 . 1 i5 (6)), or the front space and right space 
(Figure 5 . 1 5(c)) .  If the three new remaining spaces are generated, they are the 
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upper space, front space and right space (Figure 5 . 1 5 (d)) . 

(a) (b) 

(Xcur, Ycur, Zcur) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 5 . 1 5  A box is loaded into current space Scur 

After partitioning, a new remaining space is picked out from list remainList as the 

current space . Then, the boxes are further checked according to the above 
strategies . 

5.7 Summary 

and a handling method for remaining spaces . This focus has been on the 

This chapter has presented a new heuristic approach whi ch consists of five 

effective heuristic search strategies (i .e . 1) generating homogeneous blocks, 2) 

generating layer blocks, 3) generating rectangular heterogeneous blocks, 4) 

generating non-rectangular heterogeneous blocks, and 5) loading a single box) 

construction and implementation of effective heuristic search strategies which 

generate the homogeneous or heterogeneous blocks by combining identical or 
different box types in the same or different orientations. Loading blocks makes 

the maximum utilisation of the remaining spaces and improves the box stabil ity .  
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Simultaneously, the handl ing of remaining spaces described in Chapter 4 is 

applied along with the loading process. The flowchart of overall loading process 

for the heuristic approach is displayed in Figure 5 . 1 6 . 

Sort boxes in. boxTab and divide them into two 
groups LargeTab and Smal/Tab 

Initialising remainList and wasleL ist 

Yes 
Get a remai'ning space from remainLi.st as current space 

s(/U' 

Display loading 
layout End 

Yes S,.,. is merged with the other spaces 
according to merging principles 

Execute sub-routine Hom()B/ockLoading 

Yes 

No 

Execute sub-routine CreatingLayer 

Yes Partition current spaceeS,.,and store a new 
generated remaining space into remainList 

Load the single box; 
whilst partition andNo 
store new remaining 

spaces into 
remainList 

Load the layer block and partition a layer; Get a 
Current space S,.,,. is store into remaining space in a 18.yer as current space S�11r 

wasteList as a waste space 

Yes Execute sub-routine HomoB/oclcLoading and
=>---=-t,,,j partition current space S,,,,. 

Execute sub-routine 
HeteroB/ockLooding; whilst 

partition and merge remaining 
spaces 

Load the single box; whilst partition and 
store new remaining spaces into rem a inlist 

Yes 

No L--------------------------------

Figure 5 . 1 6  The flowchart of overall loading process for the heuristic approach 
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Chapter 6 

Experiments and Evaluation 

6. 1 Introduction 

This chapter presents experimental results obtained by the heuristic approach 

presented in Chapter 5 and evaluates its performance . To distinguish from other 

heuristics, the heuri stic approach in this thesis is named as Liu1fi heuristic 

approach, abbreviated to LHA in this  context. A comparative analysis i s  made 

with other approaches by testing with benchmark data sets . 

Since only a few papers explicitly l ist the test data sets used in their approaches, 

the comparison of results obtained from such a limited number of published data 

sets clearly represents an inadequate basis for drawing general inferences. 

Evaluation of the LHA is attempted by testing with benchmark data sets for the 

single container loading problem, and comparing with other published approaches 

considering the aspects of vo lume utilisation and stability. In addition, the LHA 

is evaluated for the proposed heuristic strategy and the handling method for 

remaining spaces by using the benchmark data. 

Benchmark data sets were generated randomly by earlier researchers . They may 

· not reflect the real world practical applications completely. S ince real world data 

is related to multiple container loading, the LHA is modified slightly so as to 

solve multiple container loading, and finally tested by using real world data. 

The LHA is implemented in Visual C++ 6 .0 under Windows XP. All 

computational experiments are carried out on a PC with Intel Centrino Duo CPU 

1 .66GHz and RAM 5 1 2MB. Comparisons and analyses are presented in Sections 
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6 .2 and 6 .3 for single container loading. Section 6 .4 presents experimental results 

for multiple container loading . 

6.2 Comparative Evaluation with Published Results 

The following data sets from the published literature are used for benchmarking 

purposes. As far as the volume uti l isation, stabil ity and running time are 

concerned, the LHA is tested by using these data sets, respectively. 

6.2.1 Volume utilisation 

The first criterion in evaluating the performance of a container loading approach 
is volume uti l isation. The LHA is compared with different published approaches 

by testing the following benchmark data sets. 

Data set from Loh and Nee 

The data set of 1 5  instances was provided by Loh & Nee ( 1 992). The container 

volume is large enough to load al l boxes in 1 1  of 1 5  instances. The quantity of 

different box types in each instance ranges from 6 to 1 0, and the total quantity of 
boxes varies between 1 00 and 250 .  The containers are of various sizes in the data 

set. The dimension of the container, the quantity of box types and total quantity 

of boxes for each instance are shown in Table 6. 1 ,  where the dimension unit of the 
container i s  mm. 

Table 6 . 1 Data of the container and boxes for the data set from Loh and Nee 

1 0  1 1  13 14 1 51 6 7 82 3 4 5 9 12 Instance No 

Length 3000 3000 4000 3000 3000 3500 60005000 3000 3200 35003500 3200 5000 

Container 2400 2000 2200 28002000 2000 2400  2000 2000 240 0 2400 2000 2400 2400 

1400 1 600 1 000 1 200 1 100 14001 000 1 000 1 300 1 200 1000 1300 1 10 0  900 

6 1 08 6 7Types ofboxes 8 8 67 8 8 7 6 8 6 

200 1 0 0  1 20 250250 1 20 130200 130100 200 200 100 1 20 200 Quantity of boxes 
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For benchmarking the performance of the approach in this research is compared 

with the other seven approaches. Table 6.2 reports the results of 1 5  instances 

obtained by the other approaches and the LAH. The first column of Table 6 .2 

indicates the number of instances. The second column gives the packing density 

provided by Loh and Nee ( 1 992). The other columns present the volume 

from the sixth to ninth columns are achieved by genetic algorithms (Gehring and 

obtained by the LHA. 

If it is impossible to load all given boxes into the container for each instance, the 

quantity of the remaining boxes is g�ven in parentheses in Table 6.2 . The results 

by Loh and Nee ( 1 992) are shown in terms of flacking density? It should be 

pointed out that these figures by Loh and Nee are not directly comparable to the 

volume uti l i sation of the other eight approaches including the LHA. The packing 

density by Loh and Nee is calculated as follows : 

packingdensity = 
boxes 

V,n 

V 

where 

indicates the volume of boxes packed; 

V,n indicates the volume of !mnallest rectangular enclosure? of boxes 

packed. 

Hence the figures obtained generally overstate the volume uti lisation achieved by 

the other approaches (Bischoff and Ratcliff 1 995a). 

uti lisation obtained by the eight approaches. The third, fourth and fifth columns 

of the table report respectively the results obtained by heuristic approaches (Ngoi 

et al. 1 994; Bischoff et al. 1 995 ;  Bischoff and Ratcliff 1 995a) .  The results shown 

Bortfeldt 1 997; Bortfeldt and Gehring 200 1 ), a hybrid heuristic approach (Eley 

2002) and tabu search (Bortfeldt et al. 2003). The last column shows the results 

vboxes 
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Table 6 .2 The results of nine approaches for the data set from Loh and Nee 
Volume utili sation. (%) 

Packing Genetic 
Instance, 

Genetic Heuristic Algorithm 
(Gehring 

Hybrid Tabu Search 
heuristicHeuri stic Heuristic (Bi schoff Algorithm

(Bortfeldt CBortfcldt LHA(Ngoi Gt al. (Bischoff
1994) et aJ. 1 995) (Eley and Gehring 

2002) 2003) 

(Loh and 
Nee 1 992) and Ratcliff and and Gehring 1 995a) Bortfeldt 200 1) 1997) 

62.57 8. 1  62.5 62.5 62.51 62.5 62.5 62.5 62.S 
2 7 6.8(32) 80.7(54) 89.7(23) 90.0 (35) 89.5(39) 89.8(51) 90.8(53) 96.6(28) 943(32) 

53.46 9.5  53.4 53.4 53.4 54.3 53.4 53.4 

59.2 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55. 0 55.0 
8 5. 8  77.2 77.2 77.2 n2 77.2 77. 2  77.2 77.2 
8 8. 6 (45) 88.7(48) 89.5(24) 83. l (77) 9 1 . 1 (32) 6 87.9(44) 96.2(32) 91.3(37)92.4(45)
78.2(2 1) 81 .8 ( 10) 83.9(1) 78.7 ( 18) 83.3(7) 84.7 84.7 84.7 83.4(3)7 

6 1 . 9  61 .9  6 1 .9  61 .9 
8 67.6 59.4 59.4 59.4 59.4 

6 1 .9 61.9 9 84.2 6 1 .9  61 .9 
7 0. l 67. 3 67.3 67.3 (;1,3

62.2 
1 0  673 67.3 67.3 67.3 

63. 8  62. 2 62.2 62.21 1  62.2 62.2 62.2 
1 2  
1 3  
14  

7 9.3  

6 9. t 

78.5 
84. 1 (2) 
62.8 

76.5(3) 78. 5 78.5 78.5 78.5 78.5 78.5 
823(5) 78..1 (20) 85.6 85.6 85.6 85.6 85.6 

62.8 62.8 62.8 62.8 62.8 62.8 62.8 
15  6 5.6 59. 5 59.S 59. 5 59.S 59.5 59.5 59.S 

Av erage 74.2 69. 0 69. S 68. 6 70.0 70. 1 69.9 70.9 70.3vallle 
Standard 8 . 284 1 1. 1 84 12 . 024 10.876 12.398 1 2.759 12.387 13.980 13.051deviation 

Based on the observation of the figures in Table 6.2, the following conclusions are 
drawn: 

1 .  In 1 2  out of 1 5  instances ,  the LHA loads all boxes into the container. The 

approach obtains the greatest number of optimum solutions amongst the heuristic 
approaches, but less than metaheuristics, e.g. genetic algorithms, tabu search and 

the hybrid heuristic (Eley 2002) which combines a greedy heuristic and pilot 
method, i .e .  a kind of metaheuristic, which obtain 1 3  optimal solutions in 1 5  
instances . 

2. The LHA obtains a higher volume uti l isation than the other three heuristics for 

instance 2, 6, and 1 3 .  For instance 7, the uti l isation of the approach is 0.5% less 
than that of the heuristic by Bischoff et al. ( 1 995). Figure 6. 1 shows the layout of 

the result obtained by the LHA for instance 2, in which 32 boxes with very small 
volumes are left. For instance 1 3  the LHA loads all boxes into the container. The 
layout of this result is displayed in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6. 1 The layout obtained by the LHA for instance 2 

Figure 6.2 The layout obtained by the LHA for instance 1 3  

Data set from Bischoff and Ratcliff 

This data set is provided by Bischoff and Ratcliff ( 1 995a) who generated seven 
test c lasses BR1 -BR7, with 1 00 test instances each. Test class in BRl uses only 

three different types of boxes. The quantity of box types then increases steadily to 
20 for the test class in BR7.  A standard ISO container with the length of 5 87cm, 
width of 233cm and height of 220cm has been filled. All box edges are integer 
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numbers chosen from the ranges of [30, 1 20], [25 ,  1 00] and [20, 80] , respectively. 

In the seven test classes the character of the box sets changes from weakly 

heterogeneous (i .e .  many boxes of few types) to strongly heterogeneous (i .e .  many 

Chapter 6 Experiments and evaluation 

boxes of many types or few boxes of many types). The quantity of box types and 
boxes per type as well as the total quantity of boxes for each class with 1 00 

instances are shown in Table 6.3 . The third and fourth rows of the table refer to 
the average quantity of boxes per type among 1 00 instances and the range of the 

total quantity of boxes for each test class among 1 00 instances .  

Table 6 .3 Data of boxes for each test class from Bischoff and Ratcliff 

Test classes BRl BR2 BR3 BR4 BR5 BR6 BR7 

Typ es of boKes 3 5 8 1 0  1 2  1 5  20 

Average quantity of 
50. 9  27.3 1 6. 8  13 .3  1 11 8 . 8  6.5 

boxes per type 

Range of the quantity of 

boxes for 1 00 instances 
[74, 476] (81 . 266] [80,  232] [84 .  2 1 8] [85, 203] [ 90, 172] 

The LHA is tested by 700 instances of seven test classes, and compared with the 
other eleven approaches publi shed. The average volume uti l isations of 1 00 

instances for each test c lass and the standard deviations for the seven test classes, 
obtained by all approaches, are shown in Table 6.4. 

The columns from the second to sixth in the table give the results obtained by 

pure heuristic approaches (Bischoff et al. 1 995;  B ischoff and Ratcliff 1 995a; 

Davies et al. 1 999; Fan et al. 2002; Liu et al. 2004), whereas the results from the 

tenth to thirteenth column refer to metaheuristics, i . e .  genetic algorithms (Gehring 

and Bortfeldt 1 997; Bortfeldt and Gehring 200 1 )  and tabu search (Bortfeldt and 
Gehring 1 998; Bortfeldt et al.2003). The eighth and ninth columns give the 

results by a hybrid heuristic approach (Eley 2002) in which a greedy heuristic i s  

combined with a pilot-method and another hybrid approach of  a greedy heuristic 
and tree-search (Lim et al. 2005) .  The results by the LHA are l isted in the seventh 
column. 
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Table 6.4 Average volume utilisationn(%) obtained by the twelve approaches 
Genetic Tabu GeneticHeuristic Heuristic Tabu

Heuristic Hybrid algorithm search algorithm(Emhoff (Davi es Hcunstic Heuristic Heuristic search
(BmhoffNo of te,t heuristic (Gehnng (Bortfcldt (Bortfcldtand an d  (F an  etaJ. (Liu etal, LHA (Lim •t (Bortfeldt
•t al.class (El ey and and andRatcliff Bischoff 2002) 2004) al. 2005) et a!. 1 995) 2002) Bortfeldt Gehring Gehring

1 995a) 1 999) 2003)
1997) 1998) 200 1) 

86.07 88.05 BR ! 8 1 .76 83.79 78. 99 8 1 .38 83. 1 8  87.4 86,77 92.63 87.81 93.52 
BR2 81 .70 84.44 83.04 82.39 83.34 88.44 88.7 88. 1 2  92.70 89.40 93.7786,65 
BR3 82.98 83.94 84. 62 8 1.95 83.68 86.76 89.23 89.3 88,87 92.3 1  90.48 93.58 

8924 89 7 88.68 9 1 .62 90.63 93.05BR4 82.60 83.71 84.69 8 1 . 86 8345  86.58 
89.7 88.7 8 90.86 90.73BR5 82.76 83.80 83.73 81 .45 83.54 86.43 88.97 

BR6 81 .50 82.44 84. 12 80.75 83.02 86,34 89.7 88.53 90.04 90.72 9 1.72 88. 9 1  
BR7 80.5 1  82.01 82.74 80.28 82.01 85.58 88.36 894 88.36 88.63 90.65 90.55 

Average 
89. 1 3  88.30 9 1 .26 90 06 92.65volume 8 1 . 97 83.45 83. 13  8 1 .44 83. 17 86j4 88.75 

urilisarion 
Standard 

0.803 0. 8 1 2  l 824 0.672 0 517 Qj76 0.428 o.780 0 .668 1A01 1 . 0 1 6  1 . 096 
Deviation I 

Several observations from the figures in Table 6 .4 can be made: 
I .  In general, all pure heuristics obtain worse results than metaheuristics and 

hybrid heuristics. This i s  because the pure heuristics always find the optimal 

layout in a small size of feasible solutions whereas metaheuristics and hybrid 
heuristics can obtain the optimal layout in a large size of feasible solutions. 

2. The LHA obtains the best results among the pure heuristics. This is because the 

approach makes use of the sophisticated heuristic strategies and the handling 
method for remaining spaces. 

3 .  For test classes BRI and BR7, the results which are obtained by all approaches 

are worse than those for the other five test classes .  There are a few box types for 
test c lass BRl to fill the remaining spaces whereas the remaining spaces with 
different heights are fragmented because of the strongly heterogeneous boxes for 
test class BR7. 

4 .  Regarding the pure heuristics, the average volume uti lisation decreases as the 

number of box types increases. S ince a great number of box types are used and 
consequently there are a small number of identical boxes, it is difficult to combine 
the boxes to generate a large block. 
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5 .  For these seven test classes, the standard deviation obtained by the LHA is the 

smallest among those by the other eleven approaches. This means that the LHA 

can be suitable for various s izes of the problems. 

Data set from George and Robinson 

The data set is presented by George and Robinson ( 1 980). It is real world data 

provided by a company. Table 6 .5  l i sts the data concerning the boxes and the 

container in detail . 

Table 6.5 A test instance used by George and Robinson 

Dimension of 
Length= 5793 Width=2236 Height = 2286I Ithe contain er 

Dim ensi ons of the box es  

No Length Wi dth Height Qu antity 
785 1 39 27 3 400 

2 90 1 1 8 5  1 9 5  1 60 

3 90 1 1 95 265  40 

4 1477 135  1 9 5  4 0  

5 6 14 480 1 8 5  8 
6 4 0 0  400 1 3 5  1 6  

7 264 400 400 80  

8 385 365 2 9 0  40 

The container given in Table 6.5 is specified by the 

The layout for the data set i s  

actual dimensions given, 

excluding buffers, for which the George and Robinson approach failed to load the 

entire box set using their two rules . The algorithm by Ratcliff ( 1 995) loads all 784 

boxes . The LHA can also loads all the boxes. 

illustrated in Figure 6.3 . 

Figure 6.3 The layout obtained by the LHA for George and Robinsons? data 
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Data set from Jiang et al. 

The data set is provided by Jiang et al. (2000), which generated 30 types of boxes 
randomly. The boxes of the data set are strongly heterogeneous because the 

volumes of boxes vary from 95 ,040 mm3 to 5 ,860,800 mm3 and there is only one 
box for each type. All boxes are loaded into a standard ISO 20ft container with 
the length of 5 899 mm, width of 2352 mm and height of 2286 mm. 

dimensions of boxes are shown in Table 6 .6 .  

The 

Table 6.6 Dimensions (mm) of boxes for the data set from Jiang et al. 

No Lenmh Vi!idtll Height No LenITTh Widtll Heil2ht No LenITTh Width Heil2ht 
1 22 2 220 1 20 1 1  1 32 96 66 2 1  68 68 68 

2 2 2 2  1 80 1 0 0  1 2  1 30 96 50 22 70 64 54 
3 20 0 1 63 1 20 1 3  1 20 80 60 23 78 62 50 

4 2 2 0 1 20 1 1 1 14 1 1 0  72 68 24 98 50 48 

5 2 2 0 1 2 0  1 1 1 1 5  1 20 70 60 25 90  60 37 

6 2 1 0 1 20 1 1 0 1 6  1 30 70  54 26 80 60 40 

7 1 9  0 1 20 1 1 0  17 144 66 46 27 60  40 

8 1 5 0  140 1 00 1 8  173 69  36  28 84 46 34 

9 1 2 2  1 03 97 1 9  84 78 62  29 60 

1 0  98 68 20 95 66 60 30 96 33 30 

Figure 6.4 The layout obtained by the LHA for the data set from Jiang et al. 

The layout obtained by the LHA is illustrated in Figure 6.4, in which 2 1  boxes are 

loaded into the container and 9 boxes remain. The LHA obtains a volume 
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util isation of 87 . 1 4%. The approaches proposed by George and Robinson ( 1 980), 

Jiang et al. (2000), Fan et al. (2002) and Liu et al. (2005) obtain volume 

util isations of 80%, 82.8%, 82. 59% and 85 .04%, respectively. Comparison with 
these four approaches, the LHA outperforms them. The comparative result of the 

five approaches is shown in Figure 6 .5 .  

88 

? 86 

·il 84 

j 82 
:::, 

S
a:, 

80 
..E! 
� 78 

76 
George Jiang et Fan et al. Liu et a!. LHA 

and al. 

Robins on 

Figure 6.5 Results obtained by the five approaches for the data set from Jiang et al. 

6.2.2 Stability 

The second criterion in evaluating the performance of the approaches is the 

stabi lity of the loaded boxes. In the real world application, the transport stability 

has to be considered. To avoid the tilting and shifting of the boxes during 

face supported sufficiently . The overall stability is measured by the per cent of 

the quantity of the boxes satisfying the definition of lateral support to the total 
quantity of loaded boxes in the container. 
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transport, the boxes are supported from both lateral and underneath. In this 

research, 1 00% of the boxes are supported sufficiently from underneath according 

to the definition in Section 4 .2 .  To compare with the other research on the 
stability of the box, the stability reported in this section is of the ratio of lateral 

support which the three s ides of the box touch either the wal l(s) of the container 

or the sides of other boxes (Eley 2002) under the condition of the boxf.§. bottom 
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The LHA is compared firstly with the other five approaches for the test classes 

Chapter 6 

BR1 -BR7 from Bischoff and Ratcliff ( 1995a) . The previous section presents the 

Unfortunately, no results about the stabil ity of the boxes for some of the 

approaches are presented in their l iterature. The genetic algorithm by Bortfeldt 

results of the eleven approaches for the volume util isation using this data set. 

and Gehring (200i1 )  mentioned that all loaded boxes are supported 100% from 

below, whereas the tabu search by Bortfeldt et al. (2003) mentioned that all loaded 

boxes are not supported 100% from below. Likewise, the hybrid heuristic by Lim 

et al. (2005) did not consider the stabi lity although the approach obtained better 
volume uti l isation than the other heuristics, and allowed for boxes overhanging in 

the loading arrangement. 

Figure 6.6 shows the average percentage of boxes with stability for the six 

approaches. Comparison with the other five approaches, demonstrates the LHA 

achieves the best stability. Since the LHA takes advantage of the combination of 
identical boxes and heterogeneous boxes with the same height, as well as the 

effective handling method for remaining spaces, the boxes are loaded with high 

lateral support and bottom face support from below. 

·j 95 
I 90X 

_g _ 85 . 
'o e:. 80
i� 75 
.. J:)C t<> 70 " ..� ,,, 65" 
" 60 

55 
50 

BR1 BR2 BR3 BR4 BR5 BR6 BR? 

Figure 6.6 The average percentage of boxes with stability 

The LHA is also 
stabil ity. 

tested for the other data sets although no literature reports of the 
Table 6.7 shows the stability obtained by the LHA for the other three 

data sets mentioned in the previous section. 

.:: 1 00 -+- Heuristic (Bischoff et al. 
1 995) 

-·•·-- Heuristic (Bischoff and 
Ratcliff 1 995a) 

Genet ic Algorithm 
(Gehring and Bortfe ldt 
1997) 
Tabu Search (Bortfel dt 
and Gehring 1998) 

_,_ Hybrid Heuristic (Eley  
2002) 

-+- LHII 
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Table 6. 7 Stability obtained by the LHA for the other data sets 
Data set from Loh aid Nee 

Instance No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 13 14 1 1 5 
Stability f/o) 90.00 98. 21 88. 00 93.00 96.50 93.25 87.82 96.92 91 .50 94.80 9600 90.67 8846 9360 1 89.68 

1 

Instance name Data set from George and Robin son Data set from Jiang et al. 

Stability f/o) 97.32 66 .ol 

The observations from Table 6.7 and Figure 6 .6 are made as follows : 

I .  In most instances, the LHA obtains over 85% of box stabi lity. This means that 

most loaded boxes are stable. The figures in Figure 6 .6 indicate that the stability 

becomes low as the quantity of box types increases for all approaches. 

2. For container loading with strongly heterogeneous boxes such as the data set 
from Jiang et al. (2000), the stability is obviously worse than those in the cases 

where there are a number of boxes for each type. This is because the generated 

remaining spaces are unlikely to be of the same height to allow merging and the 
boxes cannot be combined to construct a big block. 

3 .  The more the quantity of identical boxes is, the higher the stability is, for 
example, there are 400 identical boxes in the data set from George and Robinson. 

6.2.3 Running time 

As far as the running time is concerned, it is difficult for the LHA to compare with 
the other approaches because they 

The running time taken by the LHA for the four data sets mentioned above is 

For the data set from Bischoff and Ratcliff (1 995a), Table 6.8 shows the average 
For the other data sets, the 

are executed on different computer platforms. 

shown in Table 6.8 . 

running time of 1 00 instances for each test class. 
results presented in Table 6 .8  are the running time of each instance. 
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Table 6 .8 The running times obtained by the LHA for the four data sets 

Data set from Loh and Nee (1992) 

Instances (types and 

quantity of boxes) 

1 (7: 1 00) 

2 (8: 200) 

3 (8 200) 

4 (7: 1 00) 

Running time 

(seconds) 

3. 1 1  

5 .63 

7.35 

4.02 

Data set from Bischoff and Ratcliff (1995a) 

Test classes 

(types of boxes) 

BR1 (3) 

BR2 (5) 

BR3 (8) 

BR4 (100) 

Average running tim e 

(s econds) 

4 . 53 

6.52 

7 .20  

6 .84 

5 (6: 1 2 0) 4.78 BR5 (1 2) 

5 .696 (8 200) BR6 (1 5) 8 .67 

8 . 157 (8: 200) BR7 (20) 10 . 16  

4 .17 

9 (8: 200) 9.45 

8 (6: 1 3 0) 

Data set from George and Robinson (1900) 
10  (8: 250) 9 .63 

1 1  (6 : 1 00) 6 . 14  Types (quantity) of boxes Running time (seconds) 

1 2 0(6: 1 20) 5 .44 13. 2 1  

13  (7: 1 30) 5.49 
Data sd: from Jian g et al  (2000) 

14 (6: 1 20) 6.8 1 

1 5  (1 0 : 250) 9 .02 Types (quantity) ofboxes Running time (seconds) 

Average tim e 6 .33 30 (30) 1 . 67 

The results of this comparative test can be summarised as follows : 

1 . In general, the running times strongly depend on the quantity of box types. As 

expected, the running time increases with the quantity of box types. For example, 

for the data set from Bischoff and Ratcliff ( 1 995a), the average running time by 

the LHA is 4 .53 seconds for the test class with three types of boxes. It increases 

to I 0. 1 6  seconds for the test class with twenty box types. A similar view has been 

reported by Eley (2002) where the running time varied from 1 -2 minutes for the 

test class with three types of boxes to 1 1  minutes for the test c lass with twenty 

different types (on a PC with only a 200 MHz processor) . 

2. The quantity of boxes also influences the running time of the approach. As 

reported for the data set from George and Robinson ( 1 980), the LHA takes 1 3 .2 1 
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74.58 

89.68 96.50 96.92 

seconds to compute 784 boxes for the best loading arrangement. Conversely, it 

takes only 1 .67 seconds to load 30  boxes for the data set from Jiang et al. (2000). 
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3 .  The LHA takes more time to combine identical or similar boxes to generate a 

best arrangement because of backtracking. The computational time is determined 

by the quantity and types of boxes . In the problem with strongly heterogeneous 

boxes, such as the data set from Jiang et al. (2000), it is impossible to combine the 

boxes to form a block because there is only a single box of each type. Therefore 

the LHA takes less time to execute the problem. Conversely, it takes a much 

longer time to run the problem with more box types and a large amount of boxes, 

such as the test class BR 7 from Bischoff and Ratcliff and the instance from 

George and Robinson. 

6.3 Analysis of the Performance 

6.3.1 Evaluation of the handling method for remaining spaces 

The LHA can obtain a high volume uti l isation and stabil ity because the 

To demonstrate the 

handling 

method for remaining spaces plays an important role .  

influence of the handl ing method, the results obtained by the LHA are analysed 

through the distribution of volume utilisation and the stabil ity. The LHA is tested 

using two data sets in two situations where remaining spaces are merged and 

remaining spaces are not merged. The results obtained by the LHA are presented 

in Tables 6.9 and 6. 1 0 . The distributions of volume uti lisation for I 00 instances 

of each test class are reported in Table 6 . 1 0 . 

Table 6.9 volume utilisations for the data set from Loh and Nee 
The test instan ces from Loh and Nee 

Instance 15 Average 1 1  n 1 3  141 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  

Uti l i sation merging 77.01 59.46 69. 1 1  62. 1 6  62.50 8849 53.43 54 .96 67.29 8038 62.8177. 19  9 1 .25 78.62 59.19 6 1 . 8 9  

Withf/o) 59.46 701678.52 85.61 62.8162.1662.50 9416 53.43 54.96 77.19 91.31 83.39 59.19 61.ll9 6119 

Without 69.68 95.38 87. 00 7040 82. 23 79_ 00 85.83 84. 1 1  97.44 80,50 83.00 9'1.00 75.83 83.33 8840
Stability merJ1tn£ 
�lo) With 96.00 92.569-4.80 91.50 90,67 88.46 93,6090 00 98.21 88.00 93 .00 93.25 87.82 

m eroino 
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Table 6. 1 0  Volume utilisations and their distributions for test classes BR1 -BR7 
Test class from Bischoff Utilisation distribution for 100 instances of each test class Average Average 

and Ratcliff <70 70-74 75-79 80-84 85-89 ;?.95 utilisation stability 

The results , shown in Tables 6 .9  and 6 . 1 0, obtained by the LHA without applying 

the procedure of merging remaining spaces, are indicated as j@ ithout merging? in 

the two tables, and with the procedure of merging remaining spaces, denoted as 

1j ith merging? in the two tables . The following conclusions are drawn from the 

results of Tables 6 .9 and 6 . 1 0 : 

1 .  The volume util isations after merging are obviously higher than those before 

merging. When the quantity of box types is small ,  for example, the quantity of 

types i s  three shown in Table 6 . 1 0, the average volume util isation with merging is 

just 0 .23% higher than that without merging. However, the average volume 

util isation increases by 2 .37% as the quantity of box types increases. This is 

because it is likely to generate a few large remaining spaces by the combination of 

an amount of identical boxes when there are a low number of box types. Thus 

few remaining spaces need to be merged further. 

2. The remaining spaces increase and become fragmented as the quantity of box 

types increases .  If these remaining spaces are not merged, it is impossible to 

further load the container. Therefore, there is a great difference of volume 
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BR1 

BR2 

BR3 

BR4 

BR5 

BR6 

BR7 

Without mer�ng 

With ma-ging 

Without merging 

With ma-ging 

Without merging 

With ma-ging 

Without merging 

With ma-ging 

Without merging 

With ma-ging 

Without merging 

With ma-ging 

Without merging 

With ma-ging 

0 2 7 30 45 16  0 85.84 94. 1 1  

0 1 6 30 40 23 0 86.07 94.85 

0 0 5 34 53 8 0 85.72 91 . 84 

0 0 2 23 60 15 0 86.65 92.92 

0 0 5 33 59 3 0 85.56 8500 

0 0 1 21 67 11 0 86.76 88.00 

0 0 4 44 50 2 0 85.04 81 .67 

0 0 2 25 65 8 0 8658 85.83 

0 0 4 50 46 0 0 84 .73 72. 65 

0 0 0 26 68 6 0 86.43 83.90 

0 0 3 43 53 1 0 84.83 70. 1 8  

0 0 2 23 70 5 0 86.34 80.17 

0 0 1 1  6 1  28 0 0 83.21 69. 6 1  

0 0 0 43 55 2 0 8558 78.70 
I 
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uti lisations with merging and without merging when the quantity of box types is 

large unless the problem is of strongly heterogeneous boxes .  For example, for 

class RW7, volume utilisations of most instances are in the range of 80% and 85% 

without merging whereas the majority of the utilisations are in the range of 85% 

and 90% with merging. 

3. With merging, more instances in all seven classes achieved a volume utilisation 

of over 90% than without merging. 

4. The stabil ity of the boxes with merging is also higher than those without 

merging. S ince the remaining spaces are merged, more sides of the boxes touch 

the walls of the container or the sides of other boxes. As shown in F igure 6.7(a), 

three green boxes are not stable enough because only one or two sides of the 

boxes are touched with the sides of the other boxes, whereas two green boxes, 

shown in Figure . 6 .7(b), are stable. 

(a) Before merging (b) After merging 

Figure 6.7 An example of merging remaining spaces 

6.3.2 Evaluation of the heuristic strategies 

To evaluate the effect of the heuristic strategies, the heuristic strategies used in the 

LHA are compared with those used in two published approaches (Fan et al. 2002; 

Liu et al. 2004) . All results are obtained by the three approaches through testing 

the benchmark data set from B ischoff and Ratcliff ( 1 995a) .  
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The first approach proposed by Fan et al. (2002) is that the boxes are sorted in 

decreasing order of the area of their bottom faces, and then loaded in this order 

one by one into each remaining space. The second approach proposed by Liu et 

al. (2005) is that the boxes are loaded in a block. All boxes are sorted in 

decreasing order of their volumes. The box with the largest volume is chosen 

firstly, and then loaded in a way where its bottom face is parallel to the floor of 

the container. The boxes whose height is the same as the height of the first 

chosen box are found and combined to generate a block in a remaining space. 

The third approach is the LHA. 

Table 6 . 1 i1 shows the distribution (quantity) of the volume util isations and average 

volume util isation obtained by the three different heuristic strategies for 1 00 

instances of each test class from Bischoff and Ratcliff. The results obtained by 

LHA without merging are also listed in parentheses of Table 6 . 1 1 because the 

merging method in LHA is  more effective than those in the other two approaches. 

The figures from Table 6. 1 1  have shown that the heuristic strategy in the LHA 

outperforms the other two . Most volume util isations obtained by the strategy of 

the LHA for all test c lasses d istribute between 80% and 90%, whereas a 

considerable amount of the vo lume util isations obtained by the other two 

strategies distributes between 70% and 80%. This is because 

1 .  the heuristic strategy by Fan et al. (2002) makes use of the first-fit strategy in 

which the boxes are loaded one by one; 

2 .  the strategy by Liu et al. (2004) takes advantage of the first-fit strategy in 

which the blocks are loaded one by one by combining identical boxes in a 

specified direction; 

3. the heuristic strategy of the LHA explores the best-fit strategy in which the 

blocks are loaded one by one by combining the identical and different boxes. 
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Table 6 . 1 1  Distribution ofvolume utilisations obtained by three different strategies 

Test Qasses 
Distributions of volume utili sat.i8ons for Average 

Thre e approaches 1 00 instances of each test class volume 
(typ8es) 

60-69 70-79 80-89 � 90 uti li sation(%) 

Fan et al.8(2002) 2 35 6 1  2 8 138  

BR18(3) Liu et al. (2005) 3 23 66  8 83. 1 8  

Th e LHA 0(0) 7(9) 70(75) 23 (16) 86.07(85.84) 

Fan et al. (2002) 1 23 73 3 82.39 

BR2(5) Liu et al. (2005) 0 21 77 2 83 .34 

The LHA 0(0) 1(5) 83(87) 15(8) 86.65(85. 72) 

Fan et al.8(2002) l 28 7 1  0 8 1 . 95 

BR3(8) Liu et al. (2005) 0 21 79 0 83 .68 

The LHA 0(0) 1(5) 88(92) 11(3) 86. 76(85 .56) 

Fan et al. (20 02) 0 28 7 1  1 8 1 . 86  

BR4(10) Liu et al.e(2005) 0 23 2 83.45 

The LHA 0(0) 2(4) 90(94) 8(2) 86.58(85.04) 

Fan et al.8(2002) 0 35 65 0 8 1 .45 

BR5(182) Liu et al. (2005) 0 21 79 0 83 .54 

The LHA 0(0) 0(4) 94(96) 6(0) 86.43(84. 73) 

Fan et al.e(2002) 0 32 68  0 80 .75 

BR6(185) Liu et al. (2005) 0 36 64 0 83 .02 

The LHA 0(0) 2(3) 

Fan et al. (2002) 0 46 54 

5(1) 

0 

86.34(84.83) 

80 .28 

BR7(20) Liu et al. (2005) 0 45 55 0 82 0 1  

The LHA 0(11) 98(89) 2(0) 85.58(83.21) 

6.3.3 Evaluation of the dividing group rule 

The LHA divides a set of boxes into two groups according to the dividing group 

rule. S ince some boxes are chosen from different groups when different strategies 

are used, the value of Alpha, i .e .  a parameter of dividing group used to determine 

the size of each group, affects directly the volume uti l isation and running time. 

Table 6 . e1 2  reports the results obtained through testing two data sets when different 

values are assigned to Alpha. These two data sets have different numbers of box 

types. 
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Table 6 . 1 2  Volume util isations obtained by different values of parameter Alpha 

Average volume utili sation �/o) and running time for 100 instances of each test class from Bischoff Mid Ratcliff 
Test class 

(types) Alpha=O Alpha=l/3 Alpha=!Alpha= l/5 Alpha=l /4 Alpha=l/2 Alpha=3/4
Utilisation Time (s) Utilisati on Time (s) Utilisati on Time (s) 

BR18(3) 85.31 5.78 86.28 86 .07 86.07 4.53 86.28 85.80 85.04 7.01 
BR2 (5) 85.50 5.94 86.47 86.30 86.65 6.52 86.47 85.81 85.41 8.36 
BR3 (8) 85.55 7J3 86.39 86.40 86.76 7.20 8639 85.46 85.09 9.92 

BR4 (lO) 85.26 8.71 85 .84 86.36 86.58 6.84 85. 8 1  85.52 84.46 10.15 
BR5 (12) 85.29 957 85.74 86.30 86.43 6 .98 85.87 84.90 84.66 11.04 
BR6 (15) 84.75 10.91 85 .88 86.24 86.34 8.67 85. 89 84 38 84.41 12.40 
BR7 (20) 83.27 13.19 84.98 85 . 27 85.58 10.16 85.04 83.44 83.27 14.32 

Number of Volume utilisation f/o) for the test instance from Jiang et al. 
box types 

Alpha=O Alpha=l/5 Alpha:;;J/4 Alphaacl/3 Alpha=l/2 Alpha=3l4 Alpha=l 

30 64.56 79. 0 1  87 . 14 87.14 81.52 76.07 76.07 

Firstly, the results are discussed for the data set from B ischoff and Ratcl iff. The 

running times are reported especially when Alpha is equal to 0, 1 /3 and 1 

respectively because the best and worst results occur in these three cases. If the 

value of Alpha is equal to 1 ,  the results of the average volume utilisation and the 

running time for each test class are the worst among all cases where Alphai= (0, 

1 /5 ,  1 /4, 1 /3 ,  1 /2, 3/4, 1 ) .  This is  because that all boxes are classified into only 

one group of small boxes so that the small boxes may be loaded before the large 

boxes. As a result, there may not be remaining spaces enough to accommodate 

large boxes. Moreover, the LHA takes a longer time to examine all boxes for the 

best arrangement in one group. Likewise, the average volume uti l isations when 

the value of Alpha is equal to O is lower than those in the others cases where 

Alpha is assigned the other values except for Alpha = 1 .  

Secondly, for the data set from Jiang et al. the LAH is tested under the conditions 

where the values of Alpha are equal to 0, 1 /5 ,  1 /4, 1 /3 ,  1 /2, 3/4 and 1 ,  respectively. 

In these cases, the running times are approximately the same, so it is unnecessary 

to list them in Table 6.i1 2 . 

Thus it can be seen that the advantage of the dividing group rule becomes 

remarkable as the quantity of box types increases, especially for the data set with 
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6.4.1 Experimental results for the benchmark data set 

Firstly, the LHA is tested by the 4 7 test instances provided by Ivancic et al. ( 1 989). 

For benchmarking purposes, the performance of the LHA is compared with the 
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30 box types. For both data sets, the figures from Table 6 . 1 2  show that the best 

results can be obtained when the value of Alpha is equal to about 1 /3 .  

6.4 Experimental Results for Multiple Container Loading 

Multiple container loading is a minimum input problem defined in Chapter 2 .  Its 

objective is to obtain the minimum number of used containers . The LHA is used 

to solve multiple container loading in a sequential manner, that is, the boxes are 

loaded into one single container in tum by using the LHA til l all boxes are loaded 

into a number of the containers . The objective of multiple container loading is 

obtained by the maximum volume uti l isation of each single container. 

approach by Ivancic et al. ( 1 989) ,  the two sequential approaches by Bischoff and 

Ratcliff ( 1 995a and 1 995b ), the sequential and simultaneous approaches by Eley 

(2002) and the approach by Eley (2003) .  So far, no results by metaheuristics are 

published in the l iterature for this test data. 

Table 6 . 1 3  shows the quantity of used containers, obtained by seven approaches, 

which are required to load all boxes. The minimum number of required 

containers (i .e . lower bound) , l isted in the third column of Table 6 . 1 3 , is calculated 

by dividing the total volume of all boxes by the volume of a single container. If 

this number is not an integer, it is rounded up to the next integer. 

As can be seen from Table 6 . 1 3 ,  each of the 47 test instances is a small scale of 

the problem with at most 5 of box types. The hybrid approach based on IP

formulation by Eley (2003) obtains the best result among all approaches, because 

it enumerates possible loading arrangements and then chooses the best one. The 

LHA could optimally solve 1 1  out of 47 test cases. Compared to the other 
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heuristic approaches (Ivancic et al. 1 989; Bischoff and Ratcliff 1 995a and 1 995b ), 
the LHA requires considerably fewer containers . 

outperformed by the approaches by Eley (2002 and 2003) .  

Table 6 . 1 3  Comparisons of seven approaches using benchmark data 
Heuristic H eurist.ic Sequential Simultaneous ApproachQuantity Minimum H euristic (Bischoff (Bischoff l,ybridInstance hybrid based IP-

N o. (types) of wmber of (Ivancic £t oru:l ond Heuristic LHAheutisti c (Eley formulationboxes containers al . 1 989) Ratcliff Ratcliff (Eley 2 00 2) (Eley2003) 1 995a) 1995b) 2002) 
1 70(2) 1 9  2 6  27 27 27 26 25  25
2 70(2) 7 1 1  1 1  1 1  1 1  1 0  1 0  1 1
3 1 80(4) 1 9  20  2 1  
4 

26 2 1  22 20 21
1 80 (4) 26 27  29 29 30 26 26 

46 6 5  6 1  59 5 155 52 
l 03(3) 1 0  1 0  1 0  1 0  1 0  1 0  1 0  1 0

7 I 03(3) 1 6  1 6  1 6  1 6  1 6  1 6  1 6  1 6  
8 1 0 3(3) 4 5 4 4 4 4 4
9 1 1 0(2) 1 6  1 9  1 9  

4 

1 9  1 9  1 9  1 9  
1 0  1 1 0(2) 37 
1 1  1 1 0(2) 1 4  

55 55 
1 8  1 9  25 1 7  1 8  18

1 2  95(3) 45 5 5 5 5  53  5 3  53 
1 3  
1 4  

95(3) 2 0  27  25  27 25 25 
2 8  27  28  27 27 

1 5  95(3) 1 1  1 1  1 1  1 5  1 2  1 2  

25 27 
29 

1 6  95(3) 2 1  34 28  29 28 26 26 
1 1  1 1  

26 
1 7  9 5(3) 7 8 8 10  8 7 7 8 
1 8  47(3) 1 3 3 2 1 l 2 I 
1 9  47(3) 1 3 3 3 2 2 3 2 
20 47(3) 2 5 5 5 2 2 5 
2 1  1 7  2 4  2 4  2 6  24 26 20 25 

30 1 1 8 (4) 1 8  2 4  24  26  22  23 22 
3 1  1 1 8 (4) 1 1  1 3  1 3  1 4  1 3  1 4  13  
32 

13 
9 0(3) 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 
90(3) 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

34 90(3) 5 9 9 8 5 9 8 9 
35 84(2) 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 
36 1 8  1 9  1 4  1 8  1 4  1 4  

3 
1 084(2) 

37 1 02(3) 1 2  26 27 23 26 23 23 23 
38 I 02(3) 2 5  5 0  56  45 46 45 45 
39  1 02(3) 1 2  1 6  1 6  1 8  1 5  1 5  

45 

1 5  
40 8 5(4) 7 9 1 0  1 1  9 9 

85(4) 
8 9 

41  1 4  1 6  1 6  1 7  1 6  1 5  1 5  1 9  
42 90(3) 4 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 

90(3) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 

90(3) 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
45 99 (4) 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
46 9 9 (4) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

99 (4) 3 4 3 4 3 3 3 4 

Total 763 763 777 725 7 1 6  699 727 

Compared with the sequential hybrid heuristic by Eley (2002) for 47 instances , 

the LHA can obtain the same results in 27 out of 47 test instances. The LHA is 

slightly superior in 9 cases, but inferior in 1 3  cases. This is because the hybrid 

heuristic (Eley 2002) is applied to loading the boxes into each container and its 
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approach to single container loading outperforms the LHA. Furthermore, the 

figures from Table 6. 1 3  show that simultaneous approaches by Eley (2002 and 

2003) are better than this sequential approach. 

6.4.2 Experimental results for the real world data set 

All benchmark data sets mentioned above are generated randomly except the data 

set from George and Robinson ( 1 980). It i s  impossible for the benchmark data 

sets to reflect practical applications exactly. Hence, the LHA i s  tested further by 

using a set of real world data from a shipment company. The data set is related to 

the multiple container loading problem . 

The real world data set includes seven classes RW1 -RW7. A set of boxes for each 

class must be loaded into a number of standard ISO 40ft containers with two sets 

of specifications. The seven classes RW 1 -RW7 are listed in Table 6 . 14 .  

Table 6 . 1 4  Data for  the containers and boxes of  real world data 

Dimensi ons of the Container 

Container Height 
Length Wi dth dimensi on Standard High cube 

Standard 
1 2. 1 9m 2 .44m 2 . 5 9m 2. 89m external 

Standard 
1 2. 0 0m 2 . 33m 2. 3 5m 2. 65m 

internal 

The data of boxes for each data cl ass 

Types of Total quantity Volume of the Volume of the D ata class es 
boxes of box es smallest box lar.GZest b ox 

RWl 3 1 38 533, 1 20,000mm" 7 ,955,47 0.656mm-' 

RW2 1 1 80 3,9 25,284, 0 00mm" 3,925,284.000mm-' 

RW3 6 1 ,592 28,8 00 ,000mm" 7,955,470,656mm-' 

RW4 9 1 ,572 27,5 00 ,000mm" 1 1 .49 1 ,200.000mm" 
RW5 1 1  1 ,994 27.5 00 ,000mm" 1 1 ,49 1 , 200.000mm" 
RW6 1 5  7,536 27,5 0 0  0 00mm., 1 1  4 9 1  200,000mm" 
RW7 20  1 1 ,256 27 ,5 00 ,000mm" 1 1 ,4 9 1 ,200.000mm" 

Table 6. 1 4  l ists the dimensions of the standard 40ft containers with different 

specifications and the data for the boxes of each class, including the total quantity 

of boxes, the quantity of box types and the volumes of the smallest and largest 
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boxes .  In the seven classes the boxes change from identical, weakly 

heterogeneous to strongly heterogeneous. 

The company requires that the boxes are respectively loaded first into the two sets 

of containers, and then the loading arrangement with the minimum number of 

used containers is chosen. Therefore, the LHA is tested for the two types of 

containers . 

Due to the great number of the boxes and a rather large difference in sizes of the 

boxes, the LHA faces great challenges. The published l iterature has never 

reported a similar problem with such a great number of boxes . However, the LHA 

can run for the seven classes, and obtain the near optimum results reported in 

Table 6 . 1 5 . 'tilvr in num? of Table 6 . 1 5  denotes the theoretical minimum number of 

used containers calculated by dividing the total volume of all boxes by the volume 

of a s ingle container, which is rounded up to the next integer if it is not an integer. 

Table 6. 1 5  Experimental results by the LHA for real world data 

Quantity of us ed containers 
Typ es 

Data Standard container High cube container 
(quantity) of 

cla sses (1 200 0mx2330m x2350m) (1 2000rox2330m x2650m) 
boxe s 

lv.fin num LHA. 11.in num LHA 

RWl 3 ( 1 38) 6 1 1  6 9 
RW2 1 ( 1 80) 1 1  2 0  1 0  1 0  

RW3 6 ( 1 .592) 1 0  1 2  9 1 1  
RW4 9 ( 1 ,572) 8 9 7 8 

RW5 1 1 ( 1 ,994) 8 1 0  7 9 
RW6 15 (7 ,536) 1 0  1 1  9 1 0  

RW7 20( 1 1 ,256) 1 2  1 3  1 0  1 1  

The distributions of the volume util isation fo r  the seven classes are i llustrated in 

Figure 6 . 8 .  The observation from Figure 6 .8  indicates that the volume uti lisation 

for most containers is over 85% for the seven classes. However, lower volume 

uti li sations are obtained for class RW l with three box types. This  is because one 

box type is much larger than the other two and the LHA cannot produce effective 

loading arrangements as for other classes. 
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Figure 6 .8 The utilisation distribution of high cube container for the seven classes 

It can be also seen that the volume util isations in the previous containers are 

higher than those in the latter ones. This  is because the sequential loading results 

in more boxes combined and loaded in the previous container. Hence, the 

subsequent containers usually have a lower volume utilisation . 

The results obtained by the LHA are better than those by the manual loading 
method of the company, in particular for class RW7 with a great amount of boxes, 
which the company was satisfied with. 

6.5 Summary 

This chapter has addressed the issues of the experiments by using different 

benchmark and real world data sets . The heuristic strategies and handling method 
of remaining spaces for the LHA have been evaluated through comparisons with 

the publi shed approaches in terms of volume uti lisation and stabil ity, whilst 
running times have been reported on the benchmark data. 
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By testing using benchmark data sets, the experimental results obtained by the 
LHA have shown superior volume util isations compared with the published 

heuristic approaches. In particular, the inherent stability of the loading 

arrangement produced by the LHA has achieved the best results . 

The LHA has been tested usmg a real world data set for multiple container 
loading. It i s  impossible to make a comparative analysis of the LHA because 

there is no l iterature reporting work on very large scale, real world problems. 
However, the good experimental results have shown that the LHT can be applied 

to practical applications. 
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Chapter 7 

A Hybrid Tabu Search Approach to 

Container Loading 

7.1 Introduction 

The previous three chapters have presented an effective heuristic approach, 
abbreviated as LHA, which has successfully tackled container loading. The 

observations based on the experimental results in Chapter 6 have shown that the 
LHA outperforms the other heuristic approaches in the published l iterature . In 

particular, it has the remarkable advantage of the box stability. After all, the 
heuristic is a local search technique, which moves from one solution to another 

under the guide of constructing rules. This generally results in the search process 
tleing trapped in a local optimum? 

Metaheuristics are techniques applied to local search methods that allow 
exploration beyond local optima, in order to find solutions of high quality. 
Despite the success of techniques in 2D cutting and packing, only a few for 3D 

is superior to the ir genetic algorithms. 

container loading are currently reported, such as genetic algorithms (Gehring and 

Bortfeldt 1 997; Bortfeldt and Gehring 200 1 ;  He et al. 200 1 ;  Ding et al. 2004), 

evolution algorithm (Takahara and Miyamoto 2005) and tabu search (Bortfeldt 
and Gehring 1 998 and 2003). The latest results of volume utilisation achieved in 

the published l iterature (Bortfeldt and Gehring 2003) have shown that tabu search 
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Considering the trade-off between volume util isation and practical constraints, 
this chapter investigates a novel hybrid tabu search approach which incorporates a 

tabu search technique into the heuristic strategies and handling method for 

remaining spaces proposed in the previous chapters . 

7.2 Basic Concepts and Framework of the Hybrid Tahu Search 

7.2.1 Basic concepts of tabu search 

Tabu search (TS) is based on neighbourhood search with local-optima avoidance, 

but in a deterministic way which tries to model the human memory process. 

Memory is implemented by implicit recording of a previously-seen solution using 

a simple but effective data structure. 

Algorithm Tabu Search 

Initialisation: 
Generate an initial solution X0 

Set be st solution x0m f-- x0 and the obj ective function J (x0,,t) f-- f(x0  ) 

Set Tabulist � 0 

Perform a neighbourhoo d  s earch: 
while termination criterio n  is not satisfied do 

Generate a neighb ourhoo d  N(x) 
Initialise the value of the objective function f (x')  � -oo 
for all x E N(x) do 

xm 

if ( J (x ) > j(x' ) and Xxm is not tabu) then 
xm 

x'� X11a, 

end if 
end for 
if J (x ')  > f(x0m) then 

end if 
Update Tabulist 
x �  x• 

end while 

Define solution Xoe,t as the s olution of the problem 

Figure 7 . 1  Tabu search for solving a maximum problem 
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Tabu search extends the idea behind hil l  climbing. The modem form of tabu 

search is original ly derived from Glover ( 1 986) and developed by Hansen (1 986). 

Tabu search, in contrast to the hil l  cl imbing and random search methods, employs 

a somewhat different philosophy for going beyond the terminating criterion at a 

local optimum. In Figure 7 . 1 ,  a basic procedure of tabu search for solving a 

maximum problem (i .e .  the problem is to obtain a maximum objective) is 

described at a sufficiently general level (Reeves 1 993 ;  Bortfeldt et al. 2003). 

The basic concepts which are dealt with in tabu search are described below: 

Definition 7.1 (Neighbourhood) : A neighbourhood N(x) of a solution x is a 

set of solutions that can be reached from x by a simple operation <J' ,  called move. 

If a solution y is better than other solutions in its neighbourhood N(x)a, then y is 

a local optimum with respect to this  neighbourhood (Reeves  1 993). 

Definition 7.2 (Move) : A move might be the removal of an object from, or 

In some cases it i s  possible to find a move <J'addition of  an object to a solution. 

such that a local optimum is also a global optimum. However, for many problems 

this is not possible, and it is necessary to use some form of implicit enumeration, 

such as branch-and-bound or dynamic programming (Reeves 1 993). 

Tabu search uses a local or neighbourhood search procedure to iteratively move 

from a solution x to a solution x' in the neighbourhood of x, until some stopping 

criterion has been satisfied. To explore regions of the search space that would be 

- escape localleft unexplored by the local search procedure and - by doing this 

optimality, tabu search modifies the neighbourhood structure of each solution as 

the search progresses. The solutions admitted to N(x)a, the new neighbourhood, 

are determined through the use of special memory structures. The search then 

progresses by iteratively moving from a solution x to a solution x' in N(x)a. 

In general, the most important type of short-term memory to determine the 

solutions in N(x) is the use of a tabu l ist. In its simplest form, a tabu l ist contains 
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the solutions that have been visited in the recent past (less than n moves ago, 

where n is the tabu tenure). Solutions in the tabu list are excluded from N(x)i. 

Definition 7.3 (Tenure) :  Tahu tenure is the iterative times of the attributes which 

cannot be chosen as tabu in the tabu list (Reeves 1 993). 

Assuming that the tenure of an attribute has a value of t ,  the attribute is treated as 

tabu in t iterations. The tenure of the attribute is decreased from t to t - l at the 

next iteration, indicating that its original tabu tenure of t has t - I remaining 

iterations to go . When t = 0 ,  the attribute is overridden the tabu of this iteration 

by using the aspiration criterion. Its tenure starts again from t in the tabu list. 

Selected attributes in solutions recently visited are label led tabu-active. Solutions 

that contain tabu-active elements are tabu. This type of short-term memory is also 

called recency-based memory. Tabu lists containing attributes are much more 

effective although they raise a new problem. When a s ingle attribute is forbidden 

as tabu, typically more than one solution ends up being tabu. Some of these 

solutions that must now be avoided might be of excellent quality and might not 

have been v isited. To overcome this problem, aspiration criteria are used to 

allow overriding the tabu state of a solution to include it in the allowed set. 

7.2 .2 Framework of the hybrid tabu search 

Suppose that there is a given set of n types of small ,  three-dimensional, 

rectangular-shaped items, called boxes, B = {bi , b2 , . . .  , bn } ,  of which each box type 

is characterised by its length l;i , width W; , height h; and quantity m; , i = {1, 2, . . .  , n}i. 

The boxes are loaded into a container with length L ,  width W and height H . 

The boxes and the container in 

representations of the remaining space 

a three-dimensional coordinate system, the 

and waste space, and their relative data 

structures, are defined in this chapter exactly in the same way as in Chapters 4 and 

5 .  The basic constraint is that the boxes are loaded orthogonally into the container 
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without overlapping. In addition, this hybrid tabu search approach has considered 
the practical constraints 1 )-5) described in Section 4.2, that is, 

• Orientation 

• Stability 

• Connectivity 

• Weight limit 

• Weight distribution 

The objective of the problem is to obtain the maximum volume utilisation under 

the above required constraints. 

Regarding the framework of the hybrid tabu search shown in Figure 7.2, the 
procedure for this  approach i s  described further as follows : 

1 .  The initial process sorts all boxes according to the sorting rule of boxes 

described in Chapter 5, and generates an initial solution and an initial remaining 

space. 

2. The hybrid approach involves two processes. One process makes use of the 

tabu search to generate a set of feasible solutions according to the defined 
configuration in this context. Each solution is referred to a loading arrangement 

of the boxes in the container. The loading arrangement is implemented by the 

other process to load the boxes into the container with respect to the generated 

solutions. This process is based on the handling of remaining spaces and heuristic 
strategies mentioned in Chapters 4 and 5. 

3 .  Each loading arrangement is evaluated by the defined evaluation criterion. The 

best arrangement is chosen as an optimal solution. Feasible solutions are 

generated in the next iteration according to the current optimum solution. The 
procedure is repeated iteratively until a given termination criterion is achieved. 
An optimum arrangement is  obtained. 
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Start 

Initialisation 

1s proce ure 1s imp emente y 
Feasible solutions are generated by encoding, generation of neighbourhood 

Tabu search and candidate solutions described in 
Sections 7.3 . 1  7.4.2 and 7 .4.3 

The procedure is implemented by 
All solutions are transferred into 

decoding described in Sections 7.3.2 
loading processes by. a heuristic 

and 7.3.3 

The evaluation is accomplished by 
Evaluate all solutions by the 

evaluation criterion described in 
evaluation .criterion

Section 7.4. 1 

Choose an optimal solution 

No 

End 

Figure 7.2 The framework of the hybrid tabu search 

7.3 The Hybrid Tahu Search 

Based on the basic structure of tabu search described in Section 7.2, the hybrid 

tabu search is performed by the following steps: 

1 .  Encoding of feasible solutions 

Decoding of the feasible solution into a loading arrangement of the container 

3 .  Configuration of tabu search, including the evaluation criterion of feasible 

solutions, generation of neighbourhood and candidate solutions, determination 

of tabu tenure and termination criterion. 
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7.3.1 Encoding of feasible solutions 

To solve the container loading problem using tabu search, the solutions of the 

problem must be transformed into a representation (called encoding) to be 

executed by the tabu search. In general , a basic encoding method is used in a 

digital string for this problem. The sequence of sorting elements in the digital 

string represents the sequence of boxes to be loaded into the container. 

Most research (He et al. 200 1 ;  Ding et al. 2004; Takahara and Miyamoto 2005) 

explo its encoding methods based on the quantity of given boxes .  The boxes are 

numbered, and a sequence is generated randomly. For example, there are n types 

of boxes .  If the quantity of each box type is equal to 1 ,  then encoding is 

TSe= {bi , b2 , • • • , bn } ,  where b, indicates the i-th box type .  The length of encoding is 

equal to n . If the quantity of box type b; is more than 1 (i .e .  m, , i = 1, 2, . . .  , n ), then 

n types of boxes are encoded according to their quantity, that is, 

i s  the J-th box of box. . , bn1 , bn2 • · · · • bnm)e, where b
ijblm1 , b2i  , b12 b1mTS = {b1 

type b, , then the length of encoding is Lm1 • The larger m1 is, the longer the 
i=l 

length of encoding is. This results in the solution space to increase dramatically. 

Therefore, such encoding is  suitable for cases where the problem has a small 

number of boxes. Other research (Gehring and Bortfeldt 1 997; Bortfeldt and 

Gehring 200 1 ;  Bortfeldt et al. 2003) uses different encoding methods to represent 

the loading sequence . A feasible solution is encoded by a local arrangement, that 

is ,  each element of encoding corresponds to a local arrangement.  The difference 

is that the loading sequence, instead of one box, is constructed by local 

arrangements which consist of one or more boxes in the tower, layer or block. 

Hence, the solution space is decreased significantly. 

In this research, the loading sequence is encoded by means of the quantity of box 

types. An encoding string for a solution is defined as follows: 
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For the problem with n types of boxes, one solution A is encoded in the form of 

TS(A)i== {e1 (iL), e2 (A), . . .  , en (A)}i , where element e; (iL) corresponds to a box type . 

Thus, the length of encoding string is always equal to n (i .e .  the quantity of box 

types) . The length of encoding is changed with the quantity of box types instead 

of the total quantity of boxes .  Hence, such encoding can decrease the solution 

space. 

The initial solution is  a key to searching quickly an optimum solution. In general, 

the encoding of an initial solution is constructed by different sorting rules, e .g. the 

boxes are sorted in decreasing order of their base areas, volumes or the largest 

edges. According to the sorting box rule described in Section 5 .2 .2, the encoding 

of initial solution iL' is constructed as 

(7. 1 )  

subject to 

where vi represents the volume of box type bi; e;(.1-1) is the i-th element of the 

encoding which contains the information of loaded box type b; . Of course, the 

length, width and height of each box are sorted in decreasing order. 

7.3.2 Decoding of feasible solutions 

Decoding is a procedure that results in an encoding that is  transformed into a 

loading arrangement in the container. The procedure involves a crucial issue, that 

is, how to design a loading method to ensure that boxes can be loaded effectively 

into the container. 

The loading methods used in published metaheuristics are that the boxes are 

loaded one by one (He et al. 200 1 ; Ding et al. 2004; Takahara and Miyamoto 

2005) , or in a local arrangement into a given remaining space (Gehring and 

Bortfeldt 1 997; Bortfeldt and Gehring 200 1 ;  Bortfeldt et al. 2003). The one by 

one loading method is simple and easy to implement, but the remaining spaces 
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generated is fragmented. Thus merging remaining spaces must be considered, or 
a low space uti l isation wi l l  result. If a high space uti l isation is to be obtained, a 

large computational time wil l  be taken. Gehring and Bortfeldt ( 1 997) proposed 

another loading method implemented by yielding different local arrangements 

which are composed of towers or layers. The towers or layers are constructed by 

loading the boxes in decreasing order of their volumes from bottom to top. The 
local arrangements by Bortfeldt and Gehring (200 1 )  and Bortfeldt et al. (2003) 

consist of many blocks where one or two types of boxes are combined in the same 
orientation. The remaining spaces generated are large using these loading 
methods. 

The decoding in this research focuses on a different kind of local arrangement. 

The aim for the local arrangement is to produce effective loading with high 
stabi lity and decrease the number of fragmented remaining spaces as far as 
possible . The heuristic strategies and handling method for remaining spaces, 

proposed in Chapters 4 and 5, have been proved effective in volume utilisation 

and stabi l ity. Therefore, the local arrangement is implemented by using the 

heuristic strategies and the handling of remaining spaces presented in Chapters 4 
and 5 .  The heuristic strategies used i n  this chapter have different effects from 
those in Chapter 5 .  The heuristic strategies in Chapter 5 are used to search for the 

box type of the best arrangement to load the current space in order to generate a 

loading sequence of boxes. However, the heuristic strategies in this chapter are 

used to generate an optimum loading arrangement for each box type 
corresponding to the elements of the tabu search encoding (i.e. a loading sequence 
of boxes). 

Assume that the encoding of any feasible solution TS(rp) in a solution space is 

TS(c?J)a= {e1 (q,),ae2 (tp), . . . , en ('P) } , «p E [l, l] , where l is the s ize of the so lution space. 

Decoding transforms boxes corresponding to TS(c?J) into the container using a 

loading method which combines the three heuristic strategies, i .e . Strategies 1 ,  2 

and 5 of Chapter 5 and the handling method for remaining spaces. 
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chosen as the current space to load the boxes corresponding to the second element 

e2 ((0) of TS(rp) . Then, the current space is further partitioned into new remaining 

spaces, and they are stored into l i st remainList. lf no box of second element e2 (rp) 

can be loaded into the current space, the boxes of next element e3 (ip) of TS(ip) are 

loaded. The procedure is repeated until no box can be loaded into any remaining 

Chapter 7 A hybrid tabu search approach to container loading 

During the decoding process, the size of the initial remaining space is equal to that 

of the container. The two partitioning rules, i .e .  Rule I and Rule2, are used to 

ensure the stabi lity of loaded boxes .  When the first remaining space is chosen as 

the current space, the box type which corresponds to the first element ei (ip) in 

TS(rp) is loaded in the current space referring to the reference point (see 

Definition 4 .4), in such a way that the boxes are combined to form a block, called 

a best-fit arrangement. After the best-fit arrangement is loaded, the current space 

is partitioned into, at most, three remaining spaces ,  i .e .  the upper, front and right 

spaces (see Figure 4 .4) . The three remaining spaces are stored in l ist remainList, 

whi lst another l ist wasteList is used to store the waste spaces .  All remaining 

spaces in remainList are sorted in decreasing order of their z-coordinate values . 

The remaining space with the minimum z-coordinate value is chosen from 

remainList as the current space . If two remaining spaces have the same z

coordinate values, the remaining space with the greatest y-coordinate value is 

space or all boxes are loaded into the container. It is necessary to merge the 

remaining spaces during the loading. The merging principles for remaining 

spaces presented in Chapter 4 are used here. 

For example, a problem has s ix types of boxes. The numbering of the six box 

types is 1 ,  2, 3 ,  4, 5 and 6. In a solution space, the encoded third solution is 

TS(3) = {5, 3, 2, 6, l , 4}o. The loading method implements the decoding of solution 

TS(3) . The decoded result, i .e .  the arrangement of the boxes in the container, is 

represented in the following form: 

(3)- > {ido= 5, orie = 3, num = 1 0} 

e2 (3)- > {id = 3, orie = 0, num = 2} 
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e3 (3)- > {id = 2, orie = O, num = 8} 

e4 (3)- > {id = 6, orie = 1, num = 1 5} 

where, id is the identity of the box type; orie is the loading orientation of the box 

type; num is the quantity of the box type. 

The arrangement from decoding means that 10 of box type 5 are loaded into the 

first remaining space from remainList in orientation 3. The first remaining space 

is partitioned after box type 5 is loaded. Next, 2 of box type 3 are loaded into the 

second remaining space in orientation 0. Then, 8 of box type 2 are loaded into the 

third remaining space in orientation 0. Finally, 1 5  of box type 6 are loaded into 

the fourth remaining space in orientation 1 .  In thi s  case, the box types 1 and 4,  

which correspond to the fifth and sixth elements of encoding, are left because 

there are no remaining space to able to load them into the container. The 

definition 

boxes are loaded into each remaining space in a best-fit arrangement. 

of box orientation in Chapter 4 is used for the decoding. In this 

example, the combination of 10 of box type 5 loaded into the first remaining 

space in orientation 3 is constructed in a best-fit arrangement. Likewise, the other 

7.3.3 Generation of a best-fit arrangement 

If box type b, corresponding to element e; (rp) of TS(rp) can be loaded into current 

space scur = (xcur • Ycu • Lcur • wcur •, , Zcw·i Hcu, ) i

combined in six different orientations and different quantities. To obtain a best-fit 

arrangement in space Seu, ,  the following two situations are taken into account: 

Situation 1 :  Only one box type b; is loaded into space Scur 
When a number of box type b; is combined, the blocks with different 

combinations of the boxes in space Seu, are evaluated in tum by the following 

evaluation function: 

(7 .2) 

Subj ect to 
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are combined to fill up the entire space Scur 
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where, 

cur , WcurLo and Hcur are the length, width and height of space Scur ; 

l;o, w; and h; are the length, width and height of box type b; ; 

k; is the total quantity of loaded box type b ;  in space Scur . 

When box type b; is evaluated using this function, a best-arrangement of box 

type b ;  is obtained according to one of the following rules :  

Rule 1 .  If  / (i) = 

Section 5 .3 ,  then k; of box type b ;  

and no new remaining space is generated .  

Rule 2 .  If /(i) -::/:. 0 and min /(i) under one of conditions in Case 2 and Case 3 of 

Rule 3. If box type b ,  does not satisfy any conditions of Strategy 1 in Section 

5 . 3 ,  then the combination with min f(i) is chosen as the best-arrangement. Then, 

three new remain ing spaces are generated, that is, the upper, front and right spaces .  

Rule 4 .  If  two blocks with the same value of min /(i) according to Rule 3 are 

obtained and the quantity of boxes in each block is the same when the boxes are 

combined in different orientations, the two blocks are further evaluated using the 

evaluation function of Strategy 2 (Formula 5 .2) . Then, three new remaining 

spaces are generated, that is, the upper, front and right spaces. 

The orientations of boxes for each combination are identical in this s ituation. If 

the box is not allowed to rotate in an orientation, the combination of boxes in thi s  

orientation will be  discarded. 

Strategy 1 described in Section 5 .3 ,  then k; of box type b ;  are combined using 

the method stated in Section 5 .3 ,  and loaded into a part of space Scur . Then, a 

new remaining space is generated (see Figure 5 .3) 
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Situation 2 :  Two box types are loaded into space Scur 

If there exists a remaining space in front of the block (i .e. front remaining space) 

after the block of box type b ;  is loaded into current space Scur according to one 

of the above rules, the remaining space will be further used to combine the boxes . 

If the front space can load the remaining boxes of type b i in a different 

orientation or a number of another box type b1 , and the boxes are combined once 

again according to the rules in Situation 1 to form a new block whose length and 

height are equal to those of the previous block constructed by box type b 1 , then 

these two blocks are merged into a new large block as a best-fit arrangement in 

space Scur , and the current space Scur will be repartitioned into new remaining 

spaces. Otherwise, the best-fit arrangement of space Scur is constructed by only 

box type b ; i. 

According to the 

in space Saur , 

above statement, the procedure for constructing a best-fit 

arrangement of box type b; which is executed by a sub-routine 

called BestFitArrangement, is described as follows: 

Step 1 .  Box type b ;  is combined to produce different blocks in each orientation 

a l lowed. 

Step 2. If box type b; satisfies one of the rules in S ituation 1 ,  then a best

of box type b I is obtained. These boxes produce a block arrangement 

blockl = (xw Yb1 > zb1 > Lb1 , Wh1 , Hh1 )i , where xb1  , yh 1 and zb 1 are the x-, y- and z

coordinate values of the front-bottom-left vertex of blockl , respectively; the 

length, 

H�
ur X h;i.j 

width and height of block! are L,, = lLr jix 1 i = l1:,' }w, and 

1 = Then, blockl is loaded into space scur ,lH1,

Step 3. If blockI i s  obtained by satisfying Rule 1 of Situation 1 ,  then an best

arrangement is obtained in space Scur ; go to Step 7 .  If blockl i s  obtained by 
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satisfying Rule 2 of Situation 1 and there exists a front remaining space, or 

satisfying Rule 3 or 4 of S ituation 1 ,  then the front space in front of block I is 

, l L
;;

r J x l; , Wcu, - l;r j x W; , Hcu, )e .  S,el :;:: (xcur zcu

Step 4 .  Box type ba (j = l ,2,? n), which can be loaded into space s,.1 , is found 
i 

(i .e . S ituation 2) .  Box type ba is combined to produce a new block 
i 

A2 and z62 are the x-, y- and z

coordinate values of the front-bottom-left vertex of 

block2 = (xb 2. , Yb 2. , z62 ., L62 ., W62. , H6 2 .) ,  where x62. , 

block2, respectively; its length, 

width and height are Lh, = lLa
't j x /1a, w., = l�' j x w1 and Hh2 = l  ��' j x h1. • If 

L61  = Lb2 and Hb 1 = Hb2 , then block2 is merged with blockl to create a large block 

block1a+ block2 = a(xb2. , yb 2., zb 2., Lw.� 1 +a�2. , Hb1.) as a best-fit arrangement of space 

Scur. . Go to Step 5 ;  otherwise blockl is regarded as a best-fit arrangement of 

space Seu, . Go to Step 6. 

Step 5 .  If two blocks blockI and block2 are loaded into current space Seu, (Figure 

7.3(a)), current space Seu, is partitioned into three new remaining spaces, i .e .  front 

remaining space s,. 1 =a(xcu, , Ycur. , zcur.• Lbl. > wcur - Wbl -Wb2 ., Hcu, )  , upper remaining 

space s,.2 =a(Xb2 ., Yb2 ., Zb2  + Hb l .> Lb 1 'wbl + Wb2 , Hcur. - Hb , ) and right remaining space 

s,d = (xcur + Lb

Step 6. If only block block I is loaded into current space Seu, (Figure 7.3(b)) , then 

space Seu, is partitioned into three new remaining spaces, that is, front remaining 

remaining space 

remaining spaceand 

upper 

right 

Step 7 . Stop. 
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(a) Two blocks (b) one block 

Figure 7.3 The best-fit arrangements constructed 

During the procedure, box type b1 can be the same as the previous box type h; 

when the second block is generated, namely the remaining box type h; can be 

loaded in a orientation into front remaining space s,. 1 • If the current space can 

only load a single box, a best-fit arrangement of the single box is obtained 

according to Strategy 5 described in Section 5.6. Then, the new remaining spaces 
are generated according to the rules of Strategy 5 .  

I f  current space Seu, cannot load box type b;a, then next box type attempts to be 

loaded into space S,7.1, according to the above steps. The procedure is repeated 

until a box type is found and loaded into space Seu, . If no box type can be loaded 

into space Seu, , space Seu, is considered as a waste space to be stored into 

wasteList. 

space Scur . 

Then, a new remaining space is chosen from remainList as current 

The procedure is repeated again for the new current space, and 

terminated until no remaining space can load any box or al l  boxes are loaded into 

the container. The procedure of the decoding, i .e .  the loading method for any 
solution, is implemented by a sub-routine, called LoadingMethod. The pseudo

code for sub-routine LoadingMethod i s  described in Figure 7.4. 



j f- 1 

jef- } + 1  
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Algorithm LoadingMethod 
Input: An encoded feasible s olution TS(y1) = {ei(\V),82 (\1l),. .  ,e1 

(\1l)) 
A set of boxes boxTab = {q ,b, , . . . ,b, } 
Two lists of remaining and waste spacesremainList and wastelist 

Output: 1be value of evaluation function j (TS(cp)) 

remcrinList f-- {(O, 0, 0, L, W, H)} 
Let current loading space Scl//' be Sm f- (0,0,0, L, W, H) 
while remainlist -:f. 0 and boxTab :t 0 do 

if Sc., U wastelist then 
s,Mr f- s.�r u wastelist 

end if 

flag f- false I/the current space is unused 
while j � n and Spacelist :t 0 do 

Get the j -th element of encoding TS(q)J 
if quantity of b ox type bj c orresp onding to element e;"(q)J > 0 and bj can be loaded into S0, then 

Load box type bi into current space Sc., by invoking Best/i'itAarrangement 
Update the quantity of loaded boxes in box Tab 
Partition current space into new remaining spaces and store them into remainList 
Sort all remaining spaces in remainList 
Get a new remaining space Sr, from remainlist as the current space 
S,ir f- Sr, 
flag f- true 
if S,u u waste List then 

Sm f- s,Mr u wasteList 
end if 

continue 
else 

j f- } + 1  
end if 
if flag = jalse then 

break 
end if 

end while 
wasteList f- S,1r 
Get a new remaining space Sr, from remainList as the current space 

Sc1r f- Sr, 
end if 

end while 

Calculate evaluation function f (TS'(171)) of solution TS'(rp) and return f (1Z(rp)) 

Figure 7.4 The pseudo-code for sub-routine LoadingMethod 
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7.4 Configuration of Tahu Search 

7.4. 1 The objective function 

A feasible solution to container loading obtained by metaheuristics is evaluated 

using an evaluation function. The definitions of the evaluation functions for 
metaheuristics are similar in general. S ince metaheuristics are considered 

globally for obtaining an optimum solution, the evaluation function can tackle 
combinatorial problems with multiple objectives and multiple constraints. From 

this point of view, metaheuristics  are superior to heuristics for evaluating 

problems. 

In addition to volume utilisation, some practical constraints, outlined in Section 

4.2, are considered in this approach. The constraints of orientation, stability and 
connectivity are implemented by the heuristic strategies and handling of 

remaining spaces. The evaluation of the two constraints of weight limit and 

weight distribution and volume util isation are together defined in an evaluation 

function because these two constraints can be described by the following 

mathematic formulas. The weight of loaded boxes should be as large as within 
the weight limit. Thus, the evaluation function of the hybrid tabu search for any 

solution, namely f(TS(0)) , is defined as follows: 

Volume uti l isation ( VU(0) ) 

L: V; x k; 
VU(0) = 

i=I x 1 00 (7 .3) 
L x W x H  

Loaded weight ratio ( WL(0) ) 

The weight of loaded boxes should be as large as possible within the weight l imit. 

Thus, the weight ratio of loaded boxes is formulated below under the condition of 
weight l imit: 
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~ 

if 
i=l 

~ 

Iiwg i x k: s wG  
x l OO 

WL(0) = 

~ 

k 

Iiwg1 x k; 
i=I 

WG (7 .4) 

I wg; x k; > WG 
i=I 

Weight distribution ( WCG(0) ) 

The weight distribution is an important constraint during transportation. In the 

published literature, the even weight distribution is considered along the container 
length and achieved by exchanging different vertical walls (or layers) . However, 

the weight of loaded boxes in each layer may not be evenly distribution, e.g. 

This research considers an even 

some 

heavy boxes are loaded into one side of the layer along the container width or the 
top of the layer along the container height. 

weight distribution along three directions of the container length, width and height. 

According to the definition of weight distribution described in Chapter 4, the 

centre of gravity should lie closely to the geometrical midpoint of the container 

floor as possible .  The ideal centre f-width and of gravity is at the half-length, hal

ideal height from the floor of the container. The evaluating criterion of weight 

distribution is defined using the centre of gravity of loaded boxes for each box 

WCG( 0) = (1i- Dist) x 1 00 (7 .5) 

where 

with an even weight density, the centre of gravity of the box coincides its 

geometric centre. The nearer the centre of gravity is to the ideal centre of gravity 
for the container, the evener the weight distribution of boxes is .  Therefore, the 

constraint of weight distribution is formulated as follows: 
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X 

k k '  

L L Wg; x (xu + 1/z  ) 
= 

i=I }=I -
k k' 

L L Wg;
i=l J=l 

k 
I v; x k' 

H = -i=_l __ 
e L x W  

The parameters in Formulas 7 .3 ,  7.4 and 7 .5  are defined as 

n is the quantity of box types for the problem; 

m; is the given quantity of box type b; ; 

k is the quantity of loaded box types, and 1 $ k $ n ; 

k; is the quantity of loaded box type b; , and 1 $ k,'r::;; m; ; 

l; , w; and h; are the length, width and height of loaded box type b; ; 

v; is the volume of loaded box types b; , and v; = I; x w; x h; ; 

L , W and H are the length, width and height of the container; 

wg; is the weight of loaded box type b; ; 

WG 

xu1, Yu 

is the permit weight of the container; 

and zu are the x-, y- and z-coordinate values of the front-bottom-

left vertex of loaded box bu in the container; 

CGx1, CGY and CGz are the centre of gravity of the loaded boxes along the 

container length, width and height; 

He is the ideal height of the centre gravity of the loaded boxes; 
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Dist i s  the worst offset distance among the three offset distances from the 

A hybrid tabu search approach to container loading 

ideal centre of the loaded boxes .  

By integrating the three formulas, evaluation function f(TS

if L wg xk; > WG 
i=I 

if Lwg; x k� :$ WG 

(0)) i s  fonnulated 

0 

f(TS(0)) = 

a x  VU(0) + f3x  WL(0) + y x WCG(0) 
i=l 

subj ect to 

a + /3 + y = 1 and a, /3,r E [0,1 ) 

where a , /3 and r are three weight coefficients, respectively. To ensure the 

above three objectives, the coefficients of evaluation function are assigned to 
d ifferent weight values. However, the weight value of coefficient for volume 

utilisation is greater than or equal to the two others because the objective of 

container loading is to obtain the maximum volume utilisation while considering 

the weight l imit and distribution. 

All feasib le solutions are evaluated using Formula 7.6. If the value of f(TS(0)) 

for a solution is maximal, the solution is considered as an optimum solution. 

7.4.2 Generation of neighbourhood 

move. Here a s imple move is presented to generate a neighbourhood. 

G

N(TS(((Jn2

iven a current solution TS(cpn0w)n= {ei (<Pnow),ei ('Pnow), . . .  , en2Cq,now2)} , neighbourhood 

ow )) of solution TS(<Pnow2) is defined by a move a- which is implemented 
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by a pairwise swap. A swap exchanges the position of two elements in solution 

) .  The procedure of a swap is detailed below:TS(rpnow 

Step 1 .  Two swap points i and j are chosen at random from the position indices 

of solution TS(rp
now ) ,  that is, i, j E [l, n] and i -:t. j . 

Step 2 . Swap between the i-th and the j-th elements in solution TS(
n0w

rps ) .  A new 

) is produced as a neighbourhood solution . solution TS(rps
new 

For example, a current solution is TS(2
n
ow) = {3, 5, 8, 2, 7, 1, 4, 6}s. Its position indices 

2 and 6 are chosen for swapping, as il lustrated in Figure 7 .5(a). The two elements 

corresponding to position indices 2 and 6 are exchanged. A solution TS(2
new ) of 

neighbourhood N(TS(2s )) , that i s  TS(2 ew) = {3,1 , 8, 2, 7, 5, 4, 6}s, is then generated
new n 

(Figure 7 .5(b) ). 

TS (2now
) = {3 ,  5 ,  8, 2, 7, 1 ,  4, 6} 

t t t t t t t t  
Position ind ices 2 6 

(a) Before swapping 

TS (2new) = {3 ,  1 ,  8, 2, 7, 5 ,  4, 6}  

t t t t t t t t  
Position indices 2 6 

(b) After swapping 

Figure 7 .5 A neighbourhood solution is generated 

the boxes to be loaded. 

The swap of two positions in the solution implies the change of the sequence of 

Any solution can produce all possible solutions of a 

neighbourhood, each of which is generated randomly by swapping different 

position indices of the solution. But there are different swap points for any two 

neighbourhood solutions . 
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For a solution with length n of an encoding, there are _!_ x n x (n - J)
2 

neighbourhood solutions to be generated. The size of neighbourhood becomes 

very large when n is large. The size of the neighbourhood is less than or equal to 

½ x n x (n - 1) . If the size of a neighbourhood is small , then the neighbourhood is 

searched very quickly, but the search might get trapped at a local optimum. In 

contrast, if the s ize of a neighbourhood is very large, then the search has a less 

chance of getting stuck, but the efficiency of the search may suffer. Therefore, the 

size of a neighbourhood is determined in the light of the quantity of box types. 

7.4.3 Parameters of tabu search 

Tahu list 

The tabu list is a memory as a basis for preventing the search from repeating swap 

combinations tried recently, potentially reversing the effects of previous moves by 

interchanges that might return to previous positions. Each cell of the tabu list 

records the number of iterations remaining until the corresponding elements are 

allowed to exchange position again, as illustrated in Figure 7.6. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8  

Figure 7 .6 Tabu list for attributes consisting of element pairs 

The tabu list is initially empty, i .e. it is filled with zero, indicating no moves are 
classified tabu at the beginning of the search. If the cell (3 , 5) of the tabu list has 
a value of zero, then elements 3 and 5 are free to exchange position. On the other 

I 
2 

3 

4 

Remainin 
for elem 

g tabu tenure 
ent pair(2,6) 

1.,4

/ 

5 

6 
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To keep track of the status of move e lements that compose tabu 

restrictions, and to determine when these restrictions are applicable, the key issue 
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hand, if cell (2, 6) has a value of 4, then elements 2 and 6 may not exchange 

positions for the next four iterations. 

The chosen tabu restriction and tabu tenure of t result in forbidding only t out of 

.!__ x n x (n - 1) possible swaps, since the element pair with a residual tenure of 1 

always drops to a residual tenure of 0 each time a new pair with tenure t is 

introduced. 

is to determine a fl\bod value? of t .  Practical experience indicates the tabu tenure 

is determined according to the s ize of the problem. A small tenure leads to a large 

number of the repetitive moves . Conversely, a large tenure is allotted to prevent 

reversals of elements that participate in high quality moves. However, this results 

in a high computational cost (Reeves 1 993; Michaewicz and Fogel 2000) . 

Termination criteria 

Since tabu search aggressively selects best admissible moves (where the meaning 

However, after the 

of 

of best is affected by tabu classification and ordering elements to be indicated), it 

must examine and compare a number of moves options. 

moves are implemented in many iterative steps or a given time, their values are 
hardly changed. Hence tabu search will be terminated. In general, the 

termination criteria are determined in the two forms of the iterative steps and time. 

The value of the termination criteria are decided according to length n 

encoding (i.e. the size of problem). If n is small, then the value is small as well ;  
otherwise the value becomes large . 

Candidate solutions 

The s ize . of the neighbourhood is changed with the 

Therefore, the aggressive choice orientation of 

scale of the problem. When 
the size of the neighbourhood is large, the computational expense of evaluating 
moves from the entire neighbourhood is expensive if all solutions in the 

neighbourhood are considered. 
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tabu search makes it highly important to isolate a candidate subset of moves from 

a large neighbourhood, and to examine this subset instead of the entire 

Generally, the candidate list is constructed by using a strategy. A simple form of 

the candidate list strategy is to construct a single element l ist by sampling from 

the neighbourhood space at random, and repeat the process if the outcome is 

deemed unacceptable. This method may miss a good solution. 

Hence, the candidate solutions are chosen from the neighbourhood solutions. A 

few neighbourhood solutions with good values of the evaluation function are 

picked out as the candidate solutions. The size of candidate solutions is decided 

by the size of the neighbourhood, which must be less than or equal to the size of 

the neighbourhood. 

7.4.4 Implementation of the hybrid tabu search 

Based on the outl ines of the encoding, decoding and configuration of tabu search 

in the previous sections, the flowchart of overall procedure implemented by thi s  

hybrid tabu search approach is described in  Figure 7.7. 
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and its evaluating value isfcur 
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Select the candidate with the best evaluating value as 
current solution TS,ur 

Modify termination criterion (steps or time) 

Figure 7.7 The flowchart of overall procedure for the hybrid tabu search 
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Start 

Sort boxes in boxT'ab in decreasing order of their 
volumes; Generate an initial solution as current 

solution TScu, ; Calculate evaluating value !cur of TScur 

Yes 

Generate a neighbourhood N(TS,ur) of current solution 
TScur according to nm 

Execute loadingheuritic for each solution of N(TS,,,J and 
calculate the val ue of its evaluation function 

Sort the evaluating values of nm solutions in N(TS,,..) and 
select cm good solutions from the neighbourhood as 

candidates cand[cm], their evaluating valuesf[candcm] 

The evaluating value of each candidate is compared with 
that of current solution.fc,,, i=l 

No 

-====--
No 

Yes 

Modify tabu list according to tenure length 

i = i+I 

No 

lnitialise remainList and wasteList; Configure sizes nm 
and cm of neighbourhood and candidate as well as tabu 

tenure length 

The current solution is 
considered as an 
optimum solution 

Stop 

Put this solution in tabu 
list and f,11r =f[candJ 

https://solution.fc


on amer o 1 ad' mg 

, abbreviated to HTS 
, 

i

, 

30 

200-300 

1 0-12 

the heuristic approach (LHA) proposed in Chapter 5 .  At the same time
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7.5 Experimental Comparison and Evaluation for Container 

Loading 

The hybrid tabu search approach
implemented using Microsoft Visual C++

n this context is' 
and executed on the same computer as 

is tested by using the same benchmark data sets mentioned in Chapter 6 .  
the HTS 

It i s  important to assign an appropriate value to each parameter of the tabu search. 

If the parameter value i s  not right, a good solution may be missed or the search 
cannot escape a local optimum. Through a great amount of experiments, the 

parameter values of the tabu search are configured experientially for different 

scales of problems. These values help to guide the configuration of the 
parameters for solving similar problems using the tabu search. 

The parameter values of the tabu search are listed in Table 7 . 1 , including the sizes 

of the neighbourhood and candidate solutions, the tabu tenure of tabu l ist and 

termination criterion. The following testing results are achieved by the HTS with 
these configurations .  The termination criterion is chosen for either iterative steps 
or iterative time. 

Table 7 . 1  Configuration of the HTS for different scales of problems 
Tetmina�on criteria Size of Sii:e of ! Tabu tenure of 

' 

and Ratcliff 1 0-15 BR4 ( 1 0) 45 1 0-15 200-300 
1 2-15 200-300 BR5 (1 2) 50 1 5-20 

BR6 ( 15) 60-100 1 5-20 3012-15 300-500 
1 5-20 BR7 (20) 1 00-1 50  20-25 300-500 50 
1 0-12 George and Robinson {8) 28 1 0-15 1 0  

Jian JZ,  et al. (30) 150-250 20-25 301 5-20 300-500 

In addition' if volume uti l i sation is considered as the only evaluation criterion, 
then the coefficients of the evaluation function (Formula 7 .6) are assigned to be 

a = 1 .0 and /3 = r = 0.0 . 
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Data sets (types of boxes) neighbourhood candidates 

Loh and Nee (7 or 8) 20-30 1 0-15 
BRl (3) I 3 3 
BR2 (5) 1 0  10  
BR3 (8) 28 1 0-15 Bischoff 

tabu list Iterati vc steps Iteratve time (seconds) 

1 0 200 10 
3 100 5 
5 200 1 0  

200-300 20 
20 



Heuristic 

(Eley 

1 

53.4 53.4 53.4 53.4 53.4 

833(7) 
59.4 

84.7 
59.4 

595 59.5 
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7.5. 1 Comparison of volume utilisation 

Data set from Lon and Nee 

The data set including 1 5  instances was provided by Loh and Nee ( 1 992) . The 
results by the HTS are l isted in the last column of Table 7 .2 .  If it is impossible to 

load all given boxes into the container for each instance, the number of the 
remaining boxes is given in parentheses in Table 7.2. 

Table 7.2 Results often approaches for the data set from Loh and Nee 
Volume utilisation �/4) 

Pad<Jng Genetic Genetic 
Algorithm Algorithm Hybrid Tabu Search 

(Bortfeidt h euristic 
Instances Eeunstic Heuristic (Bortfe!dt

and Gehring 

deosity (%) 
No. (Loh and (Ngoi etal. 

Nee 1992) 1 994) 
(Bis choff 
etal. 1995) 

(Bischoff (Gehring
and Ratcliff and and 

2 002) 

LHA HTS 

l 995a) :Bortfel dt Gehring
2001) 

2003) 

78.l 62 .5 62 .5 62. 5 

1997) 
62.5 62.5 62.5 62.5 62.562.5 

95.5(17)
53.4

76.8(32) 
69.5 

80.7(54) 

55 .0 

90 0(35) 89. 5(39)
534 543 

89. 8(51) 

55.0 

89 .7(23)
53.4 

90.8(53) 

55.04 59.2 

96.6(28) 

55 .055 .0 55. 0 55.0 

94 .3(32) 

55 .0 55.0 
5 85.8 77.2 77. 2  77.2 77.2 TI.2 77.2 77. 2  77 . 2  77.2 

88.6(45) 89.5(24) 
83. 9(1) 

88.7(48) 95.6(48)
84.77 

83. 1 (77) 
78.7( 18) 

91 . 1 (32) 

59.4 

92.4(45) 87.9(44)
84.7 84.7 

91 3(37) 
78.2(21) 8 1 . 8 ( 1 0) 

8 67. 6 59.4 59.4 
6 1 . 9  

96.2(32) 

59.4 
61 .9  

59.4 
83.4(3) 
59.4 59.4 

61 . 9  6 1 . 99 84.2 619 6 1 . 9  61 .96 1 . 9  61.9 

15 65. 6 59.5 59.5 59.5 59 .5 59.5 59.559.5 

Average 69 .5 68. 6 70 .0 70. 1 69.9 70.9 70.3 70.774. 2  69 .0Value 
Standard 1 2.387 13 . 980 13.051 13.77412 . 024 10.876 1 2.398 12.759 8.284 1 1184 I devi ation 

It is straightforward to conclude that the HTS achieves 1 3  optimal solutions out of 

1 5 instances; its average volume util isation is superior to the LHA, but stil l 0.2% 
less than the tabu search by Bortfeldt et al. (2003). 

Data set from B ischoff and Ratcliff 

The HTS is tested using the benchmark data set provided by Bischoff and Ratcliff 
( 1 995a),  containing seven test c lasses BR1 -BR7, with 1 00 test instances each. 
Table 7 .3  presents the results obtained by the HTS .  

1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
13 
14 

70. 1 
63. 8 
793 
77.0(1 5) 
69. i 

67. 3 
62.2 
78.5 
84. 1 (2) 
62 .8 

67.3 67.3 673 67.3 673 
62 .2 62.2 62 .2 62.2 62.2 
76 .5(3) 78. 5 78.5 78.5 7 8. 5  
823(5) 78. 1(20) 85.6 85. 6 85.6 
62 .8 62.8 62 8 62.8 62.8 

67. 3  67 .3 67.3 
62.2 62 .2 62.2 
78.5 78 .5 78.5 
85 .6 85 .6 85.6 
62 .8 62.8 62.8 
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Table 7.3 Results of thirteen approaches for the data set from Bischoff and Ratcliff 
Genetic Genetic Tabu 

algorithm algorithm Se!rch Heur.si c (Bischoff mrcii No of test 

et al. 
heuristic (Gehnng (Bortfeldt LF.A (Bortfeldt 

HIS (Bortfel<lt (Eley 2002) al. 2005) Bischoff 

2003) 
Gehring 1995a) I 
1998) 

! 88.05 93.52 88.14 92.63 
81.70 83.34 83 04 82.39 86.65 8952 

83 94 90.43 
89 7 84.69 

83.97 90.73 92.34 
89.7 91.72 

!�'.l.07 

8, .97 83.45 

0.900 

. 

Bortfeldt et al. 2003), in particular for classes BR6 and BR7 and Gehring 1 998 ; 
with strongly heterogeneous boxes .  
suitable than the tabu search (Bortfeldt and Gehring 1 998 ;  Bortfeldt et al. 2003) 
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Heuristc He,risticHeunstic H�cid Tabu 
(DclVies Heunstic Heuristic 

and and (Liu0etal. 
classes 

(Bischoff 

1 995) 
a:ic and a:id

(Fan etal 
2004) 

(Lim et 
Ra!c!iff ,t cl 2002) Bor1f�Jt Gehring1999) 

1997) 2001)I 

is; 76BR1 83.79 78.99 8JJ8 83. 1 8  86.07 &7.4 86.77 
7 

87.81 

82.98 83.6884.62 
BR2 
BR3 

84.44 
8195 

88.44 88.7 88. 12 9270 89.48 937 

83 71 
86.76 89.23 89.J 8887 92.31 92.58 9053 

89.7 

BR4 82.60 81 .86 83.45 86 58 83.6889 24 9i .62 90.63 93.0i 90.75
BRS 82.76 8380 83.73 8 1..45 83.Yl 86.43 8878 90.85 

90.72 
90.79

BR6 81 so 82.44 80.75 830284 12 8634 88.91 88.53 90.04 �.74
BR7 80. 5 1  82.0 1 8274 80.28 82.0 1 85 58 88 36 89.4 8836 88.63 90.65 9055 

Average 
volume 83. 13 3;44 83. 17 8634 88.75 89.1 3 8830 91 .25 90.06 92.65 90.08 
ulili satcor, 
Standa:d 0.803 1.824 0.672 0.5 17 0376 0.428 0.780 C.6680.812 1.4C1 10 16 1.096Deviat,on 

Observations from Table 7 .3 are made as follows: 

1 .  The figures show that the results by the HTS are better than those by the 
heuristic in a s imilar manner to the other metaheuristics .  Obviously, 

metaheuri stics have the advantage over the heuristics for volume utilisation 

because the solution space of metaheuristics is larger than that of the LHA so that 

there are more opportunities to choose a better solution. 

2 . Compared with the published metaheuristics, the results of the HTS are better 

than those by genetic algorithms (Gehring and Bortfeldt 1 997; Bortfeldt and 

Gehring 200 1 ), but still behind those by tabu search (Bortfeldt and Gehring 1 998;  

Bortfeldt et al. 2003) . The reason is that the size of the neighbourhood is enlarged 

in tabu search (Bortfeldt and Gehring 1 998; Bortfeldt et al. 2003) because the six 

partitioning rules of the remaining spaces are used during the loading and the 

bottom faces of 50% loaded boxes cannot have support from below. As a result, 

the tabu search approaches have more chance to select an optimal solution than 

However, the figures from the standard deviation have shown that thethe HTS

HTS produces less changes of volume utilisation than the tabu search (Bortfeldt 

This means that the HTS could be more 

for the problems with strongly heterogeneous boxes. 
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This leads to a small solution s
For 

3 .  For instance BRl with 3 box types, the HTS obtains a lowe

because a few box types are combined to produce a very large block within a
pace because of the small 
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volume utilisation
than those for the other cases where the box types are more than 3 .  This is 

remaining space. 
the cases where there are more box types, thenumber of blocks produced. 

solution space is large and the hybrid tabu search has more combinations of 
blocks to generate a good solution. 

Data set from George and Robinson 

The HTS loads al l 784 boxes in 1 00 iterations as successfully as the LHA for the 
data set provided by George and Robinson ( 1 980). The layout of the result by the 

HTS is i l lustrated in Figure 7 . 8  (a) . 

(a) Instance from George and Robinson (b) Instance from Jiang et al. 

Figure 7 .8 Layouts obtained by HTS for two test instances 
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Data set from Jiang et al. 

For this data set, the HIS loads 22 out of 30 boxes, and obtains a volume 
util isation of 90.06%. The layout of this instance is displayed in Figure 7.8 (b) . 
As expected, the HTS is superior to the other five approaches. Figure 7 .9 shows 
the comparison of the results obtained by the s ix approaches. 

90 

88 

,i 86 

,ij 84 

a 82 

; 80 
� 78 

76 
74 

George Jiang et a l. Fan et al. Liu et  al. LHA HTS 

and 

Rob inson 

Figure 7 .9 Results obtained by the six approaches for the data set from Jiang et al. 

7.5.2 Comparison of stability 

The HIS is tested using the test classes BR1 -BR7 from Bischoff and Ratcl iff 

( 1 s995a), and compared with the other six approaches in terms of the same 
definition of the stabi lity described in Chapter 6. The test results by the seven 
approaches are shown in Figure 7. I 0. 

The plots in F igure 7 . 1 0  indicate that the stability by the HTS is better than that in 

the published literature. This is because the heuristic strategies and handling 
method for remaining spaces ensures effectively the box stabil ity. However, the 

HTS obtains lower stability than the LHA, and slightly lower stability than the 
heuristic approach by Bischoff et al. ( 1 995) only in class BR2. 
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--+- Heuris:ic (Bischoff e t  al. 1 995) 100;S 

-11- Heuristic (Bischoff and Ra1c liff 
90 

-" - 85
..
o -

.,,, 80 
Genetic Algornhm (Gehring 
and Bortfeldt 1997) � -t 

1111:1 :=� _.,C "

e � 
ii 

75 

70 

65 

Tabu Search (Bortfeldt and 
Gehring 1 998) 

----Hybrid Heuristic (Eley 2002) 
60 
55 --LHA 

50 
BR1 BR2 BR3 BR4 BR5 BR6 BR7 --+- HTS 

Figure 7. I O The average percentage of boxes with stability 

The THS is also tested using the other three data sets . The results compared to the 

LHA are l isted in Table 7.4. 

Table 7.4 Comparison of the stability for two approaches 
Data set fi:om Loh and Nee 

Instance No l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  1 1  1 2  13 14 

LHA 90.00  98. 2 1  88 . 00 93. 00 96 .50 93.25 87.82 9 6.00 9 1 .50 94.80 96.00 90.67 88.46 93.60 89.68 
Stability (%) 

HTS 90.00 95 .60 85 .60 85. 00 95.33 83.50 84.62 85.00 87.20 87 .20 90.00 86.67 79.23 86.67 84 .00 

Data sets Data set from GeorgeandRobinson Data set li"am Jiang et al. 

LHA 97.32 66.67 

Stability (¾) 

I 
HTS 95.66 60.08 

l 5  

Generally speaking, the stabil ity by the HTS is lower than that by the LHA. The 
LHA takes into account the stability not only in the heuristic strategies, but also 

for the loading procedure whereas the HTS only considers the stability during the 

loading process. 

7.5.3 Running time 

Usually the efficiency and complexity of an approach is stated as a function 
relating time complexity and space complexity. Many factors may influence the 
efficiency and complexity of the approach, e.g. loop steps, data structure and 

arithmetic operation and so forth. To simplify the comparison of the efficiency of 
different approaches, the running time taken during the execution is considered as 
a basic benchmark. The running times executed by the two approaches in this 
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4.53 

7.35 

1 3  (7 1 30) 

25.36 
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research, i .e .  LHA and HTS, for the four data sets presented above are shown in 
Table 7 . 5 . 

It i s  interesting to observe that neither approach appears absolutely better than the 

other for all the test instances .  With respect to different scales of problems, both 
the HTS and the LHA have different superiority in the running time. For the 

problems where there are less than 8 box types, the HTS is executed in a rather 
shorter time duration than the LHA, e .g . for data sets of Loh and Nee ( 1 992) and 
George and Robinson ( 1 980). Conversely, for the problems where there are more 
than 1 2  box types, the HTS takes somewhat a long computational time. It is not 

surprising that the HTS takes much time to explore the search space iteratively in 
order to obtain a good solution as the neighbourhood becomes large with the 

increase of box types, e .g .  for the data sets of Jiang et al. (2000) and BR7 of 
Bischoff and Ratcl iff ( 1 995a) .  In other words, the results have shown that both 
approaches can solve various problems within a reasonable time. 

Table 7 .5 Comparison of the running time for the two approaches 
Data set from Bischoff and Rattliff (1995a) 

Data set from Loh and Nee (1992) 
Average running time (s econds) Test classes 

LHA HTSInstances (types Running tim e (types) 

and quantity of (seconds) BRl (3) 0 .02 

6 .52 0.43 

1 (7: 1 00) 3. 1 1  0.75 BR3 (8) 7.20 1 . 92 

2 (8:200) 5. 63  1 .84 

boxes) LHA ms BR2 (5) 

BR4 (1 0) 6.84 6. 14 

3 (8 :200) 2 .00 BR5 (1 2) 6 .98 10.00 

5.49  1 .  13 Approach Types (quantity) of boxes Running time (seconds) 

14 (6: 1 20) 6.8 1  0. 89 LHA 1 . 67  
30 (30) 

4 (7: 1 00) 4. 02 

5 (6: 1 20) 4.78 

6 (8 .200) 5. 69 

7 (8: 200) 8. 1 5  

8 (6: 1 30) 4. 17 

9 (8: 200) 9.45  

10 (8: 250) 9.63 

1 1  (6: 1 00) 6. 14 

1 2 (6 1 20) 5.44 

0 .94 

0.58 

1 .84 

2. 05 

0. 66 

2. 15 

2. 20 

0. 64 

0.75 

BR6 (1 5) 

BR7 (20) 

Approach 

LHA 

IITS 

8.67 20.25 

1 0. 16 45.83 

Data set from George and Rnbinson (1980) 

Types (quantity) of boxes Running time (seconds) 

1 3.21 
8 (784) 

0 . 93 

Data set from Jian ii et al (2000) 

1 5  ( 1 0: 250) 9.02 6. 05 IITS 
Average tim e 6. 33 1 . 63 
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7.5.4 Experimental results with weight limit and weight distribution 

In practical applications (e.g. cargo transportation), the loaded weight m a 

container is not allowed to exceed the required weight limit of the container. The 
weight distribution must be even during transportation, that is, the centre of 

gravity of the loaded boxes in the container is kept close enough to the ideal 

centre of gravity for the container. In this situation, volume utilisation is not 

treated as the only one obj ective of the problem, the constraints of weight limit, 

weight distribution and loaded weight are all considered as the objectives. 

The HTS is tested by using three classes RW5 , RW6 and RW7 (which have more 

box types) of the real world data RW1 -RW7 described in Chapter 6 .4 .2 .  A 
number of containers would be required to load all the boxes in each class .  The 
experiment in this section, however, is to examine the HTS for single container 

loading with the objective of maximum volume utilisation whi le weight 
distribution and weight limited are considered. The boxes with a weight are 

loaded into a high cube (40ft) container of 1 2m? .33m? .65m, a gross weight of 
3 . 3 5  tons and the gross weight l imit of 30.48 tons. 

By using Formula 7 .6 of evaluation function, the HTS is tested under the 

following four conditions: 

( 1 )  a =  1 .0 and /3 = r = 0 .0  , i .e .  the loaded weight and weight distribution are 

neglected, and only the volume utilisation is considered; 

(2) a =  0 .6e, /3 = 0 .4 and y = 0 .0e, i .e . the weight distribution is neglected, and both 

volume utilisation and loaded weight are considered simultaneously; 

(3) a =  0.6 , /3 = 0.0 and r = 0.4e, i .e .  the loaded weight i s  neglected, and both 

volume utilisation and weight distribution are cons idered s imultaneously; 

(4) a =  0.6e, /3 = 0.2 and r = 0.2o, i .e .  the volume utilisation, loaded weight and 

weight distribution are all considered s imultaneously. 
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Observations from Table 7 .6  are made 
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The experimental results for classes RW5-RW7 are l isted in Table 7 .6 .  The 

experiments of Table 7.6 are all implemented under the constraint of weight limit. 

The value of a is greater than those of f3 and r because volume uti l isation is 

considered as the crucial objective. 

Table 7.6 Results for three classes under the four conditions 
Data classes Four conditions 

(Typ es  an d  a =  1 . 0  � = 0 .6 a =  0. 6 Q;' =  0 .6  
quantity of /3 =  0. 0 /3 = 0.4 /J =  0 .0  /3 = 0 .2  
boxes) r = o . o  Y =  0 . 0  r = 0 .4 r =  0 .2  

( 1  1 : 1 .994) 

Utilisation 97.70  97 . 46 92. 8 1  97.46 
Weight 2 1 282. 0 249 1 1 .4 7590 .8  249 1 1 . 4  
CG 0 . 3940  0 .4 1 20 0 . 1 984 0 .4 1 20 
Util isation 97. 38  94 . 57 94.46 9 3.40 

RW6 
Weight 1 6 1 53 . 0  27 1 1 5. 2  6386. 0 27044.4 

( 15  : 7,536) 
CG 0. 3917 0 .47 96 0 . 2 505  0.45 1 3  
Utilisation 97. 39 96 .75 94. 03  9 6 . 96 

RW7 
Weight 6598 . 0  27 1 14 .8 1 0329. 0 27 1 1 2 . 9  

(20 : 1 1 .256) 
CG 0 .4 177 0 . 376 8 0 . 1774 0 . 3750 

The first column of Table 7.6 refers to the name of classes, the quantity of box 

types and the total quantity of boxes in each class. Util isation (%), weight (kg) 
and CG in the table denote respectively the volume uti l isation, loaded weight and 

weight distribution (i .e . Dist) indicted by the worst distance between the centre of 

gravity for the loaded boxes and ideal centre of gravity for the container among 

the three directions (see Formula 7.5). 
below: 

1 .  Due to the sole consideration of the volume util isation, under the condition of 

a = 1 .0 and f3 = r = 0.0e, the HTS obtains the highest volume util isations compared 

with those under the other three conditions for the three classes. 

2 .  Under the condition of a =  0.6 , j3 = 0.4 and r = 0.0a, the maximum loaded 

weights are obtained among all results for three classes. Likewise, under the 

condition of a = 0.6 , fJ ;::::  0.0 and r = 0 .4 , the best weight distributions are 

obtained among all results for the three classes. However, the volume uti lisations 

are lower than those under the condition of a =  1 .0 and /J = r = 0.0 . 
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3 .  Under the condition of a = 0

and RW7 are located between those under the conditions of (2) a ==  0.6 , /3 

/3 = 0.2 and r = 0e2e, the results for classes RW6 

= 0.4 

and y == 0.0 and (3) a = 0.6 /3 = 0. 4 ,  and equal to those under the 

condition of a =  0.6 ,  /J = 0.4 and y = 0.0 for R W5 . 

According to the above observations, it can be seen that different values can be 

assigned to a , /3 and y according to the required objective for the practical 

applications . 

7.6 Experimental Results for Multiple Container Loading 

As reviewed in Section 2.6 ,  a few metaheuristics 

is 

have been used to solve the 

multiple container loading problem. Since it difficult to find a proper 

evaluation criterion for multiple container loading, the approaches, proposed by 

Lodi et al. (2002a), Takahara and Miyamoto (2005) and Lin et al. (2006), mix an 

exact mathematic model with the metaheuristic technique to calculate the 

minimum number of used containers. So far no metaheuristics have been 

proposed for solving the multiple container loading problem with the constraints 

of weight l imit and weight distribution. 

In this section, the HTS is used to deal with multiple container loading in a 

sequential manner. 

by generating the 

It is deemed that the HIS achieves the minimum number of 

used containers maximum of volume utilisation for each 

container. Based on the evaluation criterion for single container loading and a 

great number of experiments, an effective evaluation function for multiple 

container loading 1s designed considering the constraints of weight l imit and 

weight distribution. 

In order to obtain the minimum number of used containers for multiple container 

loading with identical containers while providing an indication of the weight 

distribution of the used containers satisfying weight l imit, the evaluation function, 

i .e .  f(TS(0))e, of any solution TS(0) is defined as follows:  
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The minimum number of used containers is obtained by satisfyi
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ng the following 
function (MinC(0) ), 

MinC(0) = 

k'

(N - l) x V + I v; x ,{
H 

V 
(7 .7) 

The constraint of weight distribution for a number of the containers ( MWCG(0) ), 

N-l 
MWCG(B) = L Dist; 

if Lwgij x k; > WG 
i=l 

(7.8) 
i=l 

As with single container loading, the evaluation function for multiple container 
loading is formulated as 

/(TS(0)) = l O (7.9) 

a x MinC(0) + /Jx .MWCG(_0) if Lwgij x k�. $ WG  
i=l 

subject to 

a + /3 =  1 and a, /3 E (0,1] 

where 

N is the quantity of used containers; 

V is the volume of the container; 

v; and k; are the volume and quantity of loaded box type b; m the 

container with the smal lest volume utilisation; 

k' is the quantity of loaded box types in the container with the smallest 

volume uti l isation; 

k is the quantity of loaded box types in the J-th container, and 

; 

1 s k � n ;  

k; is the quantity of loaded box type bn in the j-th container, and 

Dist . J is the worst offset distance among the three directions from the ideal 

centre of the loaded boxes for theJ-th container. It is calculated by using 

Formula 7 .5 ;  
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wgu is the weight of loaded box type b; in thej-th container; 

WG is the permitted weight of the container; 

a and /J are two weight coefficients. 

When all solutions are evaluated, the minimum value of / (TS(0)) is considered as 

an optimum solution. 

For the following data sets where a given set of boxes is  loaded completely into a 

set of identical containers, the parameters of the HTS are configured in the same 

manner as those for s ingle container loading according to the scale of the problem. 

7.6.1 Experimental results for the benchmark data set 

The HTS is tested using a benchmark data set provided by Ivancic  et al. ( 1 989) 

which includes 4 7 test instances. Since the other approaches do not consider the 

weights of boxes in the 47 test instances, the coefficients of the evaluation 

function are that a =  1 .0 and /3 = 0.0e. Table 7 .7 shows the results by the HTS, 

the LHA and the other s ix published approaches . 
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Instance 
Ratcliff 

1 9  19  
55 55 

1 7  1 4  
55 45 55  53 53 

9 5(3) 

95(3) 
3 4  95(3) 

9 5(3) 
47(3) 
47(3) 
47(3) 

1 7 

95(5) 
72(4) 
72(4) 
72(4) 

2 9  1 9  
23 24  

14 1 3  3 1  
90(3) 

90(3) 

1 4  14 1 4  
23 23 23 

45 
1 5  1 5  3 9  

40 85(4) 
15 1 7  1 4  85(4) 

43 

45 

proaches 
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Table 7. 7 Comparison of eight approaches for the data set from Ivancic et al. 
Sequential Heuristic H euristic Thisresearch l;rbtid Simul14neous Approach

based IP-Quantity Minimum Heuristic (Bischoff (Bischoff 
(i:ipes) of 

N o. 
Heuristic eybridrumber of (Ivancic et 

al.11 9 89) 
and and (Eley heuristic (Eley foanulation 

2002) 2002)boxes containers LHA HTSRatcliff 
19951) (1995b) (Eley 2003) 

1 70(2) 1 9  26  27  27  27 26 25 25  25 
2 7 0(2) 7 l l  1 1  1 1  1 1  1 0  10  1 1  1 0  
3 1 80( 4) 1 9  2 0  2 1  26 2 1  22 20 2 1  20 
4 1 8 0(4) 26 27 29 27 29 30 26 26 26 
5 1 80(4) 46 65 61 59 55 51 51 52 51 
6 1 03(3) 1 0  1 0  1 0  1 0  1 0  I D  1 0  1 0 10 
7 1 0 3(3) 1 6 1 6  1 6  1 6  1 6  16  16  16  1 6  

1 03(3) 4 5 4 4 4 48 4 44 

55 
9 1 1 0(2) 1 6  1 9  1 9  1 9  19 1 9  1 9 

181 8  
5 5  55 55  

53 

37  55 5510  
1 8  1 9  2 5

1 1 0(2) 
1 1  1 1 0(2) 

95(3) 
1 7  1 8  

55 53 531 2  
20 27 25 25 27 
27 28 27 28 27 27 27 29 28 

1 1  

8 

8 

1 0  

26 
14 

j 4 

2 

23 23 
45 45 

1 5  
9 9 

4 5 4 

27 25 271 3  
1 4  

25  
9 5(3) 

1 5  1 2  1 2  1 1  1 11 5  
1 6  

1 11 11 1  
28 29 28 26 26 26 262 1  
8 1 0  8 7 7 8 871 7  

3 3 2 1 1 2 1 11 8  1 
3 3 3 2 2 3 2 21 9  1 

95(5)
95(5) 

5 5 5 2 2 5 22 0  
2 1  
22 

2 
24 24 26 24 26 20 25 21 
1 0  1 1  1 1  9 9 8 1 0  

3 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 

1 7  2 1  22 22 2 1  21 20 2 1  2023 
2 4  7 6 6 6 75 6 6 

4 6 5 5 6 5 5 5 52 5  
26 3 

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 527  4 
9 1 0  1 1  1 2  1 1  1 0  1 0  1 12 8  

3 0  

95(3)
95(3)
1 1 &(4) 1 8  1 7  2 3  1 8  1 8  1 7  1 91 5  

23  22 25241 1 8(4) 1 8  
1 1 8(4) 

22  

3 2  
13  14 1 3  1 3131 1  
4 4 4 4 444 

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 59 0(3) 3 3  
3 4  

4 
5 9 9 8 5 9 8 9 8 

2 323 3 32· 35 

45 46 45 

14  1 41 8
84(2)

36  84(2) 1 0  1 8  1 9  
261 2  26 273 7  102(3) 

1 02(3) 25 50 56 
1 02(3) 

3 8  
1 5  151 2  1 6  1 6  1 8  

41 
8 9 91 17 9 1 0  

1 5  1 9  161 61 6  1 6  
4 4 444 542 

44 

46 
47 

90(3)
90(3) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 
90(3) 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
99(4) 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 299(4)
99(4) 3 4 3 3 3 4 33 4 

Total 572 763 763 777 725 7 1 6  699 727 707 

In total, the results of the HTS outperform the other seven approaches, except the 

one by Eley (2003) . The total quantity of used containers by the HTS is 8 more 
than that by Eley (2003) .  In most cases, both the HTS and Eleyj'firap1

obtain the same results. S ince Eleyffi approach based on IP-formulation is a 

nearly exact algorithm, it may obtain a more optimal so lution than heuristics and 

metaheuri stics in the cases where there are a few box types (2-5 types) in these 47 
instances. 
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7.6.2 Experimental results for the real world data set 

The HTS is further tested using the real world data set described in Chapter 6, 
The HTS is also executed for the two 

container types. 

F irstly, the HTS is tested without considering the weight of the loaded boxes for 

comparison with the results by the LHA, i .e . a =  1 .0 and f3 = o.o . The 

comparison of the results for both the LHA and HTS is shown in Table 7 .8  for the 
seven classes. For each class, 'tffi in num? in Table 7 .8 denotes the theoretical 

minimum number of used containers described in Section 6.4.2. 

Table 7.8 Results by the two approaches for real world data 

Ouantitv of used  containers 
Typ es 

Data Standard container High cub e container
(quantity) of 

classes (1  2000mx233 Dm><23 50m) ( 1 20 OOmx2 330mx2650m) 
b oxes 

Min num LHA H TS Min num LHA HTS 

RW l 3( 1 38) 6 1 1 1 1  6 9 7 
RW2 1 ( 1 8 0) 1 1  20 20 1 0  1 0  1 0  
RW3 6( 1 ,592) 1 0  1 2  1 1  9 1 1  1 0  
RW4 8 9 8 7 8 ts 

8 1 0 9 7 9 9RW5 
RW6 1 5(7 ,536) 1 0  1 1  1 0  9 1 0  9 
RW7 20( 1 1 ,256) 1 2  1 3  1 2  1 1  1 1  1 1  

The figures from Table 7 . 8  show that the solutions obtained by the THS are close 
to the optimum so lutions in general. The THS can optimally solve classes RW2, 

RW6 and RW7 for the high cube container and classes RW4, RW6 and RW7 for 

the standard container. The HTS outperforms the LHA in some cases .  For RWl ,  

it i s  impossible to load all boxes into 6 containers (which is the theoretical 

minimum number) because of the three box types, one box type is very large, and 

at least 7 containers are needed. It can be seen from the table that the THS can 
obtain the actual minimum number of used containers. Likewise, the same 

situation appears for c lass RW2 with the standard container. 

The distribution of volume uti l isations obtained by the HIS for data classes RW1-
RW7 with the high cube container i s  illustrated i n  Figure 7 . 1 1 .  
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100 

!?O 

R�W7 
RWS

RW4 
RW3 

RW2 
RWl 

■ RWl 
■iRW2 
□ RW3 
□iRW4 
■iRW:5 
III RWCi 
■iRW7 

Figure 7. 1 1  Util isation distribution of each container for the seven classes 

7.6.3 Experiment results with weight limit and weight distribution 

So far, little research has considered the weight l imit and distribution in the 

container for multiple container loading. The HTS can solve successfully 

multiple container loading with the constraints of weight l imit and weight 

distribution. 

The HTS i s  tested using the real world data classes RW1 -RW7 which include the 

weights of boxes. All boxes with a weight are loaded into a number of high cube 

(40ft) containers with the dimension of 12m? .33m? .65m, a gross weight of 

3 .35  tons and the gross weight limit of 30 .48 tons� 

According to Formula 7 .9,  the HTS i s  tested under the two conditions, that is, 

(1) a = 1 .0 and p = 0.0e, i .e. the weight limit and distribution are neglected, and 

the only minimum quantity of used containers is considered; 

(2) a = 0.  7 and p = 0.3 , i . e .  both the minimum quantity of used containers and 

weight distribution are c onsidered simultaneously under the condition of weight 

l imit. 
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than the weight distribution. Thus a larger value is assigned to weight coefficient 

a than /J .  

Chapter 7 A hybrid tabu search approach to container loading 

However, the minimum quantity of used containers is considered more important 

The two groups of experimental results for seven classes RW1 -RW7 are reported 

in Tables 7.9 and 7 . 1 0 . 

Table 7.9 Results for seven classes when a =  1 .0 and /J = 0 .0 
Data Oll/lntitv of used containeB without wei hi limit and weioht dislribution 
classes I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  l l  Total 

Utilisation 80.36 80. 36 80. 36 80 .36 80.36 80.36 44.95 7 
RW I Weight 4 350.48 4 350.48 4 350.48 4 350.48 4350.48 43 50.48 8679.36 

C G  0 .4 358 0 .43 58  0 .4358  0 .4358 0 .4358 0.4358 0 .3843 
Utilisation 95.36 95. 3 6  95. 36 95.36 95.36 95.36 95.36 95.36 95. 36 95.36 10 

RW2 Weight
C G  

9000.0 
0.4776 

9000 .0 
0.4776 

9000. 0 

0.4776 
9000 .0 
0.4776 

9 000 .0 9 000 . 0  
0 .4776 

9 000 .0 
0 .4776 

9 000.0 

0 .4776 
9000.0 
0 .4776 

9000.0 
0.4776 

Utilisation 95.41 95.4 1 95. 4 1  85.37 82.42 78.69 78.69 18.69 78. 69 67. 64 1 0  

1 070. 0 
Utilisation 97 . 1 2  95. 1 3  95. 1 3  95.91 97.28 97.7 1 97.82 97. 1 2  

RW6 Weight 1 8085 .4 4395 . 6  4895. 6 7406. 9 1 39 1 2. 9  I 2393 .9 1 234 1 .6  9 100.9 

C G  0.4 092 0 . 34 1 1  0.34 1 1  0.3 633 0 .3692 0 .4932 0 .3788 0 .4651 0 .32 50 
Utilisation 94. 1 9  96.45 97. 27 94.89  97.94 97.45 97.88 97.40 97.7 1 97. 94 3 1 .92 I 1 1  

RW7 Weight 
C G  

594M 
0.4 279 

4230.8 
0.4 069 

1 1 252. 3 
0.3957 

22407 . 9  
0.3 524 

2 5002.3 
0 .4347 

17852.2 
0 .4 190 

1 8583. 1 
0 .5020 

13376.0 I 1 0758 .2  
0.3809 0.339 1  

O.O(•) 

0 . 3830 
12378.8 
0 .6278 

Table 7. 1 0  Results for seven classes when a =  0.7 and /J = 0.3 
Da1a :)uantilv of used containers wilh weight limit and weight di stribution 
classes I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  1 1  Total 

Utilisation 78. 1 5 79.48 79.48 79.48 79.48 79.48 5 1 . 59 7 
RW I 1 1738 .6 3934.8 3934.8 3934.8 3934 .8  3934.8 3369. 6 

u.:mJ r..;u O. ..! l )U U.2 39� U.J�O� u .2 807 U. ..!oOl U.I 098 

Utilisation 89. 96 95. 05 94. 92 95. 82 96. 04 95. 80 77 .4596. 0 9  96. 5 1 
I 0849.2 1 6808. 0 6 5 1 2.2 6 655. 2 RW6 Weiimt 5713.3 65D2.5 fR67 . 3  I 0908 .7 1 3386.4 

CG 0. 187 1  0.2779 .02644 0.3 1 6 3  0.3 925 0 .4235 0 . 14 52 0 .3794 0 .4 1 09 
95. 30 96.00 94.7 1  89.76 93.38 55 .7 9  Utilisation 96.41 94. 39 94. 93 94. 9 1  

RW3 

RW4 

RW5 

Weight 1 8645.6 1 8645.6 1 8645. 6 0 .0(") l 8302 .5 3 3 1 2. 5  3 3 1 2.5  33 1 2.5 3312 .5  3 120. 0 
C G  0.4774 0 .4774 0 .4774 0 .5817 0 .6209 0 .4 254 0 .4254 0 .4254 0 .4254 0 .3303 
Utilisation 92. 63 94.80 94. 80 94. 80  95.83 9 1 .05 46.53 46.53 8 

Weigh! 53 1 1 .5 5266 . 1  5266. 1 5266. l 6 1 52. 5 1 3  344 .5 675.0 675.0 
CG  0.3 1 8 1  0.3 1 97 0 .3 1 97 0 . 3 1 97 0 .3 3 1 9  0 .3716 0 .3476 0 .3474 
Utilisation 93. 63 91 . 50  94. 1 9  95 .71 87.69 52. 17 52. 17 52. 17 46. 53 9 

Wei�ht 3800 .7 6837.4 1 2955.7 2 1722. 9 I 6 8 1 9.7 875 .0 m.o 875 .0 675.0 
CG 0.3 88 1  0 .3238 0 .2 632 0 .3 8 1 3  0 .448 1 0 .2807 0.2807 0.2807 0.3474 

CG 0.4597 0.4292 0.4292 
Utilisation 95.36 95. 36 95. 36 

RW2 Weight 9000.0 9000.0 9000.0 
CG 0.4776 0.4776 0.4776 
Utilisati.on 95. 68 95.4 1  95.41 

RW3 Weight 464 .9 18645.6 1 8645.6 
CG 04792 0.4774 0.4774 
Utilisation 91.59 95.08 9 5. 0 8  

RW4 Weight 6308. 1  5879.2 5879.2 
CG 0 .2983 0 .2937 0.2937 
Utilisation 95. 27 95.71 95. 67 

RW5 Weight 9 1 55.5 2 1722.9 20590.0 

0.4 292 0.4 292 0.4 292 0 . 1 961 
9536 95.36 95.36 95. 36 95.36 95 .36 95. 36 1 0  

9000.0 9000. 0 9000.0 9000. 0 9 000. 0 9 000. 0  9000.0 
0.4776 
69. 96 

0.4776 
64. 82 

0.4776 
75.016 

0.4776 
75. 1 6  

0 .4776 
75. 1 6  

0 .4776 
75. 1 6  

0.4776 
67.98 J 46 .5 0  1 1  

4458. 1  2990. 0 3 1 50 .0 3 1 50 .0 3 1 50. 0 3 150. 0 2 2500.0 2160 0. 0  
0.3555 0.3 0 1 0  0.3 961 0 .3961 0 .396 1  0 .39 6 1  04935 0.4 1 1 5  
95. 08 97.42  8 1 . 9 2  50.00 46 .53 8 

5879.2 9890.7 6268. 8 l 176 .5 675. 0 
0.2937 0.2 986 0.3 1 88 0.4 1 1 3 0 .3476 
80.43 79. 6 2  52. 17 52. 17 52. 17 62. 55 9 
3 932 649 1 . 0  875.0 875 .0  875.0 920. 0 

CG 

9 808 .5 24849.2 15694 1 3734.2 1 85 16 .9 2 6024 . 1  9 1 60 . 9  1 3309.9 I 3359. 0 1 5360. 5 I 1 254. 2 
0.4 154 0.27020.4 1 64  0 . 2303 0.40 1 5  0.38 17 0.3 573 0 .30560.3236 0.3432 
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and /3 = 0.3 is one more than that in the previous case. This is because the weight 

This means that the loaded weight exceeds the 

Likewise, the total weight of boxes in the tenth 

Chapter 7 A hybrid tabu search approach to container loading 

ideal centre of each container among the three directions (see Formula 7.5). The 

last column of each table is the quantity of used containers for each class . 

Notation ? ? in parentheses in Table 7.9 indicates that the total weight of loaded 

boxes in the container exceeds the weight limit. 

Several observations from the two tables are made: 

I .  Under the conditions of ( 1 )  a =  1 .0 and /J = 0.0 and (2) a =  0.7 and /J = 0.3 , the 

HTS obtains the same number of used containers, except for class RW3 . 

However, the weight distributions for the two conditions are different. 

2 .  For class RW3 , the quantity of used containers under the condition of a = 0.7 

distribution and weight limit are all considered under the condition of a =  0. 7 and 

/J = 0.3 . Conversely, only the quantity of used containers is considered in the 

case of Table 7 .9 .  It can be seen that the weight of the loaded boxes in the fourth 

container of Table 7 .9 is zero . 

weight limit of the container. 

container of class R W7 also exceeds the weight limit of the container. 

3 .  Under the condition of a =  0.7 and /J = 0.3t, the weight distributions for each 

container are generally better than or equal to those in Table 7.9 . However, 

volume utilisations for each container are generally lower than those in Table 7.9. 

4. Under the condition of a =  0.7 and j3 = 0.3 , the volume utilisations for the last 

container are higher than or equal to those in the previous case . This is because 

the boxes to be loaded are spread to each container in order to ensure an even 

weight distribution in each container. Conversely, more boxes are loaded into the 

previous containers under the condition of a =  1 .0 and /3 = 0.0 . 

In these two tables, uti lisation (%), weight (kg) and CO denote respectively the 

volume utilisation, loaded weight and weight distribution (i .e. Dist) indicted by 

the worst distance between the centre gravity of gravity for the loaded boxes and 
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where an efficient encoding and evaluation criterion are designed
method employing the handling method for remaining spaces and the heuristic 

HTS) to container loading. The approach combines the tabu search technique, 

Chapter 7 

7.7 Summary 

A hybrid tabu search approach to container loading 

This chapter has investigated a new hybrid tabu search approach (abbreviated to 

and the loading 

strategies proposed in the previous chapters .  

The HTS has been tested by using benchmark data sets. The experimental results 

have indicated that the HTS outperforms the other published approaches in 
general . Compared with the LHA proposed in the research, the HTS obtains a 
higher volume util isation, but lower stability ratio .  It has also been shown that the 

HTS has the advantage of the LHA for problems with multiple constraints (e.g. 

weight l imit and weight distribution). 

In addition, the evaluation criterion has been designed to apply the HTS to solving 

the multiple container loading problem with the constraints of weight limit and 

distribution. 



(3) development of the hybrid tabu search approach to container loading in 

Chapters 4, 5 and 7, integrating the heuristic strategies and handling method, 

developed in Chapters 4 and 5, into the tabu search in order to further improve the 

performance  of the heuristic approach. 

To summarise the research, this chapter 

Chapter 8 Conclusions and further work 

Chapter 8 

Conclusions and Further Work 

The aim of thi s  research ? to develop novel heuristic approaches for the maximum 

volume util isation ? has been achieved through the completion of the objectives in 

three key areas, namely : 

( 1 )  the foundation of the heuristic approach in Chapter 3 ? development of the 

novel heuristic approach to two-dimensional bin packing, exploiting the new 

heuristic strategies and handling method for remaining areas. 

(2) development of the novel heuristic approach to container loading in Chapters 

4, 5 and 6, combining the novel 

generate 

heuristic 

best arrangements 

strategies and a sophisticated handling 

method for remaining spaces based on the heuristic approach to 2D bin packing. 

The heuristic strategies the of the boxes by 

constructing homogeneous and heterogeneous blocks and creating a layer along 

with the handl ing method of remaining spaces. 

draws conclusions and proposes 

recommendations for further work. 

8.1 Conclusions 

8.1.1 Typology of the solution approaches 
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By summarising the solution approaches proposed in this thesis to the two

dimensional bin packing and container loading problems, the typology of overall 

approaches is characterised in Figure 8 . 1 .  

Representation of remaining areas 
(rectangular shape) 

Handl ing method 
Partitioning of remaining areas 

for remaining 
(horizontal and vertical directions) 

areas 

2DoBTN Merging of remaining areas 
PACKING (adjacent rectangular areas) 

Complete packing 

Vertical or horizontal strip packing 
Heuristic 
strategies Partial strip packing 

Sorting, dividable group and position rules 

Homogeneous block loading 

Layer block loading 

Rectangular heterogeneous block loading 

Non-rectangular heterogeneous block loading 

Single box loading 

Sorting, dividable group and position rules 

CONTAINER 
LOADING 

Loading method 

Homogeneous block loading 

Layer block loading 

S ingle box loading 

Sorting and position rules 

Tabu search technique (neighbourhood, 
Heuristic search 

candidate, tabu list, termination 
strategies 

criterion and evaluation criterion) 

- inclusion 
.---- Heuristic Approach MULTIPLE 

CONTAINER --► same 

LOADING ,_____� Hybrid Tabu Search Approach 
_.. evolution 

Figure 8 . 1 Typology of the solution approaches 
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Figure 8 . 1 describes the solution approaches to the 2D bin packing and container 
loading problems that involve the heuristic strategies and handling of remaining 

spaces ( or areas), and i l lustrates the relationship and evolution between different 

methods from two-dimensional bin packing to three-dimensional container 
loading. The highlighted boxes shown in Figure 8 . 1  indicate the common method 

used in both the heuristic and hybrid tabu search approaches. Moreover, the 
applications of the heuri stic and tabu search approaches to multiple container 

loading are denoted in Figure 8 . 1 . 

8. 1 .2 Contributions of this research 

According to the characterisation of Figure 8 . 1 ,  it can be seen that the heuri stic 
approaches proposed to the 2D bin packing and container loading problems all 
concern the heuristic strategies and handl ing methods for the remaining spaces (or 

areas) . Considering these two aspects, the main contributions of this thesis are 

summarised below. 

Two-dimensional bin packing 

Two-dimensional bin packing benefits from simpler implementation than three

dimensional container loading because of its lower complexity of geometry, 

although two-dimensional bin packing is seen to be NP-hard (Garey and Johnson 
1 979) . To solve this problem, this research has developed below: 

( 1 )  Three novel heuristic search strategies for complete packing, vertical and 

horizontal strip packing, and partial strip packing, based on the non-overlapping 

combinations of the items in the optimal positions and orientations in a bin. 

(2) A new handling method for remaining areas including the representation of 
rectangular remaining areas, the vertical and horizontal partitioning of rectangular 
and non-rectangular remaining areas as well as the merging principles of 

remaining areas in various cases .  The handling method ensures the effective 
implementation of search strategies and the non-overlapping constraint. 
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Conclusions and fu rther work 
Chapter 8 

It has been shown that the performance of the heuristic approach is superior to 

that of other heuristic approaches published through tests with a number of 

benchmark data sets. This approach has been further tested by using a real world 

data set and an area utilisation of over 98% obtained for all used bins except the 

last one . The work of two-dimensional bin packing has laid the necessary basis 

for the development of the heuristic approach to container loading. 

Three-dimensional container loading 

The three-dimensional geometric spaces and the constraints of practical 
applications of container loading make the heuristic strategies and handling of 

remaining spaces more complicated and difficult than those of two-dimensional 
bin packing. For the container loading problem, the significance of this research 

includes the following aspects : 

( I )  Development of a sophisticated handling method for remaining spaces, 

util ising the fundamental work on remaining area handling for 2D bin packing. 

The handling method characterises i) the representation of remaining spaces 
suiting the iterative implementation of the heuristic strategies, i i) the partitioning 

of remaining spaces meeting the requirements of non-overhanging and stability of 

the boxes, and iii) the merging principles of remaining spaces maximising the 

util i sation of remaining spaces and improving the stability of boxes. It has been 

proved that the handling method for remaining spaces has had an important effect 

on the improvement of volume utilisation and the box stability in the heuristic and 
hybrid tabu search approaches developed. 

(2) Based on the heuristic approach to 2D bin packing, development of a novel 
heuristic approach integrating five heuristic strategies and the handling method for 
remaining spaces. The heuristic strategies generate the optimal combinations of 

the boxes in homogeneous or heterogeneous blocks. The blocks with identical 

and different box types result in smaller remaining spaces and decrease the 

number of fragmented remaining spaces, but also enhance the box stability· In 
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addition, the construction of layers composed of several blocks ensures the box 

loading sequence opposite the one open side of the container, and provides the 

fundamental work for further research on weight distribution ofboxes. 

(3) Through the evaluation and experiments using a number of published 

benchmark data sets, it has been shown that the heuristic approach produces, on 

average, more effective loading arrangements with the highest degree of box 

stabil ity compared with published heuristic approaches. 

(4) Further development of the heuristic approach resulting in a novel hybrid tabu 

search approach, which exploits the tabu search technique along with three 

heuristic strategies ( developed in the heuristic approach) and the handl ing method 

for remaining spaces. The notable characteristics of the hybrid tabu search 

configuration provided the experiential parameters for solving various scales of 

problems. 

(5) The experimental results have shown that the hybrid tabu search approach has 

obtained a higher volume utilisation, but with lower stability compared to the 

207 

approach are that: i) the heuristic strategies generate the loading arrangements of 

boxes by constructing homogeneous blocks along with the handling method for 

remaining spaces while ensuring the constraints of orientation and stability; i i) an 

encoding of the problem overcoming the expensive computational cost associated 

with large scale problems; and iii) an evaluation criterion meeting the constraints 

of weight l imit and weight distribution of boxes as well as the configuration of 

neighbourhood, candidate and tabu tenure in the tabu search technique . The 

heuristic approach proposed in this research. It has also been shown that the 

hybrid tabu search has achieved the highest volume utilisation among the 

published approaches under the condition that al l boxes have one hundred per cent 

support from below. Moreover, the hybrid tabu search has been tested by using 

the real world data set and proved that it could solve the problem with the 

constraints of weight l imit and weight distribution. 



Chapter 8 Conclusions andfurther work 

(6) For multiple container loading, an evaluation criterion has been designed so 

that the hybrid tabu search approach can be successfully applied in multiple 

container loading and achieved optimum solutions or near to the optimum 

solutions for the practical problem. 

Based on the research described in this thesis, a prototype software system for 

container loading has been designed and implemented. This software provides the 

interfaces of effective data management, calculation of loading schemes and the 

visual display of loading layouts . 

8.2 Further Work 

available benchmark data sets from the published l iterature and a real world 

application. However, additional research may be beneficially devoted to 

improving further the performance of these two approaches developed and 

extending the scope of this research. Therefore, the main recommendations for 

further work include : 

( 1 )  Development of a heuristic framework 

As shown in the experiments of this work, the heuristic and tabu search 

This research has been successful in developing the heuristic and hybrid tabu 

search approaches to container loading and has achieved good results on the 

approaches are unlikely always to produce good loading arrangements in different 

cases .  Therefore, the performance of the heuristic strategies could be analysed for 

the p roblems with different quantities, types and dimensions of boxes in order to 

abstract a heuristic framework that covers several sub-heuristic strategies able to 

achieve high quality solutions for problems of various scale . 

(2) Further consideration of practical constraints 

In terms of the quantifiable practical constraints, e .g. weight distribution and load 

bearing strength, there is stil l  much scope for additional work although some 

practical constraints have been dealt with in both of the approaches and the 
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constraints of weight distribution have been explored in the hybrid tabu search 

approach . Therefore, the approaches could be improved and a new heuristic 
strategy developed for other practical constraints, e .g .  load bearing strength. 

(3) Development of simultaneous approaches to multiple container loading 

Compared with the sequential approaches implemented in thi s  thesis, the 
simultaneous approach loads al l boxes into a number of containers 

simultaneously. Therefore, another scope for further work is the development of 

according to the experimental results described in Chapters 6 and 7. 

(4) Extension of heuristic and hybrid tabu search approaches to other problems 

The extension of heuristic and hybrid tabu search approaches to a wider range of 

problems in cutting and packing is another area for further work. Consideration 

wi l l  include cutting stock problems in wood, glass and steel industries, nesting, 
vehicle scheduling and network flow problems. 

In summary, in order to increase the practical ity and applicability of the software 

system for container loading and other problems, the software could be enhanced 

through improvement of the user interface and extension of the system to new 
functions. 

simultaneous heuristic and hybrid tabu search approaches based on these existing 
approaches. The performance of both the sequential and simultaneous approaches 

could be evaluated to seek a more effective approach to multiple container loading 
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